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Abstrat
A study on formulating truss topology optimization problems using ontinuous and
binary variables is presented. The ground struture approah, where members and
nodes are allowed to vanish from an initial dense truss, is adopted. Member ross-
setions are hosen from a disrete set of alternatives. The binary variables are used
to determine the existene of members and nodes as well as the seletion of a prole
for the truss members. Normal fores of the members and nodal displaements are
hosen as ontinuous variables. The equations of strutural analysis are written as
onstraints of the optimization problem. Further onstraints ensure that the truss is
able to arry the loads and is kinematially stable. Member strength and bukling
onstraints are formulated aording to the design rules of Euroode 3.
The aim of the optimization problems onsidered is to nd eonomial truss designs.
The weight of the truss serves as the default riterion as it an be easily evaluated
and it is related to the total ost. However, it is well-known that the atual minimum
ost design an dier from the minimum weight truss. Therefore, a feature-based ost
funtion is also devised for tubular plane trusses for ost optimization. For design
situations, where the ost data is not available, a multiriterion optimization prob-
lem where weight is minimized simultaneously with the number of truss members,
nodes and proles used in the design, is formulated and Pareto optimal solutions are
generated.
The proposed formulations lead to mixed-integer linear optimization problems. State-
of-the-art software is employed to solve a set of benhmark problems that verify the
formulations and demonstrate the eet of dierent onstraints. Optimum topologies
for Euler bukling and Euroode 3 bukling onstraints are ompared. Topology op-
timization of a roof truss is presented as a ase study. The onit of weight and ost
is studied in onjution with the roof truss.
iii
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CHAPTER 1
Introdution
The question begs the answer 
an you forgive me somehow?
Tom Waits
1.1 Bakground
Strutural design is a task that requires expertise in strutural mehanis, engineering
ingenuity, and reative ollaboration with other disiplines involved in the design pro-
ess. In truss design, the goal is to nd an eonomial struture whih is able to arry
the given loads and whih an be manufatured by available tehnologies. This goal
is often pursued by trial and error, where the designer gradually modies an initial
struture. While this design methodology an be eient in simple and to the designer
familiar ases, it an be very time-onsuming for more omplex situations, espeially
if an entirely new oneptual design is desired. For suh instanes, a more systemati
approah should be onsidered.
Strutural optimization is a researh eld whih provides an eient tool for reating
a synthesis of design, fabriation and eonomy of strutures. By formulating the
design task at hand as an optimization problem, eonomial solutions an be found
systematially by numerial optimization algorithms. This approah has at least the
following benets over the traditional design methodology:
• Any design aspet or quantity that an be expressed mathematially an be
taken into aount. Thus, omplex strutural systems, where dependenies of
dierent quantities are diult for the designer to quantify, an be onsidered.
1
1.1. BACKGROUND
• The solution is not entirely dependent on the experiene of the designer. This
means that new eonomial solutions that are beyond the intuition of the designer
an be found. Obviously, the designer is still needed for a meaningful problem
formulation and interpretation of the results.
• The time needed to nd eonomial designs is redued.
Trusses are espeially suitable for optimization, sine their analysis is simple (if they
are onsidered as pin-jointed strutures with loads at the nodes), and they possess a
great deal of mathematial struture that an be exploited in the solution proess.
Trusses are also frequently used in pratial appliations, for example, in ivil and
aerospae engineering.
Truss optimization problems are generally divided into three ategories. Before intro-
duing them, a remark on the terminology is in plae. In the literature, the terms
layout, onguration, topology, geometry, and shape of the truss are ommonly used.
In this thesis, these terms are dened as follows.
The layout of the truss means the number of nodes and members, the loation of
the nodes, and the onnetivity of the members. The topology of the truss onsists
of the member onnetivity, whih inludes the number of nodes as well. However,
topology does not ontain information about nodal position. The geometry of the truss
means the node loations for xed topology. The terms onguration and shape are
equivalent to layout and geometry, respetively, but they are not used in this thesis.
The simplest truss optimization problem is sizing optimization (Fig. 1.1a), where the
optimum ross-setions of truss members are to be determined for a xed layout.
This problem an be extended in two diretions, both leading to substantially more
ompliated formulations.
In geometry optimization (Fig. 1.1b), the optimum loations of seleted joints are to be
determined in addition to member ross-setions. The topology of the truss remains
xed during optimization. Introduing nodal oordinates as design variables greatly
inreases the nonlinearity of the optimization problem, making the numerial solution
substantially more diult.
The other extension of sizing optimization is topology optimization (Fig. 1.1). As
suggested by the name, the goal is to determine the optimum topology for given loads,
supports, and material properties. Even though the topology of the truss does not
inlude information about the loation of the nodes, the optimum topology depends
strongly on where the nodes are plaed. Thus, determining the optimum topology
automatially inludes nding the optimum node positions as well as member ross-
setions. Consequently, by optimizing the topology, the optimum layout is also found.
In this thesis, only problems of topology optimization are onsidered.
Topology optimization an be understood as an extension of sizing optimization, if the
so-alled ground struture approah (Dorn, Gomory & Greenberg 1964) is adopted. In
the ground struture approah, an initial truss, alled the ground struture, with an
exessive number of members and joints is employed. During optimization the joint
loations are xed, but members (and joints) are allowed to vanish. This proedure
an then be viewed as sizing optimization with zero ross-setion allowed. However,
removing members from the ground struture leads to serious theoretial and numerial
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Figure 1.1: Truss optimization problem types.
diulties that make topology optimization the most diult optimization problem
in truss optimization.
Topology optimization an also be performed on more general strutures that are
modelled using ontinuum mehanis. The goal is, roughly speaking, to determine the
optimal number, loation and shape of the holes and outer boundary of the struture.
This approah diers from truss topology optimization substantially, even though there
are some similar issues as well. Topology optimization of ontinuum strutures is not
onsidered in this thesis. For an overview of the topi, see (Eshenauer & Olho 2001)
and (Bendsøe & Sigmund 2003).
The work of the designer is regulated by law and a series of design odes. For exam-
ple, the Euroodes provide mandatory rules for designing strutures in the European
Union. Therefore, in order to make the results of optimization appliable, the require-
ments of the respetive design odes should be inluded in the problem formulation.
Any requirement that is exluded from optimization must be heked separately for
the solution. If some requirements are violated, the solution of optimization must be
modied appropriately.
On the other hand, if optimization is applied to nd a oneptual design, or a draft of
the design is needed quikly, simplied problem formulations that are easier to solve
an be employed. In suh instanes, it is aknowledged that the result of optimization
has to be modied, but optimization provides a good starting point for more rened
design. This approah is often the only possibility to apply optimization in pratie,
as taking into aount all the neessary requirements would lead to an optimization
problem that is intratable by urrent solution methods. By pertinent researh on
strutural optimization, the gap between the strutural designer and the researher
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an be gradually narrowed. This is espeially the ase for truss topology optimization,
whih holds a great potential in produing new oneptual designs.
1.2 Literature Review
Extensive researh on truss topology optimization has been arried out sine the latter
part of the 20th entury, espeially sine the 1980s. Starting from the simplest prob-
lem formulations, the theoretial pitfalls lurking within the subjet as well as some
properties of optimum topologies have been unovered. Further researh has extended
the problem formulations, and methods for irumventing the theoretial diulties
have been proposed.
Elsewhere, strutural optimization under design odes has been studied. This re-
searh rarely onsiders truss topology optimization, but provides valuable insight for
extending the onventional formulations of topology optimization to inlude the design
odes.
In order to proeed with the researh, the results and ahievements of the researh
ommunity need to be understood.
1.2.1 General Theoretial Results
The earliest problem that has been onsidered in the literature is the minimization of
weight of the truss with onstraints on member strength. The ross-setional areas
of the ground struture members and their normal fores are taken as the ontinuous
design variables. If the kinemati ompatibility onditions are negleted, the weight
minimization problem an onsequently be written as a linear programming (LP) prob-
lem (Dorn et al. 1964). For a thorough review of this formulation and its properties,
see Kirsh (1989) and Rozvany, Bendsøe & Kirsh (1995).
Under a single loading ondition, the minimum weight topology is statially deter-
minate (Sved 1954, Barta 1957, Dorn et al. 1964, Fleron 1964). As a statially de-
terminate struture satises the ompatibility onditions automatially, the atual
minimum weight design for stress onstraints an be found by the LP formulation.
However, under multiple loading onditions, the minimum weight truss is typially
statially indeterminate. In this ase, the LP formulation is unable to nd the opti-
mum solution, providing only a lower bound for the minimum weight.
If statially determinate optimum topology annot be guaranteed, the kinemati om-
patibility onditions must be inluded in the problem formulation. For ontinuous
ross-setions, this leads to a nonlinear programming (NLP) formulation (Cheng &
Guo 1997, Guo, Cheng & Yamazaki 2001, Stolpe 2004), whih imposes both theo-
retial and numerial issues. The theoretial diulties are solely due to vanishing
members.
The rst observation that needs attention is the ourrene of singular and loal optima
(Kirsh 1990, Kirsh 1993). The feasible set usually ontains degenerate parts with
dimension smaller than the dimension of the feasible set. These parts orrespond to
designs, where members have been eliminated from the ground struture. The global
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optimum may lie in suh a degenerate part. Unfortunately, gradient-based solution
methods that are ommonly used, are unable to nd solutions in these parts. This is
due to the fat that the onstraint qualiation of the Karush-Kuhn-Tuker onditions
does not hold in the degenerate regions. Loal optima appear as a onsequene of the
nononvexity of the problem.
The essential problem with vanishing members is that the strutural model is not
altered during the optimization. In the nite element setting, that is frequently em-
ployed, this means that the struture inludes members with zero ross-setional area,
whih an lead to a singular stiness matrix. Bruns (2006) identies two ases, where
the singularity may appear: the removal of members may lead to an isolated node or
an isolated element. Both of these ases lead to singular stiness matrix, whih auses
the numerial optimization proedure to halt.
The singularity of the stiness matrix an be irumvented by imposing a small positive
lower bound on member areas. At the solution, members having this lower bound area
are removed from the design, eetively rounding the member areas to zero. However,
this approah may fail to nd the global optimum, as explained by Cheng & Guo
(1997).
Another approah for treating the singularity of the stiness matrix is to formulate the
optimization problem aording to the priniple of simultaneous analysis and design
(SAND), where the nodal displaements are taken as variables in the optimization and
the stiness equation is onsidered as a set of equality onstraints (Sankaranarayanan,
Haftka & Kapania 1994). Suh a formulation requires speial solution methods. Con-
sequently, the theoretial issues with vanishing members are transferred to omputa-
tional matters whih an be approahed by developing numerial optimization algo-
rithms.
Even if the struture that remains after vanishing members are removed would have
a non-singular stiness matrix, the vanishing members ause severe problems to the
optimization. Arguably the most serious issue appears with onstraints that depend
on the stress of the members.
It was observed by Sved & Ginos (1968) that the omputational value of the stress
of a vanishing member may be non-zero whih may lead to erroneous results, when
gradient-based optimization methods are applied. Cheng & Jiang (1992) investigated
this issue further and showed that the stress is a disontinuous funtion of the member
area at zero. They also showed that for small values of the ross-setional area, the
stress in a member an be too high, but as the member is removed, the resulting
struture an be feasible. This observation provides another obstale for gradient-
based solution methods.
To avoid the problems assoiated with stress onstraints and singular optima, several
approahes have been proposed. Cheng & Jiang (1992) suggest multiplying the stress
onstraint funtion by a so-alled quality funtion, whih has the following properties:
it is ontinuous, zero at zero ross-setion and positive for positive ross-setional
areas. This modiation removes the disontinuity issue. However, the feasible set
still inludes degenerate parts.
In order to allow numerial optimization methods to nd solutions in these parts,
Cheng & Guo (1997) introdued a so-alled ǫ-relaxation tehnique, where the stress
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onstraint g(x) ≤ 0 is replaed by g(x) ≤ ǫ, with ǫ > 0, and a lower bound ǫ2 is issued
on member areas. An iterative proedure is obtained, where the problem is solved for
a given ǫ that is made ever smaller until a satisfatory numerial auray has been
reahed. However, Stolpe & Svanberg (2001) have shown that the trajetory of the
global optima of the relaxed problems an be disontinuous. Therefore, this strategy
might fail to nd the global optimum.
Rozvany (1992) has proposed the so-alled smooth envelope funtions, see also (Rozvany
1996), to handle the singularity of the stress onstraints. In this approah, the al-
lowable stress is replaed by a smooth funtion that removes the singularity issue.
The ǫ-relaxation method an be seen as a speial ase of suh an envelope funtion
(Rozvany 2001). Smooth envelope funtions suer from the same disontinuity of the
trajetory of the global optima as the ǫ-relaxation approah.
Introduing member bukling onstraints poses new diulties. A rst observation
is that singular and loal optima are also present, when member bukling is inluded
(Guo et al. 2001). The feasible set is even disjoint. An ǫ-relaxation tehnique with a
modied bukling onstraint an be employed to make the feasible set onneted and
to remove the singularities (Guo et al. 2001).
Arguably the main issue with bukling onstraints is the jump in the bukling length.
It is quite ommon that the optimum truss inludes a hain of suessive members
having the same orientation and ross-setional area. Suh hains possess unstable
nodes. One approah for obtaining a stable struture is to remove these nodes to
merge the members of the hain into a single, longer member. The bukling length
of this resulting longer member is greater than the bukling lengths of the individual
hain members, resulting in derease in the bukling strength, whih leads to unsafe
design. As shown by Zhou (1996), the optimum topology is very sensitive to this
phenomenon.
Rozvany (1996) suggests the addition of system stability onstraints and imperfe-
tions to the ground struture as a solution to the diulties assoiated with node
anellation. The idea is to introdue appropriate nodal displaements that need to
be supported by the struture. However, even if these approahes produe more stable
solutions, they may still give the inorret optimum topology.
Ahtziger (1999a) disusses bukling onstraints for irular and square setions, and
without ompatibility onditions. Through a areful denition of hains (onseutive
members laying on a line), a onstraint for topologial bukling is introdued. In this
onstraint, the node anellation is taken into aount by dening the ative bukling
length. However, as Ahtziger points out, this problem formulation may not have an
optimal solution. This is due to the disontinuity of the ative bukling length, whih
leads to non-losed feasible set. This phenomenon an be irumvented by adding the
so-alled slenderness ondition (a positive lower bound on member areas for members
present in the topology). The numerial treatment is alleviated by notiing that
all members in a hain have the same axial fore. Then, the ompliated bukling
onstraint needs to be introdued for only one member of that hain, while for the
others, a simple side-onstraint for the member area is suient.
In the seond part of the paper, Ahtziger (1999b) proposes a numerial solution
method for minimum weight problem with bukling onstraints. The onditional
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bukling onstraints are transformed into regular onstraints by an approximation
parameter, and the resulting problem is solved by a sequential linear programming
method. The numerial example show that inluding topologial stability leads to a
dierent topology than the simple bukling onstraints.
To takle the problem of unstable topologies that often appear with bukling on-
straints, Guo, Cheng & Olho (2005) apply the fat that an unstable truss has a zero
ritial load fator. By adding a positive lower bound for the ritial load fator, un-
stable solutions are avoided. Determining the ritial load fator requires the solution
of the generalized eigenvalue problem of linear stability theory.
1.2.2 Disrete Cross-Setions and Design Codes
As a rst step towards atual design situations, the assumption that the member
areas are ontinuous is altered suh that only a nite set of predened disrete values
for ross-setional areas is available. This hange in problem formulation leads to a
disrete optimization problem. The main impliation is that the solution methods
of ontinuous optimization beome inappliable, and dierent approahes are needed.
Surveys of methods for disrete strutural optimization are provided by Arora, Huang
& Hsieh (1994), Thanedar & Vanderplaats (1995) and Arora (2002). Textbooks on
disrete and mixed variable optimization inlude those by Floudas (1995) (nonlinear
problems) and Nemhauser & Wolsey (1999) (linear problems).
To further take into aount the needs of the strutural designer, design ode require-
ments an be inluded in the optimization problem as onstraints. Galante (1996),
Dominguez, Stiharu & Sedaghati (2006), and Balling, Briggs & Gillman (2006) inlude
member bukling and ross-setions aording to the AISC design ode. Erbatur,
Hasançebi, Tütünü & Klç (2000) optimize trusses aording to the Turkish ode,
Pedersen & Nielsen (2003) formulate sizing and geometry optimization aording to
the Danish ode, and Shea & Smith (2006) inorporate the Swiss ode for transmission
tower optimization. In most ases, the strutures are analyzed as pin-jointed trusses
with loads at the nodes, suh that bending, shear, and torsion of the members are not
inluded.
In Europe, the Euroodes have beome the unied design odes in the European
Union. Farkas & Jármai (1997, Chapter 11) inlude onstraints on member bukling
and joint strength for optimization of tubular trusses aording to Euroode. Similar
formulations, where joint strength and eentriity are taken into aount, an be
found in (Farkas & Jármai 2003, Farkas & Jármai 2008). Jalkanen (2007) formulates
tubular truss optimization problems, where bending and torsion of the members are
inluded, as well as joint strength. ilih, Premrov & Kravanja (2005) optimize timber
trusses aording to Euroode 5.
In most ases, where design odes are inorporated in the optimization problem, only
sizing and geometry optimization is onsidered. A rare study on truss topology opti-
mization under Euroode onstraints is presented by ilih & Kravanja (2008), but the
details of the formulation are not given.
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1.2.3 Mixed Variable Formulations
It was noted earlier, that the theoretial issues related to the vanishing members
an be irumvented by employing the SAND formulation. However, as reported by
Sankaranarayanan et al. (1994), onvergene to the solution, where member areas
atually beome zero is slow. To gain better ontrol over the topology of the truss
during optimization, binary variables an be introdued to indiate the existene of
members and nodes. In the ase of disrete member proles, binary variables an also
be used for prole seletion.
Ghattas & Grossmann (1991) and Grossmann, Voudouris & Ghattas (1992) seem
to be the rst to propose this approah for truss topology optimization. As in the
SAND formulation, the equations of strutural analysis are inluded as onstraints in
the optimization problem. However, in ontrast to Sankaranarayanan et al. (1994),
the equations of mehanis are written for eah element separately. If the member
areas are ontinuous, the problem beomes nonlinear. Interestingly, a mixed-integer
linear optimization (MILP) problem formulation is obtained in the ase of disrete
member areas. Member proles are seleted by binary variables, whereas member
fores, stresses and elongations as well as nodal displaements are hosen as ontinuous
state variables.
A general framework for mixed variable formulations in strutural optimization is
presented by Kravanja, Kravanja & Bedenik (1998). However, no expliit formulations
for trusses are presented.
Bollapragada, Ghattas & Hooker (2001) propose a formulation for disrete sizing and
topology optimization, where the seletion of the member prole is stated as a logial
disjuntion. Then, a logi-based branh and bound algorithm is proposed, where a
quasi-relaxation problem that is formulated as an LP problem is solved sequentially.
Lower bounds are obtained by the solutions of the quasi-relaxation problem, and
upper bounds are obtained, if the binary variables take integer values at the solution.
Branhing is performed with respet to member area variables, and also the so-alled
logi uts an be employed. The benet of the logi-based approah is the fat that
the quasi-relaxation problem is substantially smaller than the MILP formulation of
the truss optimization problem.
As mentioned above, in the ase of ontinuous member areas, the mixed variable for-
mulation leads to a mixed-integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) problem, whih is
nononvex (Stolpe 2004, Ohsaki & Katoh 2005). The nonlinearities appear as bilinear
terms in equality onstraints. If Euler bukling is inluded, univariate onave terms in
inequality onstraints appear as well. A nonlinear branh-and-bound algorithm an be
applied to nd the global optimum of truss topology optimization problems. However,
these problems are very diult to solve to global optimum.
Reently, the MILP formulation resulting for disrete member areas has been studied
and extended (Faustino, Júdie, Ribeiro & Neves 2006, Rasmussen & Stolpe 2008,
Kanno & Guo 2010). Even though well-established software exists for these formula-
tions, and there are less diulties in nding the global optimum than in the ontinu-
ous (nonlinear) ase, only relatively small problems have been solved in the literature.
This indiates a need for further development of this approah.
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The binary variables that indiate member and node existene an be employed to
express topologial properties of the truss in the form of linear onstraints. Ohsaki
& Katoh (2005) formulate onstraints for the minimum and maximum number of
members that an be onneted to an existing node. A dierent set of onstraints
disallow members from interseting eah other. Rasmussen & Stolpe (2008) present
inequality onstraints that expliitly ensure that the struture is statially feasible.
A serious drawbak of the onventional formulations of topology optimization is that
the optimum struture may be kinematially unstable (Dorn et al. 1964, Kirsh 1989).
This means that the struture is in equilibrium with respet to the given loads, but
it is unstable with respet to variations of the loads. This problem is present both
in the LP and in the NLP formulations sine the optimum solution of the two for-
mulations are equal, if the optimum topology is statially determinate. This issue is
ommonly handled by introduing small auxiliary loads at predened nodes (Ben-Tal
& Nemirovski 1997, Rasmussen & Stolpe 2008). The problem with this approah is
that it is very diult to know a priori, whih nodes will be present in the opti-
mal topology. As all loaded nodes will be inluded in the optimum struture, adding
auxiliary loads to nodes that are not needed in the optimal topology will distort the
solution.
The problem of kinemati instability an be treated in the mixed variable framework in
an elegant manner. Faustino et al. (2006) write the neessary ondition for kinemati
stability of the truss (Grubler's riterion) as a linear onstraint with respet to the
binary variables. To further enfore kinemati stability, a new loading ondition is
added to the problem, where eah degree of freedom is given a small load that is
applied, if the orresponding node is present. The truss is then required to be in
equilibrium with respet to these loads. A similar approah is proposed by Kanno &
Guo (2010).
1.2.4 Disussion
The main observation from the literature review is that truss topology optimization
problems with ontinuous member areas possesses properties that makes their solu-
tion very diult. If the nested approah is adopted, singularity phenomena related
to vanishing members and problems with bukling onstraints pose serious diulties,
as well as the issue of kinemati stability. The mixed variable formulations irum-
vent these problems, but fae the issues of global optimization of MINLP problems.
Presently, in the mixed variable framework, only relatively small problems an be
solved to global optimality.
If the member proles are hosen from a predened disrete set, the nested approah
has to deal with the same diulties as in the ontinuous ase. Furthermore, gradient-
based solution methods beome unavailable, and also deterministi methods of disrete
optimization are diult to apply, sine analytial expressions of the onstraint fun-
tions are not available. Heuristi methods, suh as geneti algorithms, an be applied
to solve disrete topology optimization problems, but they require a huge number of
strutural analyses, and are limited in the size of problems they an solve. In the dis-
rete setting, the mixed variable formulation of the SAND approah leads to a MILP
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problem that does not suer from the singularity issues or other theoretial problems
of topology optimization.
Even though truss topology optimization has been studied for deades, there is still
an obvious demand for further researh. For the general development, the issues with
bukling length and kinemati stability lak a satisfying solution. In order to make
topology optimization more diretly appliable for strutural designers, the require-
ments of the design odes should be introdued in the problem formulation where
possible. The present work is a study of truss topology optimization with regard to
these questions.
1.3 Sope and Aims of the Thesis
The main fous of the thesis is the mixed variable approah for truss topology op-
timization with disrete member ross-setions. This approah was hosen due to
following reasons:
• the formulation is not suseptible to singularities and other theoretial issues
aused by vanishing members;
• if the solution algorithm nds an optimum solution, it is guaranteed to be the
global optimum;
• topologial onstraints an be expressed eiently by binary variables.
The rst goal is to unify the mixed variable formulations presented in the literature.
Then, the formulations are extended suh that member bukling and kinemati sta-
bility of the truss are treated properly. Furthermore, requirements of Euroode 3
are inorporated in the problem. In this thesis, member strength, stability, and sti-
ness are onsidered, and the struture is analyzed as a pin-jointed truss. Thus, joint
strength and the eets of bending and torsion are not inluded in the study. This
restrition learly implies that the solution provided by optimization is not neessarily
appliable to the strutural designer as suh, but might need further modiations to
satisfy the requirements that were not inluded in the problem formulations.
In truss optimization, typially the weight of the truss is minimized, and it serves as
the default objetive funtion in this thesis as well. However, often the most interesting
objetive funtion is the ost of the struture. In this study, the ost funtion of Haapio
(2012) is modied for tubular plane trusses and taken as an objetive funtion. For
situations, where atual ost data is not available, other quantities that aet the
ost are hosen as objetive funtions. These inlude the number of members, the
number of joints, and the number of proles appearing in the truss. As none of
these riteria are likely to yield a solution that is lose to the minimum ost design,
multiriterion formulations are proposed, where the three riteria and the weight are
minimized simultaneously. Consequently, a set of Pareto optimal solutions, whih
represent mathematially better designs than the other feasible solutions, is generated.
A further interesting issue is the relationship between the minimum ost and minimum
weight strutures. This matter is investigated by a multiriterion problem formulation,
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where ost and mass of the truss are minimized simultaneously. By this formulation,
quantitative information about the onit of ost and mass is obtained in the ontext
of topology optimization.
The various formulations presented in this study serve to answer the following researh
questions:
Q1. What possibilities does the mixed variable approah oer for solving the present
open issues of truss topology optimization and for taking into aount the needs
of the strutural designer?
Q2. Is the mixed variable approah a suitable tool for ost optimization? If the
details of a ost funtion are not available, what other possibilities are there to
nd eonomial solutions?
The seond major goal of the thesis is to investigate the apability of modern algo-
rithms to solve the optimization problems of the proposed formulation in pratial
design situations. In this study, ommerial state-of-the-art software is employed for
solving the mixed variable problems. This part of the thesis will give guidelines about
the ases that are presently solvable. The researh question related to the numerial
solution proess is:
Q3. What is the quality of the solutions that an be obtained in given time, when
the mixed variable formulations are applied to pratial design situations?
The quality of the solution means, roughly speaking, how far the obtained solution
is from the global optimum or its onservative approximation. Suh information is
readily available with the method applied in this thesis.
1.4 Main Contribution
The study ontains several results. In the following, the most signiant ontributions
are briey disussed.
Uniation of mixed variable formulations Eah of the few papers dealing
with mixed variable formulations for truss topology optimization emphasizes dierent
aspets. In this thesis, the ideas presented in the literature are brought together and
unied under the same problem formulation.
Extensions of basi formulations Typially, the weight of the truss is minimized
subjet to strength (stress) onstraints. In the present study, this basi formulation is
extended to inlude member bukling onstraints. Both Euler bukling and bukling
aording to Euroode 3 are onsidered. The issue of the jump in bukling length
phenomenon is resolved by introduing hains to the ground struture. Chains are
also used to ensure kinemati stability of the solution and to treat line loading properly.
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Multiriterion formulations Eonomy of a design is generally not determined
only by its weight. Other fators aeting the eonomy of the truss are identied and
written as riteria that are optimized simultaneously with the weight. The Pareto
optimal solutions of the resulting multiriterion problem an be further evaluated for
ost and manufaturing purposes.
Computational studies The proposed formulations are veried by benhmark
problems, most of them devised for the purposes of the thesis. The problem data
and the results are given in detail so they an be used for testing the performane of
future algorithms. The appliability of the formulations to pratial design situations
is explored by a ase study onsidering the optimization of a roof truss.
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CHAPTER 2
Design of Tubular Trusses
A ommon mistake that people make
when trying to design something
ompletely foolproof is to
underestimate the ingenuity of
omplete fools.
Douglas Adams
2.1 Introdution
In strutural design a great number of deisions must be made, ranging from the
hoie of struture type and materials to the ne details of the onnetions. It is
ommonly aepted, that the deisions made at the oneptual design phase have the
strongest inuene on the eonomy and performane of the struture. In truss design,
this means that the layout of the truss is the key element for ahieving an eonomial
struture. In this thesis, the sope of design is limited to determining the optimum
layout (topology) of the truss. Finer details, suh as joint design, are not onsidered.
A design proedure that is ommonly desribed in the literature (Trahair & Bradford
1988, Haapio 2012) an be stated for trusses as follows. Based on the loads and the
span or other geometri data of the truss, the designer hooses the initial layout and
member setions. Then, strutural analysis is performed and the design rules are
heked. If some rules are violated or if the designer thinks that the solution an
be improved, the member setions are modied. This iterative proess of strutural
analysis and design modiation is repeated until the solution satises the design rules
13
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and is eonomial enough. Finally, the details of the truss are designed suh that the
truss an be manufatured.
The above design proess an be partly automated by the means of strutural optimiza-
tion. The level of automation depends on whih of the three problem types presented
in Chapter 1 is hosen. Sizing optimization automates the loop of strutural analysis
and veriation of the design rules. Geometry and topology optimization relieve the
designer from xing the layout of the truss, thus providing more exibility. Of the
three problem types, topology optimization gives the most freedom to the designer,
sine only the ground struture needs to be determined in the beginning.
For hoosing the member ross-setion alternatives, many kinds of proles are avail-
able. Every ommerially available prole has its benets and drawbaks in terms of
mehanial behaviour and appliations. As an eonomial design is most often sought,
hoosing a favourable ross-setion type is ruial. In this thesis, the proles hosen
for the truss members are square hollow setions (SHS) or retangular hollow setions
(RHS) made of steel. However, the formulations presented are also appliable (with
modiations) for other ross-setion shapes and materials. In this hapter, the anal-
ysis and design of tubular trusses is onsidered as related to the thesis. Both the
strutural analysis model and the design ode requirements are essential for formu-
lating the optimization problems, as they provide the onstraints whih ensure the
appliability of the solution.
In truss design, seleting the appropriate shape and size of the member proles has
a great impat on the eonomy of the struture. Tubular ross-setions have beome
very popular due to their exellent mehanial properties whih enable eonomial
designs. Presently, tubular trusses an be found in onstrutions suh as roofs of
publi and industrial buildings and arenas, bridges, transmission towers, and ranes.
Compared to their weight, hollow setions have high torsional and bending stiness,
and they are well-suited for ompression members. Hollow setions are also less sus-
eptible to lateral and torsional bukling. Also, the outer surfae of a losed shape is
relatively small whih, together with the lak of sharp orners, redues the ost of re
and orrosion protetion.
A more detailed disussion about the benets and appliations of strutural hollow
setions an be found in (Wardenier, Paker, Zhao & van der Vegte 2010) and (Jalkanen
2007).
In the European Union, the Euroodes provide a series of rules that a steel truss has
to satisfy in any onstrution (EN 199311 2005). The rules onern the strength,
stability, durability, servieability and re safety. In this work, the onstraints of
the optimization problem onerning member strength and bukling are derived from
Euroode 3 (EN 199311 2005). In the following, truss design aording to Euroode
3 as related to the present study is disussed.
2.2 Strutural Analysis
Aording to the Euroode, either elasti or plasti design methodology an be applied
in truss design (EN 199311 2005, Clause 5). In this thesis, the strutural analysis
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is performed aording to the theory of linear elastiity. The truss is modelled as a
pin-jointed struture whih is loaded at the nodes. Thus, the only stress resultant
appearing in the members is the normal fore.
The basis of strutural analysis is the displaement method, whih is also implemented
in most nite element programs. However, in this thesis, the stiness equation of the
displaement method is disaggregated in order to avoid the singularity of the stiness
matrix, whih is a ommon phenomenon in topology optimization as explained in
Chapter 1.
In truss analysis, the three onditions that must be satised are: equilibrium of fores
at the nodes, ompatibility onditions, and fore-displaement relations.
Suppose the truss is subjeted to nL loading onditions. The nodal equilibrium equa-
tions an be written as
BNk = pk ∀ k = 1, 2, . . . , nL (2.1)
where B ∈ Rnd×nE is the statis matrix of the struture, Nk is the vetor of member
fores and pk ∈ Rnd is the load vetor. The number of nodal degrees of freedom is nd
and the number of truss members is nE .
The axial strain of member i in loading ondition k is
εki =
1
Li
bTi u
k
(2.2)
where Li is the length of the member, bi ∈ Rnd is the ith olumn of the statis matrix,
and uk ∈ Rnd is the vetor of global nodal displaements in the kth loading ondition.
Applying Hooke's law gives the member stress σki :
σki = Eiε
k
i =
Ei
Li
bTi u
k
(2.3)
where Ei is the Young's modulus.
Finally, the normal fore, Nki , is related to the displaements by the denition of
normal stress, σki = N
k
i /Ai:
Nki =
EiAi
Li
bTi u
k
(2.4)
where Ai is the ross-setional area of the member. Eqs. (2.1) and (2.4) onstitute the
equations of strutural analysis that the truss must satisfy. Alternatively, Eq. (2.3) an
be used along with the equation Nki = σ
k
i Ai instead of Eq. (2.4). Eq. (2.4) inludes
the ompatibility onditions and fore-displaement relations.
2.3 Classiation of Cross-Setions
Member ross-setions are divided into four lasses aording to the role of loal buk-
ling in limiting the resistane and rotation apaity of the setion (EN 199311 2005,
Clause 5.5). In this thesis, lasses 1, 2 and 3 are onsidered. Cross-setions in lass 1
an develop their plasti moment resistane with the rotation apaity as required by
plasti analysis before loal bukling, i.e. bukling of the ross-setion walls, ours.
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t
H
H
c
R
Figure 2.1: Square hollow setion dimensions. The dimension R is the outer ra-
dius of the orner rounding. The length c is the side length of the
hollow part, from whih the inner radii have been subtrated.
Class 2 setions an also develop their plasti moment resistane, but the rotation
apaity at the plasti hinge is limited by loal bukling. For lass 3 ross-setions,
the yield strength an be reahed, but loal bukling ours before the plasti moment
resistane is attained.
The lass of a ross-setion is dened by its geometry and the type of loading the
setion is subjeted to. For retangular setions, the limiting inequality is
c
t
≤ Cǫ (2.5)
where t is the wall thikness of the setion, c is the length of the hollow part of
the setion where the inner radii of the roundings have been subtrated as shown in
Fig. 2.1, C is a onstant depending on the loading type and
ǫ =
√
235
f
y
(2.6)
where f
y
is the yield strength of the material of the setion. The value of C depends
on whether the part of the ross setion is subjet to bending, ompression or their
ombination. For example, retangular ompression members belong to lass 3, if
Eq. (2.5) is satised with C = 43.
The dimension c appearing in Eq. (2.5) an be omputed by
c = H − 2R (2.7)
where H is the side length of the setion.
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2.4 Resistane of Cross-Setions
Members under axial fore N
Ed
must satisfy the onditions (EN 199311 2005,
Clauses 6.2.2 and 6.2.3)
N
Ed
N
t,Rd
≤ 1.0 (tension) (2.8)
N
Ed
N
,Rd
≤ 1.0 (ompression) (2.9)
where the design resistane is
N
t,Rd
= N
,Rd
= A
f
y
γ
M0
(2.10)
Here, A is the member area, f
y
is the yield strength and γ
M0
is the partial safety
fator. In this thesis, the value γ
M0
= 1.0 given in (EN 199311 2005, lause 6.1(1))
is used as stated in the Finnish National Annex of the Euroode (EC 3 NA 2005).
If the ommon sign onvention is employed, where the normal fore in ompression
is negative, Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) an be ombined to a form, whih is suitable for
optimization:
−A
f
y
γ
M0
≤ N
Ed
≤ A
f
y
γ
M0
(2.11)
Eq. (2.11) is ommonly used in truss topology optimization to express the strength
(stress) onstraints.
2.5 Bukling Resistane of Members
Stability is the predominant phenomenon that ditates the sizing of ompression mem-
bers. Typially in the literature on truss optimization, Euler bukling is onsidered.
However, as shown by Farkas & Jármai (1997, Chapter 9), design aording to Euler
bukling might lead to unsafe designs, sine the eets of initial rookedness and resid-
ual stresses are not taken into aount. Therefore, the design rules of the Euroode
should be onsidered.
Aording to Euroode 3, members in ompression must satisfy the ondition (EN 1993
11 2005, Clause 6.3.1)
N
Ed
N
b,Rd
≤ 1 (2.12)
where the bukling resistane
N
b,Rd
=
χAf
y
γ
M1
(2.13)
and χ is the redution fator. Its value is determined from the non-dimensional slen-
derness, λ¯, by
χ =
1
Φ+
√
Φ2 − λ¯2
, but χ ≤ 1.0 (2.14)
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where
Φ = 0.5
[
1 + α(λ¯− 0.2) + λ¯2
]
(2.15)
and
λ¯ =
√
Af
y
N
r
(2.16)
Here, N
r
is the elasti ritial fore aording to Euler bukling:
N
r
= π2
EI
L2n
(2.17)
In the above, I is the moment of inertia of the ross-setion with respet to the major
prinipal axis, and Ln is the bukling length of the member.
The imperfetion fator, α, in Eq. (2.15) depends on the ross-setion. For old formed
retangular setions, α = 0.49 (EN 199311 2005, Tables 6.1 and 6.2).
Employing the same sign onvention as above, the bukling onstraint an be expressed
as
N
Ed
≥ −
χAf
y
γ
M1
(2.18)
Aording to the Finnish National Annex (EC 3 NA 2005), the value γ
M1
= 1.0 stated
in (EN 199311 2005, lause 6.1(1)) is used.
2.6 Other Design Aspets
The requirements for member strength and bukling onstitute the primary onstraints
of the optimization problems presented later in the thesis. The Euroode ontains
further rules to guarantee the safety of the struture. These rules are not inluded in
the optimization problems of this thesis. In the following, a short disussion on some
of the design aspets that have been negleted, is presented.
2.6.1 Design of Joints
In general, joint behaviour should be onsidered early in the design proess (Wardenier
et al. 2010). In tubular trusses, mostly welded joints are used. In (EN 199318 2005),
design rules for joint strength are given. Eah joint type has its own design rules,
whih orrespond to the dierent failure modes of the joint. The design rules are
given in terms of the normal fores of the braing members, and the weld sizes are
then determined as multiples of member wall thikness.
In order to apply the joint design rules, the details of the geometry of the joint must be
known. If the enter lines of the onneting braes do not interset at the enter line
of the hord, an eentriity appears at the node, whih leads to a bending moment
to the hord. This eentriity must be taken into aount for the ompression hord,
and also in the joint design, if the eentriity is greater than given bounds.
The greatest hallenge for inorporating the joint strength rules in topology opti-
mization is the fat that the design rules depend on the type of the joint, whih is
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determined by the number of members joining at a node. In topology optimization,
the number of members present at a node is not xed but may vary. Thus, the design
rule to apply also varies during optimization. If a dense ground struture is employed,
keeping trak of the members at a node and enforing the orret design rule beomes
very tedious.
Consequently, the joint strength is not onsidered in this thesis. A possible approah
for inluding joint strength in the optimization is to proeed in two phases. First, the
optimum topology is determined without joint strength onstraints. Then, the joints
of the design obtained from topology optimization are heked. If any joint fails to
satisfy the design rules, a sizing optimization is performed for the xed topology and
with joint strength onstraints.
2.6.2 Chords as Continuous Beams
In the strutural model of the truss that is employed in this thesis, only axial fore of
members is present and the eets of bending and torsion are negleted. This model
is justied in many ases. However, there are also situations, where bending and tor-
sion need to be onsidered. For example, if transversal loads are applied elsewhere
than at the nodes or if the eentriity of the nodes is too large, the resulting bending
moments need to be taken into aount. Also, in roof trusses, the hords are manufa-
tured as long members, extending over the nodes at whih the braes are onneted.
Consequently, transversal loads ause bending moment in the hords. In suh ases,
it is reommended to onsider the hords as ontinuous beams to whih the braes are
onneted by pin joints (EN 199318 2005, Clause 5.1.5) and (Wardenier et al. 2010,
pp. 68). This requires a frame analysis of the struture, whih is onsiderably more
involved than the analysis of trusses. As the sope of the thesis is speially limited
to trusses, treating the strutures as frames is left for future studies.
2.7 Disussion
In the literature on truss topology optimization, the design odes are sarely inluded
in the problem formulations. One reason for this ould be that most rules other than
the strength onstraints are mathematially diult to handle in the optimization.
For example, the expressions for omputing the redution fator for member bukling,
Eqs. (2.14)(2.17), are rather involved, Eq. (2.14) being non-dierentiable at λ¯ = 0.2.
The joint design rules are also very diult mathematially: expressions of some
fators depend on whether the member is in tension or in ompression, and the design
rules depend on the type of the joint whih may vary at the node during topology
optimization.
The mixed variable formulations studied in this thesis allow to inorporate some of
the design rules of the Euroode in the optimization problem. For example, member
bukling redues to a linear onstraint in the employed formulations. This thesis
provides a starting point for further studies for inluding the dierent rules of the
Euroodes and possibly other design odes in truss topology optimization.
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CHAPTER 3
Mixed Variable Formulations for Disrete Setions
Mathematiians are like Frenhmen:
whatever you say to them they
translate into their own language,
and forthwith it is something entirely
dierent.
Goethe
3.1 Introdution
In this hapter, truss topology optimization problems are formulated. The main as-
sumption is that the member ross-setions are hosen from a predened set of disrete
alternatives. This orresponds to ommon design situations, where the designer must
hoose the proles from ommerially available atalogue provided by the manufa-
turer.
The formulation of optimization problems onsists of three main omponents: vari-
ables, objetive funtion, and onstraints. The variables are the quantities that an
be altered in order to improve the objetive funtion whih is either minimized or
maximized. The variables an be ategorized to design variables, whih onstitute the
atual design, and state variables, whih determine the state of the design. Common
hoies for design variables are the ross-setional areas of the truss members, whereas
the member fores and nodal displaements are often hosen as state variables.
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An optimization problem is written in standard form as
min
x
f(x)
subjet to gi(x) ≤ 0 i = 1, 2, . . . , q
hj(x) = 0 j = 1, 2, . . . , p
(3.1)
where x is the vetor of design variables, f is the objetive funtion, and gi and hj
are the inequality and equality onstraint funtions, respetively. Problem Eq. (3.1)
an be written more ompatly as
min
x∈Ω
f(x) (3.2)
where
Ω = {x | gi(x) ≤ 0, hj(x) ≤ 0, ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , q, j = 1, 2, . . . , p } (3.3)
is the feasible set. The points of the feasible set are alled feasible designs.
There are several approahes for formulating strutural optimization problems. The
prevailing philosophies are the nested analysis and design (NAND), and the simulta-
neous analysis and design (SAND) approah (Arora & Wang 2005).
In NAND formulations, the optimization variables are solely the design variables, and
all the responses, suh as displaements, stresses, and internal fores are treated as
impliit funtions of the design variables. Eah time these impliit funtions need
to be evaluated, a strutural analysis is performed for given design variable values.
Furthermore, by the means of sensitivity analysis, the gradients of the responses an
be omputed.
If the optimization problem is formulated aording to the SAND approah, the state
variables are inluded as optimization variables, and the equations of strutural anal-
ysis are treated as equality onstraints. Consequently, no strutural analysis is per-
formed during optimization, but the onstraints guarantee that the optimum design
satises the equations of mehanis.
The two approahes have been ompared by Arora & Wang (2005). The main ad-
vantages of the NAND approah are that fewer variables and onstraints are inluded
in the optimization problem and that the equilibrium equations are satised at eah
iteration. On the other hand, solving the equilibrium equations at eah iteration
and performing sensitivity analysis an be very time-onsuming. Furthermore, as the
responses are known only impliitly as funtions of the design variables, the mathe-
matial properties of these funtions annot be fully utilized in optimization.
The SAND approah does not suer from the disadvantages of the NAND approah.
As the equations of strutural analysis are now inluded as equality onstraints, nei-
ther a separate strutural analysis nor sensitivity analysis needs to be performed.
Furthermore, in some instanes, ertain onstraints beome linear in the variables.
As the analytial expressions of strutural analysis are available, their mathematial
properties an be exploited in the solution proess. On the other hand, the number of
optimization variables and onstraints beomes large in the SAND approah. Thus,
large-sale optimization algorithms must be used for most problems in the SAND
formulation. Another disadvantage of the SAND approah is that the intermediate
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solutions might not satisfy the equilibrium equations. Consequently, only at the end
of the optimization, a usable design is guaranteed.
For further disussion on the dierent formulation approahes in strutural optimiza-
tion, see (Arora & Wang 2005).
An instane of the SAND approah for truss topology optimization is presented and
studied in this thesis. By introduing binary variables for member and node existene
and by onsidering the normal fores and nodal displaements as state variables, the
topology optimization problem an be stated as a mixed-integer linear optimization
problem. Aording to the SAND philosophy, the equations of strutural analysis are
treated as equality onstraints. The stiness equation is disaggregated as presented
in Chapter 2. Consequently, the singularity issues and disontinuities indued by
vanishing members are avoided.
3.2 Variables
The optimization variables are both ontinuous and binary. The ontinuous variables,
whih are also the state variables, are the member normal fores and nodal displae-
ments. The design variables are binary and they are used to determine the existene
of members and nodes as well as the atual prole seletion for members present in
the truss.
The following index sets are dened to failitate notation. The set of members of the
ground struture is denoted M = {1, 2, . . . , nE}. The set of ground struture nodes is
N = {1, 2, . . . , nN}. The set of loading onditions is L = {1, 2, . . . , nL}, and the set of
available proles is P = {1, 2, . . . , nS}.
3.2.1 Prole Seletion
Suppose the member proles are to be hosen from a set of nS alternatives, whih have
been ordered in inreasing ross-setional area. Denote the sets of available member
areas and moment of inertias, respetively, by
A = {Aˆ1, Aˆ2, . . . , AˆnS} (3.4)
I = {Iˆ1, Iˆ2, . . . , IˆnS} (3.5)
Here, Aˆj < Aˆj+1 for all j, but Iˆj > Iˆj+1 is possible.
A prole is hosen for eah member by binary variables, yij , dened by (Rasmussen
& Stolpe 2008)
yij =
{
1 if prole j is hosen for member i
0 otherwise
i ∈M, j ∈ P (3.6)
A onstraint enforing a unique prole to member i is
nS∑
j=1
yij ≤ 1 (3.7)
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If the left-hand side of Eq. (3.7) is zero, member i is not inluded in the truss. Another
possibility is to inlude variables yi0 for expliitly stating that the member is removed.
Then, the onstraint Eq. (3.7) is replaed by
nS∑
j=0
yij = 1 (3.8)
The variables yi0 an be interpreted either as slak variables for the inequality on-
straint Eq. (3.7), or variables for seleting a prole with zero ross-setional area.
The ross-setional properties of member i are expressed by
Ai =
nS∑
j=1
Aˆjyij (3.9)
Ii =
nS∑
j=1
Iˆjyij (3.10)
More generally, let X any ross-setional property to be seleted from a set of available
values, Xˆj, j ∈ P. This property for member i is determined by
Xi =
nS∑
j=1
Xˆjyij (3.11)
A separate binary variable, yi, an be assigned for eah member to ontrol the existene
of the member. This variable takes the value 1 if member i is inluded in the truss
and 0 otherwise, and it is related to the prole seletion variables by
yi =
nS∑
j=1
yij (3.12)
This onstraint replaes Eq. (3.7). Note that if the variables yi are inluded, the
variables yi0 beome redundant and should be exluded from the problem formulation.
Further impliations of the variables yi to the solution proess are disussed later.
The binary variables an be ompiled in a vetor form by
y = {y11 y12 . . . y1,nS . . . ynE ,1 ynE ,2 . . . ynE ,nS} (3.13)
Y = {y1 y2 . . . ynE} (3.14)
y0 = {y10 y20 . . . ynE ,0} (3.15)
3.2.2 Member Fores
The member fores are taken as state variables in the optimization. Here, the devel-
opments of Rasmussen & Stolpe (2008) are followed. For the purposes of the proposed
problem formulation, it is beneial to dene a separate member fore variable for
eah available prole and eah loading ondition k:
Nkij =
Ei
Li
Aˆjb
T
i u
kyij ∀ i ∈M, j ∈ P, k ∈ L (3.16)
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In the above, Eq. (2.4) is employed. The member fores are obtained as the sum of
the Nkij variables:
Nki =
nS∑
j=1
Nkij (3.17)
A fore variable is dened for eah available prole for every member in the ground
struture for all loading onditions. Consequently, the number of fore variables in-
reases rapidly, if the ground struture is made denser and if several loading onditions
are onsidered.
Note that
Nkij =


Ei
Li
Aˆjb
T
i u
k
if yij = 1
0 otherwise
(3.18)
Suppose eah nodal displaement ur is bounded by ur and ur. Then the following
lower and upper bounds an be derived for the fore variables Nkij :
Nkij = min
u≤uk≤u
{
Ei
Li
Aˆjb
T
i u
k
}
=
EiAˆj
Li
( ∑
r:bir>0
birur +
∑
r:bir<0
birur
)
(3.19)
N
k
ij = max
u≤uk≤u
{
Ei
Li
Aˆjb
T
i u
k
}
=
EiAˆj
Li
( ∑
r:bir>0
birur +
∑
r:bir<0
birur
)
(3.20)
where bir are the omponents of the vetor bi.
The ruial step that allows a linear problem formulation is the transformation of the
equality onstraint Eq. (3.16) into a set of the linear inequalities:
Nkijyij ≤ N
k
ij ≤ N
k
ijyij (3.21)
(1− yij)N
k
ij ≤
Ei
Li
Aˆjb
T
i u
k −Nkij ≤ (1− yij)N
k
ij (3.22)
It is easy to verify that if yij = 0, Eq. (3.21) implies N
k
ij = 0 and if yij = 1, Eq. (3.22)
implies Nkij =
Ei
Li
Aˆjb
T
i u
k
.
3.2.3 Nodal Variables
Binary variables an also be related to the nodes of the truss. Eah node of the ground
struture is given a binary variable, zℓ, ℓ ∈ N. These variables provide exibility for
modeling topologial properties of the truss. Also, they allow to deal with the number
of members onneted to eah node as well as kinemati stability of the truss.
The variable zℓ ontrols the displaements of the orresponding node by
uℓzℓ ≤ u
k
ℓ ≤ uℓzℓ ∀ ℓ ∈ N, k ∈ L (3.23)
where ukℓ is the vetor of displaements of node ℓ in loading ondition k. Note that
the above onstraints need to be inluded only for unsupported degrees of freedom.
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Let Mℓ ⊆ M the members onneted to node ℓ. The following onstraints relate these
members with the node (Faustino et al. 2006):∑
i∈Mℓ
yi =
∑
i∈Mℓ
nS∑
j=1
yij ≤ |Mℓ|zℓ ∀ ℓ ∈ N (3.24)
∑
i∈Mℓ
yi =
∑
i∈Mℓ
nS∑
j=1
yij ≥ Cℓzℓ ∀ ℓ ∈ N (3.25)
The rst onstraint makes all the members onneted to node ℓ vanish, if zℓ = 0. The
latter onstraint guarantees that if a node is present, there are at least Cℓ members
onneted to it. For free nodes, Cℓ = 2 (plane trusses), and for supported nodes,
Cℓ = 1. Note that Faustino et al. (2006) use Cℓ = 1 for all nodes.
In mixed variable problems, it is beneial to nd a formulation that has as tight a
relaxation as possible (see Chapter 4). Eq. (3.24) an be replaed by a set of onstraints
yi =
nS∑
j=1
yij ≤ zℓ ∀ ℓ ∈ N, i ∈Mℓ (3.26)
If an upper bound, say Cℓ, for the number of members onneted to node ℓ is desired,
the onstant |Mℓ| appearing on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.24) an be replaed by Cℓ.
For example, Ohsaki & Katoh (2005) use this limit to ensure the manufaturability
of joints by disallowing too many members to onnet to any node. The appropriate
value of Cℓ depends on the design situation and joint tehnology. The node is related
with a set of onstraints as in Eq. (3.26) along with a onstraint of the form Eq. (3.24).
The binary variables an be employed to state the neessary ondition of kinemati
stability of the truss as a linear onstraint. If the truss is kinematially stable, then
the number of nodes, Nc, the number of members, Ny, and the number of support
reations, NR, satisfy the inequality
Ny +NR ≥ 2Nc (3.27)
The ondition Eq. (3.27) an be written in terms of the design variables as
nE∑
i=1
yi +
∑
s∈NS
Rszs ≥ 2
n∑
ℓ=1
zℓ (3.28)
⇒
nE∑
i=1
nS∑
j=1
yij +
∑
s∈NS
Rszs ≥ 2
n∑
ℓ=1
zℓ (3.29)
where NS ⊆ N is the set of supported nodes and Rs is the number of support reations
at the supported node s.
Further onstraints for nodal variables an be derived as follows. First, let NL ⊆ N
be the set of loaded nodes. These nodes must be present in the struture, so zℓ = 1,
for all ℓ ∈ NL. Seond, a truss needs at least two supporting nodes. The following
inequality onstraint enfores this ondition:∑
ℓ∈NS
zℓ ≥ 2 (3.30)
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3.3 Constraints
In the previous setion, a set of onstraints was related to eah variable type. In this
setion, onstraints ensuring the strength and stability of the truss are presented.
As noted in Setion 2.2, the equations of strutural analysis are treated as onstraints
in the optimization problem. The fore-displaement relations and ompatibility on-
ditions are inluded in the denition of the fore variables, Eq. (3.18), and in the
resulting linear inequality onstraints Eqs. (3.21) and (3.22). It remains to inlude the
nodal equilibrium equations as equality onstraints.
3.3.1 Nodal Equilibrium
The strutural analysis of trusses is based on the assumption that all loads are loated
at the nodes. Therefore, usually only point loads are onsidered in the truss opti-
mization literature. In some appliations, suh as roof trusses, the struture an be
subjeted to a distributed load. This load an be transmitted to the nodes of the truss
by additional strutural elements. In the strutural model, the distributed load is
then replaed by equivalent nodal loads. If the number of nodes under the distributed
load is xed, then this proedure is simple. In topology optimization, the number
of nodes subjeted to the distributed load is not known in advane. Therefore, to
appropriately inlude distributed loads in the problem formulation, speial modeling
tehniques must be employed. Here, the binary variables yi ontrolling the existene
of the members are invaluable.
General Equations
As already presented in Eq. (2.1), the equilibrium of fores at the nodes leads to the
following equality onstraint:
BNk = pk ∀ k ∈ L (3.31)
Reall from Setion 2.2 that B ∈ Rnd×nE , Nk ∈ RnE and pk ∈ Rnd . Denote by Nki
the vetor
Nki = {N
k
i1 N
k
i2 . . . N
k
inS
} ∈ RnS (3.32)
of fore variables of member i in loading ondition k. The left-hand side of Eq. (3.31)
an then be written as
BNk = B


nS∑
j=1
Nk1j
nS∑
j=1
Nk2j
.
.
.
nS∑
j=1
NknE ,j


= B


1T 0T 0T · · · 0T
0T 1T 0T · · · 0T
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
0T 0T · · · · · · 1T


︸ ︷︷ ︸
C


Nk1
Nk2
.
.
.
NknE


︸ ︷︷ ︸
Nˆk
(3.33)
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where 1 ∈ RnS is a vetor of ones and 0 ∈ RnS is a vetor of zeros. Thus, C ∈
R
nE×(nE·nS)
and Nˆk ∈ RnE ·nS . The produt BC leads to
Bˆ =
[
b1 b1 · · · b1
.
.
. b2 b2 · · · b2
.
.
. · · ·
.
.
. bnE bnE · · · bnE
]
(3.34)
The matrix Bˆ ∈ Rnd×(nE ·nS) onsists of nE bloks, where the eah olumn of B is
repeated nS times. Thus, the nodal equilibrium in loading ondition k is
BˆNˆk = pk (3.35)
The number of nodal equilibrium equations is nL · nd.
Line Loading
Suppose the truss is subjeted to a line loading. For simpliity, it is assumed that the
distribution of the load is uniform and it is either in the global x or y diretion.
Usually a line load is onverted to equivalent nodal loadings to the nodes of all members
subjeted to the load. In topology optimization, however, the number of nodes and
members subjeted to the load is not xed. As all the loaded nodes must be present
in the optimum struture, inreasing the number of nodes in the ground struture will
inrease the number of loaded nodes, whih leads to more members in the optimum
topology.
For example, onsider the retangular design domain subjet to line load q depited
in Fig. 3.1a. Two possible ground strutures are shown in Fig. 3.1b and Fig. 3.1,
with the line load onverted to equivalent nodal loads. Note that the moments at the
nodes aused by the line load are negleted. In both ases, the optimum topology
must ontain all the nodes of the upper boundary, i.e. all nodes subjeted to the line
load.
By using the binary variables, yi or yij , the above problem an be irumvented. For
the part of the ground struture under the line load, members between all nodes of
the ground struture are introdued. Some of these members will be overlapping.
Additional onstraints disallow overlapping members from the optimum struture, as
desribed in Setion 3.3.3 below. In Fig. 3.2a, three elements are subjeted to the line
load. To allow the intermediate nodes between elements 1 and 2 and elements 2 and
3 to vanish, elements 4, 5, and 6 are added, as shown in Fig. 3.2b. Eah element 16
is subjeted to the line load separately.
For the global degree of freedom i, the equivalent nodal fore due to the line load an
be expressed as
qi =
∑
j∈Mℓ(i)
qijyj =
∑
j∈Mℓ(i)
qij
nS∑
ℓ=1
yjℓ =
∑
j∈Mℓ(i)
nS∑
ℓ=1
qijyjℓ (3.36)
where Mℓ(i) is the set of members onneted to the node ℓ orresponding to the i
th
degree of freedom, and qij are the equivalent nodal loads of these members. The load
vetor due to the line load is then
q = Qy, Q ∈ Rnd×nE (3.37)
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q
(a)
F1 F2 F2 F2 F1
L/4
(b) F1 =
qL
8
, F2 =
qL
4
.
L/8
F2 F2 F2 F1F1 F2 F2 F2 F2
() F1 =
qL
16
, F2 =
qL
8
.
Figure 3.1: Two ground strutures subjet to line loading. In both ases, the
fore F1 is half of fore F2.
q
321
(a)
5
q
321
6
4
(b)
Figure 3.2: Overlapping elements are reated along the line load. Eah element
is subjeted to the line load.
The equilibrium equations beome
BNk = pk + qk ⇒ BNk −Qky = pk (3.38)
The elements of the matrix Q are derived as follows. Suppose that the member j
related to degree of freedom i is in angle of αj with the x-axis, as in Fig. 3.3a. If
the line load is in y-diretion, then the equivalent nodal load related to the degree of
freedom i is
qij =
1
2
qLj cosαj (y-diretional load) (3.39)
Similarly, if the load is in the x-diretion, the equivalent nodal load beomes
qij =
1
2
qLj sinαj (x-diretional load) (3.40)
A onstraint stating that the sum of the equivalent nodal loads equals the resultant
of the line load is added to ensure that the total line load is atually arried by the
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Ljy
αj
q
x
(a)
qi2,j
qi1,j
Lj
αj
(b)
Figure 3.3: Equivalent nodal loads of a member subjet to a vertial line load.
truss:
∑
i∈Ux
qi = Fx −Rx ⇒
∑
i∈Ux
nS∑
ℓ=1
qijyjℓ = Fx −Rx = qLy −Rx (3.41)
∑
i∈Uy
qi = Fy −Ry ⇒
∑
i∈Uy
nS∑
ℓ=1
qijyjℓ = Fy −Ry = qLx −Ry (3.42)
where Ux and Uy are the global x- and y-diretional degrees of freedom, respetively,
related to the nodes of the line load, Fx and Fy are the resultants in x and y diretions,
Rx and Ry are the equivalent loads at supported degrees of freedom, and Lx and Ly
are the dimensions of the load in the global x and y diretions, respetively.
3.3.2 Strength Constraints
The basis for member strength onstraints is Eq. (2.11). Denote by σ and σ the upper
and lower bounds for member stress, respetively. A general form of the strength
onstraint is
− σAi ≤ N
k
i ≤ σAi ∀ i ∈ M, k ∈ L (3.43)
whih resembles Eq. (2.11) losely. In Eq. (2.11), σ = σ = f
y
/γ
M0
.
Substituting Eq. (3.9) and Eq. (3.17) into Eq. (3.43) gives
− σ
nS∑
j=1
Aˆjyij ≤
nS∑
j=1
Nkij ≤ σ
nS∑
j=1
Aˆjyij ∀ i ∈M, k ∈ L (3.44)
Sine only one of the yij an be non-zero for eah i, these onstraints an be replaed
by a set of onstraints for eah fore variable:
− σAˆjyij ≤ N
k
ij ≤ σAˆjyij ∀ i ∈ M, j ∈ P, k ∈ L (3.45)
Eq. (3.45) an be ombined with Eq. (3.21) to yield
max{Nkij ,−σAˆj}yij ≤ N
k
ij ≤ min{N
k
ij , σAˆj}yij ∀ i ∈ M, j ∈ P, k ∈ L (3.46)
Thus, adding strength onstraints does not inrease the number of onstraints of the
problem.
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3.3.3 Stability Constraints
Euler Bukling
Member bukling aording to Euler bukling an be inorporated in optimization by
adding the onstraints
Nki ≥ −π
2EiIi
L2ni
∀ i ∈M, k ∈ L (3.47)
where the right-hand side is the ritial load for member i. Typially in trusses, the
bukling length, Ln, equals the length of the member.
Eq. (3.47) an be expressed in terms of the design variables by substituting Eq. (3.10)
and Eq. (3.17):
nS∑
j=1
Nkij ≥ −π
2EiIˆj
L2ni
nS∑
j=1
yij ∀ i ∈M, k ∈ L (3.48)
Again, as only a single yij an be non-zero for eah i, these onstraints an be replaed
by onstraints written for eah fore variable Nkij :
Nkij ≥ −π
2EiIˆj
L2ni
yij ∀ i ∈ M, j ∈ P, k ∈ L (3.49)
The bukling onstraints an be ombined with Eq. (3.46) to give, for all i ∈ M, j ∈
P, k ∈ L
max
{
Nkij ,−σAˆj ,−π
2EiIˆj
L2ni
}
yij ≤ N
k
ij ≤ min{N
k
ij , σAˆj}yij (3.50)
Therefore, inluding Euler bukling in the problem formulation does not inrease the
number of onstraints.
Bukling Aording to Euroode 3
The design rule for bukling in Euroode 3 an be expressed as an inequality onstraint
on the member fores as in Eq. (2.18):
Nki ≥ −χ(Ai, Ii)Ai
f
y
γ
M1
∀ i ∈M, k ∈ L (3.51)
where
χ(A, I) =
1
Φ(A, I) +
√
Φ(A, I)2 − λ¯(A, I)2
, but χ ≤ 1.0 (3.52)
is the redution fator, and
Φ(A, I) = 0.5
[
1 + α(λ¯(A, I)− 0.2) + λ¯(A, I)2
]
(3.53)
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with
λ¯(A, I) =
√
Af
y
N
r
=
√
AL2nfy
π2EI
=
Ln
π
√
Af
y
EI
(3.54)
As above, the simplest way of inorporating the bukling onstraint is to inlude the
following onstraint for all fore variables:
Nkij ≥ −χ(Aˆj , Iˆj)fyAˆjyij ∀ i ∈M, j ∈ P, k ∈ L (3.55)
Now if setion j is not hosen for member i, i.e. yij = 0, then the right-hand side is 0.
On the other hand, by Eq. (3.18), also Nkij = 0, so the bukling onstraint is satised
for non-existing setions. Furthermore, if yij = 1 for some j, then Eq. (3.55) must be
satised by the orresponding prole. If this happens, then Eq. (3.51) is also satised,
sine yiℓ = 0, for all ℓ 6= j.
As in the previous ases, the fore variable onstraints an be ombined to a single set
of linear onstraints for all i ∈M, j ∈ P, k ∈ L:
max
{
Nkij ,−σAˆj ,−χ(Aˆj , Iˆj)fyAˆj
}
yij ≤ N
k
ij ≤ min{N
k
ij , σAˆj}yij (3.56)
Chains
Frequently in truss topology optimization, the optimum design ontains onseutive
members sharing a node that is not supported in diretions other than the diretion
of the members. A ommon solution to this is to remove the unstable node from the
optimum truss and ombine the members sharing that node to a single member. This
post-proessing method works for members in tension, but for ompression members, a
diulty with bukling onstraints arises. The bukling length of the unied member
is the sum of bukling lengths of the members sharing the unstable nodes. Thus, the
bukling load of this longer member is signiantly smaller than the bukling load
of the individual shorter members. As bukling onstraints are predominantly ative
for ompression members, it is to be expeted that the ross-setion of the shorter
members does not satisfy the bukling onstraint of the longer member. Therefore,
simply removing the unstable nodes and ombining the members sharing those nodes
to longer members, is not a valid solution for ompression members.
To avoid this diulty with unstable nodes and the resulting jump in the bukling
length, additional members are inluded in the ground struture, as shown in Fig. 3.4.
First, so-alled hains are identied in the ground struture. A hain is a set of on-
seutive members suh that eah pair of members shares one ommon node and they
have the same orientation. Next, a member is added between eah pair of nodes of
every hain. These new members overlap some of the original members of a hain.
Strength and bukling onstraints are written for the new members. Finally, addi-
tional onstraints are inluded to disallow members from overlapping in the optimum
solution.
In the following, the above approah and the orresponding onstraints are presented.
The mathematial notation is rather involved.
A ground struture member ei, i ∈ M, an be identied with its nodes as ei =
{vi1 , vi2}, vi1 , vi2 ∈ N. A hain is a sequene of K ≥ 2 pair-wise distint members,
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Figure 3.4: Idea of hains. Members 1, 2, and 3 form the basis of the hain. The
overlapping members 4, 5, and 6 are added to the ground struture
to handle the jump in bukling length phenomenon.
denoted by c = (ei1 , . . . , eiK ), suh that eah member shares a node with another
member, i.e. for all k = 1, 2, . . . ,K, there exists an ℓ suh that eik ∩ eiℓ 6= ∅. Fur-
thermore, eah hain member is parallel to every other member of the hain. This
denition of a hain is similar to the one proposed by Ahtziger (1999a), exept that
in the present denition, overlapping of hain members is allowed. The set of hains
is denoted by C. For eah hain c ∈ C, the sets of members and nodes are denoted by
Ec and Vc, respetively.
Every hain has two nodes that are onneted to only one hain member. The set
of interior nodes of hain c, denoted by Jc, is obtained by removing these two nodes
from Vc. Then, denote by Mc(s) the set of members of the hain onneted to the
interior node vs ∈ Jc. Similarly, Nc(s) is the set of members of the ground struture
onneted to vs but not belonging to the hain. Mathematially, these two sets an
be expressed as
Mc(s) = {i | i ∈ Ec and ei ∩ {vs} 6= ∅, vs ∈ Jc} (3.57)
Nc(s) = {i | i /∈ Ec and ei ∩ {vs} 6= ∅, vs ∈ Jc} (3.58)
The main purpose of hains is to prevent unstable nodes from appearing in the op-
timum solution. Furthermore, as bukling onstraints are written for every hain
member, the orret bukling length is automatially employed. A set of onstraints is
needed to guarantee that only kinematially stable topologies appear in the solutions.
Firstly, the overlapping of the members of the hain must be prevented. This ondition
is expressed by the onstraint ∑
i∈Ec(s)
yi ≤ 1 ∀ vs ∈ Vc (3.59)
⇒
∑
i∈Ec(s)
nS∑
j=1
yij ≤ 1 ∀ vs ∈ Vc (3.60)
where Ec(s) ⊆ Ec is the set of hain members partly or fully belonging to the line
segment between the nodes vs and vs+1. A onstraint of Eq. (3.59) is inluded for
eah line segment between two onseutive nodes of every hain.
Consider the truss shown in Fig. 3.5. The nodes 1, 2, 3, and 4 lie on the line dened
by the members 1, 2, and 3. The omplete hain inludes also the additional members
4, 5, and 6, that is, members 16 onstitute the hain. Members 712 have to be
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Figure 3.5: Example of a hain.
inluded in the hain onstraints. Note that members onneted to nodes 1 and 4 that
do not belong to the hain need not be onsidered.
In this ase, the overlapping onstraints are
y1 + y4 + y6 ≤ 1 (3.61)
y2 + y4 + y5 + y6 ≤ 1 (3.62)
y3 + y5 + y6 ≤ 1 (3.63)
Seondly, if all ground struture members onneted to an interior node but not be-
longing to a hain vanish, then the hain members onneted to that node must also
vanish. This eliminates the possibility of unstable nodes that are supported only in
the diretion of the hain. A onstraint for this ondition is∑
i∈Mc(s)
yi ≤ |Mc(s)|
∑
r∈Nc(s)
yr ∀ vs ∈ Jc (3.64)
⇒
∑
i∈Mc(s)
nS∑
j=1
yij ≤ |Mc(s)|
∑
r∈Nc(s)
nS∑
j=1
yrj ∀ vs ∈ Jc (3.65)
where |Mc(s)| is the number of members of the hain onneted to the node vs.
Now if any yr = 1, r ∈ Nc(s), whih means that a member not belonging to the
hain but onneted to the node is present in the design, then any member of the
hain onneted to node vs is allowed to be present. On the other hand, if all yr = 0,
r ∈ Nc(s), then also all hain members onneted to that node must vanish.
The onstraint Eq. (3.64) an be modied to yield tighter relaxations (see Chapter 4)
by replaing it with the following set of onstraints:
yi ≤
∑
r∈Nc(s)
yr ∀ vs ∈ Jc, i ∈ Mc(s) (3.66)
For the hain in Fig. 3.5, onstraint Eq. (3.64) for node 2 is
y1 + y2 + y5 ≤ 3(y7 + y8 + y11) (3.67)
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Alternatively, Eq. (3.66) for node 2 is
y1 ≤ y7 + y8 + y11 (3.68)
y2 ≤ y7 + y8 + y11 (3.69)
y5 ≤ y7 + y8 + y11 (3.70)
Finally, if any ground struture members not belonging to the hain are present at
an interior node of the hain, members of the hain overlapping that node are not
allowed. This ondition eliminates situations, where nodes of the hain are supported
by non-hain members only. This ondition is inluded in the optimization problem
by the following onstraint:∑
i∈Eoc(s)
yi ≤ |E
o
c(s)|(1 − yr) ∀ r ∈ Nc(s), vs ∈ Jc (3.71)
⇒
∑
i∈Eoc(s)
nS∑
j=1
yij ≤ |E
o
c(s)|

1− nS∑
j=1
yrj

 ∀ r ∈ Nc(s), vs ∈ Jc (3.72)
In the above, Eoc(s) is the set of hain members overlapping the node vs.
Tighter relaxations are obtained, if Eq. (3.71) is replaed by the set of following on-
straints:
yi ≤ 1− yr ∀ r ∈ Nc(s), s ∈ Jc, i ∈ E
o
c(s) (3.73)
For the node 2 of the hain in Fig. 3.5, the onstraint Eq. (3.71) beomes
y4 + y6 ≤ 2(1− y7) y4 + y6 ≤ 2(1− y8) y4 + y6 ≤ 2(1− y11) (3.74)
Alternatively, if Eq. (3.73) is employed, the onstraints are
y4 ≤ 1− y7 y4 ≤ 1− y8 y4 ≤ 1− y11 (3.75)
y6 ≤ 1− y7 y6 ≤ 1− y8 y6 ≤ 1− y11 (3.76)
Kinemati Stability
A well-known result in truss topology optimization is that the optimum topology an
be a mehanism that is in equilibrium with respet to the given loads but unstable for
arbitrary load variations. This issue is ommonly handled by introduing an additional
loading ondition with small loads at predened nodes (Ben-Tal & Nemirovski 1997,
Rasmussen & Stolpe 2008). The problem with this approah is that usually it is very
diult to know in advane whih nodes will be present in the optimal topology. As
all loaded nodes will be inluded in the resulting struture, adding auxiliary loads to
nodes that are not needed in the optimal topology will distort the solution.
In this thesis, a dierent approah is adopted, that resembles losely the method
presented by Faustino et al. (2006), and Kanno & Guo (2010). When the nodal binary
variables are inluded in the problem formulation, they an be used also to ontrol
the existene of loads. Therefore, a onvenient solution for nding stable topologies is
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to inlude in the problem a separate loading ondition, where small loads are applied
at all nodes of the ground struture in every degree of freedom. If a node is removed
from the ground struture, the orresponding auxiliary load also vanishes. A formal
presentation of this idea is given below.
Denote by Dℓ the global degrees of freedom of node ℓ. Then, the auxiliary loads for
this node are
p˜j = p˜jℓzℓ j ∈ Dℓ (3.77)
where p˜jℓ > 0 are predened values for the loads. Essentially, any values an be given
to the p˜jℓ, but they should be small enough suh that they do not aet the optimum
seletion of member proles. In order to minimize the possibility that the struture
is a mehanism but is in equilibrium with respet to the auxiliary loads, the resultant
fore of the load omponents at a node should not be parallel to any of the members
onneted to that node, and all p˜jℓ are hosen to be positive.
The auxiliary loads an be gathered to a load vetor. This is denoted by
p˜ = Pz ∈ Rnd (3.78)
where P ∈ Rnd×nN . The elements of P are Pij = p˜ij , when i ∈ Dj and Pij = 0
otherwise. The nodal equilibrium is then expressed in matrix form as
BN˜ = p˜ = Pz (3.79)
where N˜ is the vetor of auxiliary member fores.
The number of additional variables and onstraints due to the stability onditions
an be kept small by only onsidering nodal equilibrium and stress onstraints and
negleting the ompatibility onditions for the auxiliary loading ondition. Then, a
single fore variable per member, nd equality onstraints, and 2nE inequality on-
straints are suient to model the stability onditions. The inequality onstraints are
the member strength onstraints, and they are expressed as
− σ
nS∑
j=1
Aˆjyij ≤ N˜i ≤ σ
nS∑
j=1
Aˆjyij ∀ i ∈M (3.80)
If member variables, yi, are employed, the above onstraint an be written as
− σ max
j=1,2,...,nS
{Aˆj}yi ≤ N˜i ≤ σ max
j=1,2,...,nS
{Aˆj}yi ∀ i ∈ M (3.81)
Here, also min ould be used instead of max. The justiation for this expression is
that as the auxiliary loads are small, the main role of the strength onstraints is to
ensure that the member fores of the vanishing members beome zero and that the
strength onstraints never beome ative.
Remark The suess of the presented sheme for preventing mehanisms from ap-
pearing in the optimal topologies depends on the hoie of the auxiliary loads. It
should be aknowledged that there is a hane  even if a very small hane  that
the auxiliary loads are not able apable of deteting all possible mehanisms. One
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possibility although perhaps not very eient to deal with this remote hane, is
to inlude in the problem formulation a onstraint that exludes the topology of the
mehanism appearing in the solution, and then solve the new problem.
Suppose y˜ ∈ RnE is the vetor of binary variables that represent the topology of the
solution of the original problem. Then the onstraint∑
i:y˜i=1
(1− yi) +
∑
i:y˜i=0
yi ≥ 1 (3.82)
fores the topology to hange.
3.3.4 Member Grouping
It is sometimes neessary to fore ertain members to have equal proles. In topology
optimization, introduing this ondition is not as straightforward as in sizing opti-
mization, sine a member belonging to a group may also vanish.
Suppose the members of the group G ⊆ M appearing in the truss are to have an
idential prole. This ondition an be enfored by introduing binary variables wj ∈
{0, 1}, j ∈ P, with the following onstraints:
nS∑
j=1
wj ≤ 1 (3.83)
yij ≤ wj ∀ i ∈ G, j ∈ P (3.84)∑
i∈G
yij ≥ wj ∀ j ∈ P (3.85)
The rst onstraint ensures that at most one prole is seleted, but the possibility that
the whole group vanishes is allowed. The seond onstraint implies that if a prole is
not hosen (wj = 0), then the orresponding prole variables must be zero. Finally,
the third onstraint enfores the ondition that if a prole is hosen (wj = 1), then one
of the prole variables must atually be equal to one. This eliminates the possibility
that wj = 1 and yij = 0 for all i ∈ G.
3.4 Criteria
The primary aim of the problems treated in this study is to nd eonomial solutions.
This is reeted in the hoie of the objetive funtion. Commonly, the weight of the
truss is minimized. On the other hand, it is well known that other fators ontribute to
the eonomy, or the ost of the design. For instane, Sarma & Adeli (2000b) present
a series of ost fators for steel strutures. The authors identify as the ve most
signiant ost fators the ost of the setions, the number of dierent setion types
used in the struture, the weight of the setions, the number of onnetions, and the
geographi loation of the projet site. They onsider a multiobjetive optimization
problem, where the riteria are the ost of the setions, the weight of the setions, and
number of setion types.
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The ost of the truss an also be minimized diretly by devising a ost funtion that
inludes the dierent manufaturing stages. Jármai & Farkas (1999) and Pavlov£i£,
Krajn & Beg (2004) have proposed suh ost funtions. Reently, Haapio (2012)
has presented a feature-based osting method for steel strutures. This approah is
adopted in the present work for ost optimization of tubular trusses. A hronologial
review of ost optimization of steel strutures is given in (Sarma & Adeli 2000a), and
a thorough disussion of the topi an be found in (Adeli & Sarma 2006).
Cost optimization requires detailed ost data of the manufaturing proess. If suh
data is not available, then quantities that aet the ost, suh as the ve ost fators
mentioned above, an be optimized simultaneously without ost data. In the multi-
riterion environment, the solutions provide information on the trade-o between the
fators that onstitute the total ost of the struture. In this thesis, the number of
members, nodes and setion types are the three ost fators, that are minimized as
separate riteria along with weight in the multiriterion problems. For eah of these
riteria, an expliit expression with respet to the design variables is given. The author
has not found suh expressions elsewhere in the literature.
To summarize, the following riteria are onsidered:
1. weight of the struture;
2. ost of the struture.
3. number of truss members;
4. number of onnetions;
5. number of setion types;
In the following, expliit expressions for these riteria are presented.
3.4.1 Weight
The weight of the truss an be written in terms of the design variables as
W (x) =
nE∑
i=1
ρiLiAi =
nE∑
i=1
ρiLi

 nS∑
j=1
Aˆjyij

 = nE∑
i=1
nS∑
j=1
ρiLiAˆjyij (3.86)
where ρi is the density of the material of member i. If all members are made of the
same material, minimizing the weight is equivalent to minimizing the material volume
of the truss. This an be written as
V (x) =
nE∑
i=1
LiAi =
nE∑
i=1
Li

 nS∑
j=1
Aˆjyij

 = nE∑
i=1
nS∑
j=1
LiAˆjyij (3.87)
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3.4.2 Number of Members
The number of members of the truss an be expressed simply as the sum of all binary
variables yi, or yij :
Ny(x) =
nE∑
i=1
yi =
nE∑
i=1
nS∑
j=1
yij (3.88)
3.4.3 Number of Proles
Aording to Sarma & Adeli (2000b), the number of proles appearing in the truss
should be kept to minimum in order to redue the osts related to purhasing, storing
and fabriation of members. The binary variables yij an be used to express the
number of proles onveniently.
Note that max
i=1,2,...,nE
yij = 1, if prole j is present in the truss, and zero otherwise.
Then, the total number of dierent proles in the truss is
Np(y) =
nS∑
j=1
max
i=1,2,...,nE
yij (3.89)
A frequently employed method for transforming the minimization of the max-funtion
into a dierentiable optimization problem is to introdue additional binary variables
αj as follows:
min Np =
nS∑
j=1
αj
subjet to yij ≤ αj ∀ i ∈M, j ∈ P
nE∑
i=1
yij ≥ αj ∀ j ∈ P
αj ∈ {0, 1} ∀ j ∈ P
(3.90)
The latter onstraint assures that, if αj = 1, at least one member in the truss has the
prole j.
Thus, minimizing the number of prole requires nS additional variables and (nE+1)·nS
onstraints. The amount of onstraints an be redued by aggregating the additional
onstraints, whih leads to the following formulation
min Np =
∑
j
αj
subjet to
nE∑
i=1
yij ≤ nEαj ∀ j ∈ P
nE∑
i=1
yij ≥ αj ∀ j ∈ P
αj ∈ {0, 1} ∀ ∈ P
(3.91)
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Remark It is worth mentioning that the solution of the problem where the number
of proles is minimized is in most ases not unique. For any truss satisfying the
onstraints of the problem, the number of proles an be set to one by hoosing for
all members the largest prole appearing in the urrent onguration. If there are
larger proles available than the largest prole present in the truss, then by seleting
any of these proles for all members yields a solution with Np = 1. As many of the
strutures with a single prole for all members an be highly uneonomial, minimizing
the number of proles is only reasonable in onjuntion with mass minimization.
3.4.4 Number of Connetions
When nodal variables are inluded in the optimization problem, a simple linear ex-
pression an be written for the number of onnetions:
Nc(x) =
nN∑
i=1
zi (3.92)
The purpose of minimizing the number of onnetions is to redue the fabriation,
eretion, onnetion material, and labor osts of the truss (Sarma & Adeli 2000b).
Similarly to the number proles, also the minimum number of onnetions an in
general be obtained by more than one struture. Even if the optimum design is
unique, it may be uneonomial from the point of view of material onsumption and
other fabriation aspets. Therefore, also this riterion is inluded in the problem
formulation only when other riteria are onsidered as well.
3.4.5 Cost
Of the several ost funtions found in the literature, the feature-based ost model
proposed by Haapio (2012) is adopted in this thesis. The idea is to deompose the
manufaturing proess in so-alled ost enters, and to write a ost funtion for eah of
them. The form of the ost funtion for every ost enter is idential, and it inludes
the non-produtive and produtive times, the ost for labour, equipment, real estate,
onsumables, energy, and maintenane. For dierent ost enters, some of the terms
in the generi ost funtion may be negleted.
Below, the ost funtion of Haapio is modied for tubular trusses and written in terms
of the design variables. All the expressions and onstants are taken from (Haapio 2012),
unless otherwise stated. The ost fators that are onsidered in this thesis are material,
blasting, sawing, assembling by welding, and painting ost. Further ost fators, suh
as grinding after sawing, an be added to the ost funtion by employing the method
of Haapio (2012).
Material Cost
The material ost of tubular proles is omputed by
CM =
nE∑
i=1
WicM,i (3.93)
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whereWi is the weight of the prole [kg] and cM,i is the unit ost of the prole [e/kg℄.
In this thesis, the unit ost cM,i = 0.8 e/kg is used for hollow setions of grade S355.
The material ost funtion an be written in terms of the prole variables yij as
CM (x) =
nE∑
i=1
nS∑
j=1
cM,iρiLiAˆjyij (3.94)
Note that CM is a linear funtion of the design variables yij .
Blasting Cost
The blasting ost of the members onstitute of labour, equipment, real estate, main-
tenane, onsumables and energy required by the blasting equipment. The blasting
ost funtion is:
CB(x) =
nE∑
i=1
3.63 · 10−4Liyi =
nE∑
i=1
nS∑
j=1
3.63 · 10−4Liyij (3.95)
where Li [mm℄ is the length of member i. The unit of the onstant is e/mm.
Sawing Cost
Both ends of eah member are sawn. Additionally, if a member is diagonally positioned
in the truss, one or both of its ends must be bevelled. Here, it is assumed that the saw
blade uts through the prole vertially. This aets some of the expressions below
as demonstrated in Fig. 3.6. On the left, a side view of a member with a RHS to
be bevelled in angle θ is shown. The saw is able to reate the bevelling only if the
prole is turned on its longer side, as shown on the right in the gure, where the
turned member is viewed from above. Thus, when applying the expressions below,
the positioning of the prole must be onsidered. However, for square hollow setions
that are mainly used in this thesis, the positioning is not important.
θ
B
H
B
H
Figure 3.6: Bevelling a RHS. Left: side view of a member to be bevelled in θ
angle. Right: the view from above as the prole is turned on its
longer side suh that the saw blade is able to reate the bevelling.
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The sawing ost is expressed as
CS = cS(TNS + TPS) + TPS(cCS + cEnS) (3.96)
where TNS is the non-produtive time, TPS is the produtive time, cCS is the ost
of sawing onsumables, and cEnS = 0.02e/min is the ost of energy used by the
saw. cS = 1.2e/min is a onstant that inludes the unit osts of labour, equipment,
equipment maintenane, and real estate investment and maintenane.
The expression for the non-produtive time is
TNS = 4.5 + 1 · ⌈1− cos θ1⌉+ 1 · ⌈1− cos θ2⌉+
1
20000
L [min] (3.97)
where ⌈·⌉ means the smallest integer greater than the argument, and θ1 and θ2 are
the bevelling angles of the member ends. If θi = 0, the end is not bevelled, and the
term ⌈1− cos θi⌉ = 0. This indiates that the saw blade need not to be rotated to the
bevelling angle, whih saves time. For any other values of θi, the term ⌈1− cos θi⌉ = 1,
and the time needed to rotate the saw blade is inluded in the non-produtive time.
Note that 0 ≤ θi < 90◦.
The expression for the produtive time, TPS , is
TPS =
h
S · Sm
+
Ah
Q
[min] (3.98)
where the rst term orresponds to the part of the ross-setion, where the thikness of
the sawed material is omparable to the wall thikness, and the seond term onerns
the part where the sawed material is solid:
Here, h is the vertial dimension of the hollow part of the setion. For SHS,
h = H − 2t (3.99)
S is the vertial feeding speed that depends on the thikness of the sawed material.
Values for S are given in Table 3.1. The material fator Sm depends on the material
grade. For S355, Sm = 0.9.
The term Ah [mm
2
℄ is the total area of horizontal parts of the prole. For SHS, this
is
Ah ≈
2Ht
cos θ
(3.100)
where θ ∈ [0, 90◦) is the angle between the saw blade and the prole. (From this value,
the areas orresponding to the roundings should be subtrated.)
Finally, Q [mm2/min℄ is the sawing eieny. For S355, Q = 8800mm2/min.
The ost of sawing onsumables, cCS , inludes only the wear of the blades. The
expression for cCS is
cCS =
AtpSB
St · TPS
(3.101)
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Table 3.1: Feeding speed S of the saw and durability parameter Fsp.
Wall thikness [mm℄ Feeding speed S [mm/min℄ Fsp
5 120 0.4
610 100 0.45
1115 90 0.5
1620 80 0.55
2125 70 0.6
2630 60 0.65
3135 50 0.7
36 40 0.8
where At is the ross-setional area of the sawn prole, pSB = 100e is the prie of
the saw blade, and St is the overall durability of the blade. Its expression is
St = Q · Fs · Fsp (3.102)
where St [mm
2
℄ is the overall ross-setional area a blade an saw before it has to
be replaed, Fs = 1350 is a parameter that depends on the equipment type, and Fsp
is a parameter depending on the thikness of the material. Its values are given in
Table 3.1.
The area of the sawed ross-setion depends on whether or not the end is bevelled. If
the angle between the saw blade and the prole is θ, the total sawed area is
At =
A
cos θ
(3.103)
Note that for eah member the sawing of both ends must be onsidered.
The sawing ost funtion is
CS(x) =
nE∑
i=1
nS∑
j=1
CS,ijyij (3.104)
where CS,ij is the sawing ost of prole j for member i.
Obtaining the values for CS,ij is not straightforward in general. Several ost fators,
suh as the produtive time, depend on the sawing angle, whih is not given a priori
in many ases. Several ground struture members are onneted to a given node, so
for eah member, several possible sawing angles exist. Furthermore, it is not always
evident, if the end of a member should be bevelled. Consider the ase where two
members meeting in an angle other than 90◦ are to be joined. It might be suient
to just bevel one of the members and leave the other unbevelled. Then, whih one
should be bevelled? Probably the one with smaller outer dimensions, sine it an be
welded to the side of the larger member. Stating this ondition as a linear onstraint
without additional variables is not obvious.
Thus, in general, the sawing ost of prole j for member i depends on the other
members and possibly on their proles as well. Consequently, CS,ij = CS,ij(ys, ysr),
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where ys are member variables of the other members meeting at a joint and ysr are their
orresponding prole variables. Even if this CS,ij would be linear in these variables,
the resulting ost term CS,ij of member i would be nonlinear.
Despite the above diulties, the sawing ost an be expressed as in Eq. (3.104) in
ertain situations. For example, in the roof truss onsidered in Chapter 7, eah braing
member is onneted to the hord in a predened angle. Then, the ost omponents
CS,ij are onstant. Their expression is
CS,ij = cSTNS(Li, θi1, θi2) +
2∑
ℓ=1
TPS(Hj , Tj, θiℓ)
(
cCS(Aˆj , Tj , θiℓ) + cS + cEnS
)
(3.105)
where
TNS(Li, θi1, θi2) = 4.5 + 1 · ⌈1− cos θi1⌉+ 1 · ⌈1− cos θi2⌉+
1
20000
Li (3.106)
TPS(Hj , Tj , θiℓ) =
h(Hj , Tj)
S(Tj , θiℓ) · Sm
+
Ah(Hj , Tj, θiℓ)
Q
(3.107)
=
Hj − 2Tj
S(Tj , θiℓ) · Sm
+
2HjTj
Q cos θiℓ
(3.108)
cCS(Aˆj , Tj, θiℓ) =
AˆjpSB
cos θiℓ ·Q · Fs · Fsp(Tj, θiℓ) · TPS(Hj , Tj, θiℓ)
(3.109)
The term TPS · cCS appears in Eq. (3.105) . Using Eq. (3.101), this an be simplied
to
TPScCS =
AtpSB
St
(3.110)
Welding Cost
The truss is assembled by welding the members together. The assembly ost funtion
is
CA = TPA
(
cLA + cEqA + cReA + cSeA
uPA
+ cEnA
)
+ cCA (3.111)
Here, the non-produtive time and maintenane ost of the assembly are negleted,
and the utilisation ratio uA = 1.0.
The produtive time, TPA, onsists of tak welding and welding time, that is
TPA = TTa + TWe (3.112)
Here, the tak welding time TTa = 1.59 [min℄ per part is used. The welding time
depends on the weld type and welding tehnology. Here, gas metal ar welding with
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θ
H
H ′
B
Figure 3.7: Length of the weld.
mixed gas (MAG M) is used as the welding tehnologyFor llet welds, the welding
time is omputed from the formula
TWe =
Lfw
1000
(
0.4988a2 − 0.0005a+ 0.0021
)
[min℄ (3.113)
where Lfw is the length of the weld [mm℄ and a is the lled weld size [mm℄. The
length of the weld is the irumferene of the prole projeted to the surfae, where
the prole is welded. In Fig. 3.7, a RHS with side lengths H and B and rounding
outer radius R that is welded in angle θ is shown. From this gure, it an be seen
that the projeted side length H ′ = H/ sin θ. Thus, the total irumferene and weld
length is
Lfw = 2(H
′ − 2R) + 2(B − 2R) + 4 ·
1
4
· 2πR (3.114)
= 2H ′ + 2B + (2π − 8)R (3.115)
=
(
2H
sin θ
+ 2B
)
+ (2π − 8)R (3.116)
For steel grade S355, the weld size a = 1.1t is used, where t is the wall thikness of
the prole (Wardenier et al. 2010).
For single-bevel butt welds, the welding time is
TWe =
Lfw
1000
(
0.249b2 + 0.0096b− 0.0506
)
[min℄ (3.117)
where b is the depth of the weld [mm℄. Here, b = t is used. The length of the weld,
Lfw is omputed by Eq. (3.114) as for llet welds.
The unit labor ost is cLA = 0.46 [e/min℄. The ost of the welding equipment cEqA =
0.01 [e/min℄. The real estate investment ost, cReA, and real estate maintenane ost,
cSeA, depend on the size of the truss. They an be obtained by using Eq. (2) from
Haapio (2012). For llet welds, the ost of non-time-related welding onsumables,
cCA, is omputed from the formula
cCA = 7.85 · 10
−6Lfwa
2 · 6.35 [e℄ (3.118)
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whih inludes the ost of welding wire and welding shield gas. For butt welds, the
expression is
cCA = 7.85 · 10
−6Lfw
b2
2
· 6.35 [e℄ (3.119)
Finally, the ost of energy used by the welding equipment, cEnA = 0.01 [e/min℄.
The assembling ost an be expressed in terms of the prole variables yij as
CA(x) =
nE∑
i=1
nS∑
j=1
CA,ijyij (3.120)
The welding ost of eah prole alternative must be determined for every member.
Let cA = (cLA + cEqA + cReA + cSeA)/uA + cEnA. Then
CA,ij = cATTa +
2∑
ℓ=1
(cATWe,ijℓ + cCA,ijℓ) (3.121)
where cCA,ijℓ is the ost of welding onsumables, and TWe,ijℓ is the welding time of
the end ℓ of prole j of member i. They depend on the dimensions of the setion and
on the welding angle aording to Eq. (3.118) and Eq. (3.113).
Painting Cost
The assembled truss is painted by a spray gun in a separate painting spae. The
painting ost funtion is
CP = TPP ·
(
cLP + cReP + cSeP
uP
)
+ cCP (3.122)
where TPP is the produtive time, cLP is the labour ost, cReP is the real estate
investment ost, cSeP is the real estate maintenane ost, uP = 1.0 is the utilisation
ratio, and cCP is the ost of painting onsumables. Denote cP = (cLP + cReP +
cSeP )/uP .
Assuming a lass C3/M alkyd painting system, the produtive time is
TPP = 5.7 · 10
−9Ap (3.123)
where Ap [mm
2
℄ is the total area of the assembly to be painted. For plane trusses this
is the sum of outer surfaes of the members. This is written as
Au =
nE∑
i=1
Au,iLi =
nE∑
i=1
nS∑
j=1
LiAˆu,jyij (3.124)
The outer surfaes, Aˆu,j , must be provided as input to the optimization.
The labour ost is cLP = 0.46e/min. The real estate osts, cReP and cSeP , depend
on the size of the painting spae.
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For the lass C3/M alkyd painting system, the ost of painting onsumables, onsisting
of the paint and solvent, is
cCP = 3.87 · 10
−6Au [e℄ (3.125)
Thus, the omplete expression for the painting ost funtion is
CP (x) =
(
5.7 · 10−9cP + 3.87 · 10
−6
) nE∑
i=1
nS∑
j=1
(
LiAˆu,jyij
)
(3.126)
Cost Funtion
The ost funtion that an be used in optimization is the ombination of expressions
Eq. (3.94), Eq. (3.95), Eq. (3.104), Eq. (3.120), and Eq. (3.126), that is
C(x) = CM (x) + CB(x) + CS(x) + CA(x) + CP (x) (3.127)
This is a linear funtion in terms of the prole seletion variables yij . Blasting ost
an also be expressed in terms of member variables yi, sine it only depends on the
length of the members.
3.5 Alternative Formulations
In the previous setions, various onstraints and design variables were presented. From
the perspetive of the strutural designer, the most appliable set of onstraints in-
ludes member strength and bukling, hains, kinemati stability, and possibly member
grouping. On the other hand, the hoie of binary variables related to members is not
obvious. Prole seletion variables yij are neessarily present, but should the member
seletion variables yi or the slak variables yi0 be inluded as well or not? Even though
introduing these variables would inrease the problem size, it is not evident that the
problem beomes more diult to solve. On the ontrary, these optional variables
might prove to be beneial in the solution proess.
In this setion, the formulations of the onstraints for three possibilities in hoosing the
binary variables is presented. In the next setion, the solution aspets are disussed.
The three formulations are based on the following hoie of variables:
1. Do not inlude variables yi. The binary variables related to members are yij . A
member is removed from the ground struture, if the left-hand side of Eq. (3.7)
is zero.
2. Do not inlude variables yi, but inlude the slak variables yi0. A member is
removed from the ground struture, if yi0 = 1. Eq. (3.8) is used instead of
Eq. (3.7) for determining a unique prole for a member.
3. Inlude variables yi in addition to yij . Eq. (3.7) is replaed by Eq. (3.12).
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3.5.1 Formulation 1
In this ase, the vetor of design variables is denoted
x = {y N11 N
1
2 . . . N
1
nE
u1 . . .NnL1 N
nL
2 . . . N
nL
nE
unL} (3.128)
The number of binary variables is nE · nS , and the number of ontinuous variables is
(nE · nS + nd) · nL.
If nodal variables, z, are inluded, the design variable vetor beomes
x = {y N11 N
1
2 . . . N
1
nE
u1 . . .NnL1 N
nL
2 . . . N
nL
nE
unL z} (3.129)
The number of design variables is inreased to nE · nS + nN + nE · nS · nL + nd · nL.
If the loading ondition for kinemati stability is inluded in the formulation, the fore
variables, N˜i, are added, whih leads to the following vetor of design variables:
x = {y N11 N
1
2 . . . N
1
nE
u1 . . .NnL1 N
nL
2 . . . N
nL
nE
unL z N˜} (3.130)
The number of design variables is now nE · nS + nN + nE · nS · nL + nd · nL + nE .
Several problem formulations an be onstruted from the onstraints and objetive
funtions that have been presented in the previous setions. To failitate the presen-
tation, some additional notation is introdued for the onstraints.
The onstraints for member fores and unique prole seletion are denoted by ΩF :
ΩF = {x | N
k
ijyij ≤ N
k
ij ≤ N
k
ijyij (3.131)
(1− yij)N
k
ij ≤
Ei
Li
Aˆjb
T
i u
k −Nkij ≤ (1 − yij)N
k
ij
nS∑
j=1
yij ≤ 1 ∀ i ∈ M, j ∈ P, k ∈ L }
The nodal fore equilibrium equations are denoted by
ΩEQ = {x | BˆNˆ
k = pk, ∀ k ∈ L } (3.132)
ΩLEQ = {x | BˆNˆ
k −Qky = pk, ∀ k ∈ L } (3.133)
where the latter set is inluded, if the problem ontains line loadings.
The strength onstraints are denoted by
ΩS = {x | − σAˆjyij ≤ N
k
ij ≤ σAˆjyij , ∀ i ∈M, j ∈ P, k ∈ L } (3.134)
The bukling onstraints are denoted by
ΩEUB =
{
x | Nkij ≥ −π
2EiIˆj
L2ni
yij , ∀ i ∈M, j ∈ P, k ∈ L
}
(3.135)
ΩECB = {x | N
k
ij ≥ −χ(Aˆj , Iˆj)σAˆjyij ∀ i ∈ M, j ∈ P, k ∈ L } (3.136)
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The onstraints related to hains are denoted by
ΩC = {x |
∑
i∈Ec(s)
nS∑
j=1
yij ≤ 1 ∀ vs ∈ Vc (3.137)
nS∑
j=1
yij ≤
∑
r∈Nc(s)
nS∑
j=1
yrj ∀ vs ∈ Jc, i ∈ Mc(s)
nS∑
j=1
yij ≤ 1−
nS∑
j=1
yrj ∀ r ∈ Nc(s), s ∈ Jc, i ∈ E
o
c(s) }
The stabilizing loading ondition is denoted by
ΩST = {x | BN˜ = Pz, −σ
nS∑
j=1
Aˆjyij ≤ N˜i ≤ σ
nS∑
j=1
Aˆjyij ∀ i ∈M } (3.138)
The onstraints related to the nodal variables are denoted by
ΩN = {x | uℓzℓ ≤ u
k
ℓ ≤ uℓzℓ ∀ ℓ ∈ N, k ∈ L (3.139)∑
i∈Mℓ
nS∑
j=1
yij ≥ Cℓzℓ ∀ ℓ ∈ N
nS∑
j=1
yij ≤ zℓ ∀ ℓ ∈ N, i ∈Mℓ
nE∑
i=1
nS∑
j=1
yij +
∑
s∈NS
Rszs ≥ 2
n∑
ℓ=1
zℓ
∑
ℓ∈NS
zℓ ≥ 2 }
The onstraints of member grouping are denoted by
ΩG = {x |
nS∑
j=1
wj ≤ 1, yij ≤ wj ∀ i ∈ G, j ∈ P,
∑
i∈G
yij ≥ wj , ∀ j ∈ P } (3.140)
3.5.2 Formulation 2
In the seond formulation, the variables yi0 are inluded. The design variable vetor
is then
x = {y N11 N
1
2 . . . N
1
nE
u1 . . .NnL1 N
nL
2 . . . N
nL
nE
unL y0} (3.141)
The number of binary variables is nE(nS+1), and the number of ontinuous variables
is (nE · nS + nd)nL.
The onstraints are idential with the previous formulation, exept the onstraint
determining a unique seletion, whih is inluded in the member fore onstraints ΩF .
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In the present formulation, this set is
ΩF = {x | N
k
ijyij ≤ N
k
ij ≤ N
k
ijyij (3.142)
(1− yij)N
k
ij ≤
Ei
Li
Aˆjb
T
i u
k −Nkij ≤ (1 − yij)N
k
ij
nS∑
j=0
yij = 1 ∀ i ∈ M, j ∈ P, k ∈ L }
As in the previous formulation, the design variable vetor an be extended to inlude
the nodal variables and the fore variables related to the stabilizing loading ondition.
3.5.3 Formulation 3
The third formulation diers from the other two substantially due to the binary vari-
ables yi. The design variable vetor, inluding nodal variables and the fore variables
related to the stabilizing loading ondition is now
x = {y N11 N
1
2 . . . N
1
nE
u1 . . .NnL1 N
nL
2 . . . N
nL
nE
unL Y z N˜} (3.143)
The onstraints for member fores and prole seletion are
ΩF = {x | N
k
ijyij ≤ N
k
ij ≤ N
k
ijyij , (3.144)
(1 − yij)N
k
ij ≤
Ei
Li
Aˆjb
T
i u
k −Nkij ≤ (1− yij)N
k
ij ,
yi =
nS∑
j=1
yij i ∈M, j ∈ P, k ∈ L }
The equilibrium equations for line loadings are
ΩLEQ = {x | BˆNˆ
k −QkY = pk ∀k ∈ L } (3.145)
If only point loads are inluded, the equilibrium equations are idential to the previous
formulations. Also, member strength and bukling onstraints, the onstraints related
to the stabilizing loading ondition, and the onstraints of member grouping do not
hange from the previous ases.
The onstraints related to hains are
ΩC = {x |
∑
i∈Ec(s)
yi ≤ 1 ∀ vs ∈ Vc (3.146)
yi ≤
∑
r∈Nc(s)
yr ∀ vs ∈ Jc, i ∈Mc(s)
yi ≤ 1− yr ∀ r ∈ Nc(s), s ∈ Jc, i ∈ E
o
c(s) }
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The onstraints related to the nodal variables are
ΩN = {x | uℓzℓ ≤ u
k
ℓ ≤ uℓzℓ ∀ ℓ ∈ N, k ∈ L (3.147)∑
i∈Mℓ
yi ≥ Cℓzℓ ∀ ℓ ∈ N
yi ≤ zℓ ∀ ℓ ∈ N, i ∈ Mℓ
nE∑
i=1
yi +
∑
s∈NS
Rszs ≥ 2
n∑
ℓ=1
zℓ
∑
ℓ∈NS
zℓ ≥ 2 }
3.6 Disussion
The mixed variable approah for truss topology optimization possesses several ad-
vantages over the onventional NAND formulations. Most importantly, the mixed
variable formulation irumvents the issues related to vanishing members ompletely.
No speial measures are required to handle zero ross-setions. The inherent di-
ulty plaguing topology optimization beomes a omputational issue rather than a
theoretial matter. Consequently, the appliability of the mixed variable formula-
tions for treating problems with pratial ground strutures and prole alternatives
depends solely on the numerial optimization algorithms and the available ompu-
tational power. Fortunately, the solution methods and software have undergone a
tremendous development in the reent years, and the boundaries of the problem size
that an be solved within reasonable time are onstantly pushed further.
Another powerful feature of the mixed variable approah is the appliation of binary
variables in expressing topology-related onditions expliitly. All suh onstraints
presented in this work are linear. For example, the binary variables an be employed
to enfore the kinemati stability of the truss, whih has proven to be diult to
ahieve by the onventional formulations.
The binary variables an also be used to solve the diult jump in the bukling length
phenomenon by introduing member hains. This is an important original ontri-
bution of the present thesis, as it improves the diret appliability of the optimum
designs. Chains an also be used to inorporate line loading in truss topology opti-
mization without distorting the solution. The author is not aware of other satisfatory
approahes to this issue in the literature.
It is remarkable that the problem formulations result in linear optimization prob-
lems for disrete ross-setions, even when bukling onstraints are inluded. This
is enabled by the binary prole seletion variables. The ompliated expressions for
bukling strength are redued to onstants in the onstraints as the bukling strength
is evaluated separately for eah prole alternative for every member. Also, important
riteria an be written as linear funtions of the binary variables. The disrete ri-
teria suh as the number of members and nodes are diult to express in terms of
ross-setional areas, but employing binary variables leads to very simple expressions.
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The mixed variable formulation an also be used for ost optimization. The ost
funtion of Haapio (2012) allows a linear ost funtion in terms of the binary variables.
Cost optimization requires that the details of the manufaturing proess are known.
Consequently, the ost funtion inludes many parameters, some of whih might be
diult to obtain reliably.
The prie of the mixed variable approah is that the formulations lead to mixed-integer
linear optimization problems, whih are very diult to solve in general. In prati-
al design situations, these problems an be expeted to beome large-sale, as the
problem size grows rapidly with respet to the number of ground struture members
and available proles. It is then interesting to study the apability of ontemporary
omputers to solve the resulting optimization problems by modern algorithms. This
issue is explored in the oming hapters of the present study.
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CHAPTER 4
Solving Mixed Variable Problems
Something real and tangible, yet
fraught with innite suggestions of
nighted mystery, now onfronted me.
H.P. Loveraft
4.1 Introdution
The optimization problems of this thesis aremixed-integer linear programming (MILP)
problems. These problems have been widely studied in the optimization ommunity,
and several software pakages ommerial and free are available. In this hapter,
a brief overview of the solution method implemented in most odes is disussed. As
the fous of the study is on problem formulations rather than solution algorithms, the
topi is not treated in detail.
Before the atual solution proess is disussed, the issue of omputational omplexity
needs to be addressed. It is a well-known result, that exept for a limited number of
instanes, mixed-integer optimization problems are among the most diult optimiza-
tion problems to be solved. In the parlane of the theory of omputational omplexity,
many mixed-integer problems areNP -hard, whih means that an algorithm that would
solve the problem in polynomial time is not known (Wolsey 1998). The onsequene of
this is that sooner or later, as the problem size is enlarged, any known algorithm will
fail to give the optimum solution within the time and omputational power available.
Nevertheless, due to the signiant advanes in the methods and software in the last
deade or so, it an be expeted that pratial truss topology optimization problems
an be solved by modern omputers using mixed variable formulations.
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In the mixed variable formulations presented in Chapter 3, the problem size is es-
sentially determined by the number of ground struture members, loading onditions
and prole alternatives. The number of nodes also ontributes to the problem size,
but with less impat than the three other fators. One the total number of ground
struture members, loading onditions, and prole alternatives reahes a ertain value
not known a priori the solution algorithms stagnate and verifying that the global
optimum of the problem has been found beomes intratable. One of the researh
issues addressed in this thesis is the determination of the problem size that an be
solved with present software on a desktop omputer within a given time limit.
The optimization problems to be solved are of the following form
min
(x,y)∈Ω
f(x,y) = cTx+ dTy (PMIP )
where x ∈ Rn and y ∈ Bd = {0, 1}d are the ontinuous and binary variables, respe-
tively. Vetors c and d are onstants. Note that the notation used in this hapter is for
general MILP problems, and it does not oinide with the notation of other hapters
of the thesis.
The feasible set Ω is written as
Ω = {(x,y) |Ax +By ≤ b, Cx+Dy = g,x ∈ Rn, y ∈ Bd} (4.1)
where A, B, C, D, b, and g are onstant matries and vetors. The relaxation of
problem PMIP plays an important role in the solution proess. It is obtained by
treating the binary variables y as ontinuous variables:
min
(x,y)∈ΩR
f(x,y) = cTx+ dTy (PR)
where
ΩR = {(x,y) |Ax +By ≤ b, Cx+Dy = g,x ∈ R
n, y ∈ Rd} (4.2)
Problem PR is an LP problem. Sine ΩR ⊆ Ω, the solution of problem PR provides a
lower bound for the optimum of problem PMIP .
4.2 Branh-and-Cut
Arguably the most suessful solution approah for MILP problems is the family of
branh-and-ut algorithms, whih ombine the well-known branh-and-bound method
with utting planes. In the following, the ideas of this approah are briey introdued.
A more detailed presentation an be found in (Nemhauser &Wolsey 1999) and (Wolsey
1998).
The foundation of branh-and-ut relies on the priniple of branh-and-bound (Land
& Doig 1960). The idea is to divide the feasible set Ω into subsets Ωi suh that
∪ki=1Ω
i = Ω and to solve the optimization problem in eah Ωi. The presumption is
that it is easier to nd the minimum of f in the subsets Ωi than it is in Ω. The division
of Ω is done reursively and it an be represented as a tree-shaped graph, alled the
searh tree, where Ωi onstitute the nodes.
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At a given iteration of the branh-and-bound algorithm, a node of the searh tree is
seleted for inspetion. Minimizing f in Ωi an be as diult as solving problem PMIP .
Therefore, the relaxation of the problem at the node is onsidered, i.e. the problem
min
(x,y)∈Ωi
R
f(x,y) (P iR)
Problem P iR is solved by an LP algorithm. There are three possible outomes. Firstly,
if ΩiR = ∅, then Ω
i = ∅, and the node need not be onsidered any further, i.e. it an
be pruned (or fathomed). Seondly, if the solution (xiR,y
i
R) ∈ Ω
i
, then the optimum
of f in the present node has been found and the node an be pruned. Furthermore,
f(xiR,y
i
R) provides an upper bound for the minimum of f . Thirdly, if (x
i
R,y
i
R) /∈ Ω
i
,
then f(xiR,y
i
R) gives a lower bound for the minimum of f . If a solution (xˆ, yˆ) ∈ Ω
with f(xˆ, yˆ) ≤ f(xiR,y
i
R) has been found earlier, it an be onluded that neither the
present node nor any of its subnodes an ontain a solution better than xˆ, and the
node an be pruned. Otherwise, Ωi is divided into smaller subsets, and new nodes to
be explored are generated.
For problems where all disrete variables are binary, the division of Ωi is ommonly
performed as follows. A binary variable, say yr, with a frational value at (x
i
R,y
i
R)
is hosen. Then, Ωi is divided into two new subsets (nodes), Ωi+1 and Ωi+2, where
Ωi+1 = Ωi ∩ {y ∈ Bd | yr = 0} and Ωi+2 = Ωi ∩ {y ∈ Bd | yr = 1}.
Typially, there are many binary variables with a frational value at the optimum of
the relaxation. Choosing the branhing variable is not a trivial task, and it has a
signiant impat on the overall performane of the algorithm. If the binary variables
play dierent roles in the MILP model, the user might provide branhing priorities
where the binary variables are ordered suh that the variables having a greater im-
pat on the objetive funtion are fored to integral values sooner than the others.
Otherwise, a omputational proedure is performed to nd the branhing variable.
Common branhing strategies an be found in (Nemhauser & Wolsey 1999, pp. 359).
Further approahes and a omputational omparison of branhing strategies have been
presented by Ahterberg, Koh & Martin (2005).
Choosing the node to be investigated is another important issue in branh-and-bound.
Common strategies are depth-rst, breath-rst, and best-node rst. In the depth-rst
strategy, the next node to be explored is always the son of the previous node. In
breath-rst, all the nodes at a given level are onsidered before any nodes of the lower
level. Finally, in best-node rst strategy, the node having the lowest lower bound
is hosen. For benets of the dierent strategies, see (Nemhauser & Wolsey 1999,
pp. 358).
The above proedure leads to an iterative algorithm, where sequenes of non-dereasing
lower bounds and non-inreasing upper bounds are generated. The lower bounds are
obtained by solving the relaxation at the nodes. The upper bounds are provided by
feasible solutions that an be found either as solutions to the relaxations or by applying
heuristi searh methods at the nodes. The algorithm terminates, when there are no
more nodes to be searhed, or when the greatest lower bound and lowest upper bound
are within a predened tolerane of eah other. At termination, the global optimum
of problem PMIP is obtained.
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The number of steps in the branh-and-bound algorithm is nite. In its basi form,
however, the method produes a rapidly growing searh tree, and for solving pratial
problems, several enhanements must be introdued. These inlude heuristis for nd-
ing feasible solutions, preproessing and probing tehniques for tightening the problem
formulation (Savelsbergh 1994), and valid inequalities and utting planes to improve
the quality of the relaxations.
An inequality aTx+bTy ≤ a0 is alled a valid inequality for Ω, if it is satised by all
points in Ω. The purpose of adding valid inequalities to the problem is to make the
relaxations tighter, i.e. to remove frational parts of the feasible set without removing
any feasible solution. Valid inequalities an be devised for inequalities of spei
struture or they an be generated for more general onstraints, for example, by the
Chvátal-Gomory proedure (Wolsey 1998).
A utting plane, or simply ut, with respet to a point (xˆ, yˆ) is a valid inequality for
Ω that is violated by (xˆ, yˆ). The purpose of utting planes is to remove from the
feasible set solutions of the relaxations that do not belong to Ω along with parts of
ΩR not ontaining points where the variables y obtain integer values. Similarly to
valid inequalities, speial utting planes an be used for onstraints having a spei
struture, and more general uts may be generated for general onstraints.
Inorporating utting planes to the branh-and-bound framework onstitutes the branh-
and-ut solution method. The idea is to get tight relaxations by adding utting planes
and to perform other tehniques at every node of the searh tree. The aim is to re-
due the number of nodes that need to be explored and to nd feasible solutions more
quikly. On the other hand, as the uts themselves are inequality onstraints, adding
uts to the problem inreases the size of the relaxation at the orresponding node of
the searh tree, slowing the omputation of the lower bound. Also, the information re-
lated to the uts needs to be stored in a separate ut pool and it needs to be indiated,
whih uts are related to whih nodes (Wolsey 1998, pp. 157).
Cutting planes provide a powerful enhanement to the branh-and-bound algorithm.
Bixby & Rothberg (2007) performed a study, where the utting planes were disabled
from the solver CPLEX 8.0. Without utting planes, the mean performane of the soft-
ware was degraded by the fator of 53.7. Rasmussen & Stolpe (2008) solved truss topol-
ogy optimization problems by branh-and-bound and by branh-and-ut with Com-
binatorial Benders' uts (Codato & Fishetti 2006) and Projeted Chvátal-Gomory
uts (Bonami, Cornuéjols, Dash, Fishetti & Lodi 2008). In their implementation, the
utting planes are reated only at the root node of the searh tree. Nevertheless, they
obtain improvements of several orders of magnitude in omputational time ompared
with branh-and-bound.
An important observation is that ertain utting planes work very well on spei
problems while not ontributing muh enhanement for other problems. For example,
Codato & Fishetti (2006) employ Combinatorial Benders' uts for a set of problems
well-suited for these uts. As a result, they obtain a mean improvement of fator 21.1
over a general-purpose software. It an be dedued, that for every spei problem,
the mathematial form of the onstraints should be arefully inspeted and several
utting planes onsidered for nding the most eient solution approah.
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For more on valid inequalities and utting planes, see (Wolsey 1998, Marhand, Martin,
Weismantel & Wolsey 2002, Cornuéjols 2008).
Bixby (2012) has presented an overview on the progress in the MILP methods and
software. By omparing the performane of dierent versions of CPLEX from 1.2. to
11, he onluded that there has been an improvement in the software of a fator of
over 29,000 sine the early 1990s to 2007.
4.3 Solution Software
One of the researh questions of this study is, what is the ability of ontemporary
software and omputers to solve truss topology optimization problems using mixed
variable formulations. Therefore, instead of developing an own researh ode, it was
deided to use a ommerial, state-of-the-art software for solving the MILP problems.
Of the several available software pakages, Gurobi 5.0 was hosen as the solver (Gurobi
Optimization, In. 2012). It inludes various preproessing tehniques, heuristis, and
twelve utting planes. The behaviour of the solver an be ontrolled by a set of
parameters. For example, the branhing strategy, utting plane generation and various
toleranes an be set by the user.
In this study, Gurobi 5.0 is used mostly with the default parameter settings. Only the
variable branhing strategy was swithed to pseudo redued ost branhing, after some
experimentation. In all ases, unless otherwise noted, the feasibility and termination
toleranes were set to their default values. By default, Gurobi uses the values ǫg =
1 · 10−6 and ǫf = 1 · 10−4 for the onstraint feasibility and relative optimality gap,
respetively.
An important aspet of the branh-and-ut algorithm is the possibility to parallelize
the omputation. As many unexplored nodes as there are omputing units, or threads,
available an be investigated simultaneously. Gurobi is implemented to be intrinsially
parallel, using all available threads by default.
4.4 Disussion
The theory of mixed integer programming is well-established, and powerful omputer
implementations are available. The reent progress in the software development opens
the path for the mixed variable formulations of truss topology optimization to be
employed in pratial design situations.
Due to the omputational omplexity of mixed integer problems, problem-spei
solution methods, utting planes, or heuristis are often developed. Suh developments
should also be arried out for truss topology optimization problems. However, this
researh is beyond the sope of the present study. The general-purpose, state-of-the-
art solver used in this thesis provides a referene to whih further developments an
be ompared with.
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CHAPTER 5
Benhmark Problems
Not only rules, but also examples are
needed for establishing a pratie.
Our rules leave loop-holes open, and
the pratie has to speak for itself.
Ludwig Wittgenstein
5.1 Introdution
Before the mixed variable formulations are applied to pratial design situations, it
is important to verify them. It is also interesting to study the eet of the dierent
onstraints on the optimum solution. Furthermore, as there are three possibilities
of hoosing the design variables, it is neessary to ompare them to nd out if one
formulation is omputationally more favourable than the others. To this end, several
benhmark problems are onsidered in the following. The problems are simple enough
to be solved to global optimality without muh eort, but versatile enough to display
the above aspets. As the proven global optimum of eah problem is found, the
problems an be used in future researh for testing new solution methods.
Two benhmark ases are treated. First, a antilever truss with two ground strutures
is onsidered. The purpose is to verify the problem formulations and to demonstrate
the eet of bukling onstraints.
The seond ase is the well-known L-shaped truss. The instane reported by Ras-
mussen & Stolpe (2008) is onsidered and employed to study the omputational eort
related to the formulations of this thesis. This problem also serves to demonstrate the
eet of the kinemati stability onstraints. Then, another instane of the L-shape
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is solved, where more setions are available and member bukling onstraints are in-
luded. This problem is substantially larger than the rst instane, and it inludes
most of the onstraints that have been presented in Chapter 3.
In most instanes, the weight of the truss is minimized. In the single exeption, the
material volume is minimized instead of weight. Beause only one material is inluded,
the minimum weight problem is equivalent to material volume minimization.
The minimum weight problem is stated as
min
x∈Ω
W (x) (5.1)
where the expression for the weight, W , is as in Eq. (3.86). The feasible set, Ω, varies
for dierent sets of onstraints, and the design variable vetor also hanges for dierent
formulations. Dierent problem formulations are employed for the benhmark prob-
lems. Both the onstraints and the hoie of variables are varied in the formulations.
The feasible sets of the dierent problems are given in onjuntion with eah problem.
5.2 Cantilever Truss
Consider a square-shaped design domain that is supported from the left-hand side and
loaded by a point load at the lower right orner, as shown in Fig. 5.1. The members
of the truss are made of steel with density ρ = 7850 kg/m3 = 7.850 · 10−6 kg/mm3,
Young's modulus E = 210GPa, and yield strength f
y
= 420MPa. The side length of
the domain is L = 2000mm, and the magnitude of the load is F = 100 kN. The bounds
for the nodal displaements are in eah ase u = −u = 50mm. Suh displaements
an be regarded large for the present design domain, and the main purpose of the
displaement bounds is to provide bounds for the fore variables.
L
F
L
Figure 5.1: Design domain of the antilever truss.
Two ground strutures, shown in Fig. 5.2, are onsidered. The nodal oordinates and
element onnetivity tables are given in Appendix B.1. The idea is to solve the same
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Figure 5.2: The two ground strutures of the antilever truss.
Table 5.1: Seletion of proles for the antilever truss problem (see Fig. 2.1).
Prole A [mm2℄ I [mm4℄ H [mm℄ t [mm℄
1 209 16900 25.0 2.5
2 241 18400 25.0 3.0
3 359 82200 40.0 2.5
4 541 194700 50.0 3.0
5 659 494100 70.0 2.5
optimization problems for both ground strutures to see how the optimum topology
varies with the ground struture and how hains work when bukling onstraints are
inluded.
The member proles are square hollow setions. The data for the available proles
is shown in Table 5.1. The setions are hosen from the atalogue of a Finnish steel
manufaturer (Ruukki 2011). The number of prole alternatives is kept small in order
to redue the omputational eort.
The minimum weight problem, Eq. (5.1), is solved for both ground strutures with
varying feasible sets. Altogether nine problem formulations are onsidered. Formula-
tion 1 (Setion 3.5.1) is employed. In the simplest ase, only strength onstraints are
inluded in the problem in addition to the equations of strutural analysis. This prob-
lem is often alled the stress-onstrained minimum weight problem, and it is stated
as
min
x∈Ω1
W (x) (PS)
where
Ω1 = ΩF ∩ ΩEQ ∩ ΩS (5.2)
Note that neither hains nor nodal variables are inluded in this formulation. The
rst extension is obtained by adding member bukling onstraints. If Euler bukling
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is employed, the problem formulation beomes
min
x∈Ω2
W (x) (PEU )
where
Ω2 = Ω1 ∩ Ω
EU
B (5.3)
Similarly, if bukling aording to Euroode 3 is used, the problem beomes
min
x∈Ω3
W (x) (PEC)
where
Ω3 = Ω1 ∩Ω
EC
B (5.4)
Chains and nodal variables an be added separately. First, if hains are inluded in
the problem, the above three formulations are modied to
min
x∈Ω1∩ΩC
W (x) (PSC)
min
x∈Ω2∩ΩC
W (x) (PEUC)
min
x∈Ω3∩ΩC
W (x) (PECC)
These problems are then extended with nodal variables to the form
min
x∈Ω1∩ΩC∩ΩN
W (x) (PSN )
min
x∈Ω2∩ΩC∩ΩN
W (x) (PEUN )
min
x∈Ω3∩ΩC∩ΩN
W (x) (PECN )
5.2.1 The 2-by-2 Ground Struture
The oarser ground struture, shown in Fig. 5.2a, has 9 nodes and 12 degrees of
freedom. Without hains, the number of members is 18. If hains are added, the
number of members inreases to 25. The problem size depends on whether hains and
nodal variables are inluded or not. In Table 5.2, the problem sizes of the dierent
ases are given. For ontemporary omputers, all the problems an be onsidered
small-sale. Indeed, eah of the nine problems was solved in less than a seond.
Therefore, the omputational aspets of the problem are not reported.
Table 5.2: Problem sizes of the 2-by-2 ground struture. '≤' = number of inequal-
ity onstraints, '=' = number of equality onstraints.
Chains Nodal variables Members Variables Integer variables ≤ =
NO NO 18 192 90 378 12
YES NO 25 262 125 582 12
YES YES 25 271 134 667 12
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Consider rst the instane, where hains and nodal variables are not inluded. The
same optimum topology is obtained for all problems PS , PEU , and PEC (Fig. 5.3).
This topology displays the appearane of intermediate, unstable nodes in the solution.
When bukling onstraints are inluded, the proles of members 1 and 9 are seleted
using L/2 as bukling length. If the unstable node onneting members 1 and 9 is
removed and the two members are ombined with their ommon ross-setion (prole
3 in Table 5.1), the bukling length beomes L and the bukling onstraint is violated,
both if Euler bukling or Euroode 3 bukling is employed.
1
6
9
12
Figure 5.3: Minimum weight topology of the 2-by-2 ground struture without
hains.
Table 5.3: Optimal solutions of the 2-by-2 ground struture, no hains.
Member A [mm2℄ Strength [%℄ Euler [%℄ Euroode [%℄
No bukling, W ∗ = 11.7546 kg.
1, 9 241 98.79 262.22 357.79
6, 12 359 93.79  
Euler bukling, W ∗ = 13.6072 kg.
1, 9 359 66.32 58.70 115.34
6, 12 359 93.79  
Euroode bukling, W ∗ = 16.4646 kg.
1, 9 541 44.01 24.78 63.48
6, 12 359 93.79  
In Table 5.3, the optimum member areas, and the utilization ratios with respet to
strength and bukling onstraints are given. The labels of the members orrespond
to the labels in Fig. 5.3. The utilization ratio of a onstraint of the form g(x) ≤ g is
dened by
Ug(x) =
g(x)
g
· 100% (5.5)
Thus, the utilization ratio is 100%, if the onstraint is ative, and greater than 100%, if
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the onstraint is violated. From Table 5.3, it an be seen that, the Euroode 3 utiliza-
tion of members 1 and 9 is 115, 34% for the solution of problem PEU , so the optimum
solution for Euler bukling onstraints does not satisfy the Euroode 3 bukling rule.
This demonstrates the importane of inorporating the right bukling onstraints in
the problem formulation in order to guarantee the appliability of the solution.
3
11
(a)
1
9
13
15
18
(b)
Figure 5.4: Minimum weight topology of the 2-by-2 ground struture with hains
(a) without bukling; (b) with bukling (Euler and Euroode). The
number by eah member orresponds to the numbering of the mem-
bers in the ground struture with hains.
Table 5.4: Optimal solutions of the 2-by-2 ground struture with hains.
Member A [mm2℄ Strength [%℄ Euler [%℄ Euroode [%℄
No bukling, W ∗ = 11.7546 kg.
3 241 98.79 1048.87 1210.09
11 359 93.79  
Euler bukling, W ∗ = 15.2479 kg.
1, 15 359 66.32 58.70 115.34
9, 18 359 93.79  
13 209 0  
Euroode bukling, W ∗ = 18.1053 kg.
1, 15 541 44.01 24.78 63.48
9, 18 359 93.79  
13 209 0  
If hains are inluded in the problem, the optimum topology for bukling onstraints
hanges. In Fig. 5.4a, the optimum topology without bukling onstraints is depited.
The onstraints Eq. (3.66) related to the hains have removed the unstable nodes
from the struture. Without bukling onstraints, the proles of members 3 and
11 are idential to the proles of members 6 and 12, and 1 and 9, respetively, of
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the previous ase. In Fig. 5.4b, the optimum topology for bukling onstraints is
shown. The vertial member 13 has been added to keep the bukling length as short
as possible. The purpose of member 13 is to provide the part in ompression (members
1 and 15) transversal support that allows the bukling length L/2 to be used instead of
L. However, the topology is still learly kinematially unstable, i.e. it is a mehanism,
unable to support a vertial load at the node onneting members 1, 13, and 15. This
an be veried by heking the neessary ondition for kinemati stability, Eq. (3.27):
5 + 4 = 9 6≥ 2 · 5 = 10. Thus, nodal variables are learly needed in order to provide
kinematially stable solutions.
The optimum solutions and the utilization ratios of the members are listed in Table 5.4.
Note that member 13 in the optimum topology for bukling onstraints does not arry
any load.
The third problem type, where nodal variables are inluded in the problem formulation,
leads to kinematially stable topologies, as shown in Fig. 5.5. In Fig. 5.5a, the optimum
topology of problems PSN and PECN is shown, and the optimum topology of problem
PEUN is shown in Fig. 5.5b. The orresponding member proles and utilization ratios
are given in Table 5.5. The reason for the dierene in optimum topologies for the
dierent bukling onstraints is that an eient ross-setion for the bukling length
L/2 is not available for Euroode 3 bukling. For the given seletion of proles, it is
more eonomial to use a longer member 3 with a larger ross-setion than to add the
diagonal member 5 whih allows to use a shorter bukling length.
From the above, it an be seen that the type of bukling onstraint aets both the
optimum member proles and the optimum topology. This observation highlights the
importane of using the appropriate bukling onstraint in the optimization problem.
3
11
(a)
1
5
11
15
(b)
Figure 5.5: Minimum weight topology of the 2-by-2 ground struture with hains
and nodal variables (a) without bukling and with Euroode 3 buk-
ling; (b) with Euler bukling. The numbers by eah member orre-
sponds to the numbering of the members in the ground struture with
hains.
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Table 5.5: Optimal solutions of the 2-by-2 ground struture with hains and nodal
variables.
Member A [mm2℄ Strength [%℄ Euler [%℄ Euroode [%℄
No bukling, W ∗ = 11.7546 kg.
3 241 98.79 1048.87 1210.09
11 359 93.79  
Euler bukling, W ∗ = 15.9275 kg.
1, 15 359 66.32 58.70 115.34
11 359 93.79  
5 209 0  
Euroode bukling, W ∗ = 18.3172 kg.
3 659 36.13 39.06 69.85
11 359 93.79  
5.2.2 The 4-by-4 Ground Struture
The denser ground struture, shown in Fig. 5.2b, ontains 25 nodes and 40 degrees
of freedom. As it was shown for the 2-by-2 ground struture, hains are essential
for obtaining appliable solutions. Therefore, the problems without hains are not
onsidered for the present ase. Also, the problems without bukling onstraints are
exluded. Therefore, four dierent optimization problems are solved for this ground
struture. With hains, the ground struture ontains 150 members. The problem
sizes are given in Table 5.6. The number of variables and onstraints is onsiderably
larger than for the 2-by-2 ground struture. However, the problems are still relatively
small.
Table 5.6: Problem sizes of the 4-by-4 ground struture.
Chains Nodal variables Members Variables Integer variables ≤ =
YES NO 150 1540 750 3715 40
YES YES 150 1565 775 4122 40
The optimum topology of problems PEUC and PECC is shown in Fig. 5.6, and the
optimum member setions and utilization ratios are given in Table 5.7. The same
topology is obtained both problems. Again, due to the onstraints related to hains,
short members are added to provide transversal support for the part in ompression
(members 1, 45, 88, and 122). However, the topology is a mehanism and therefore
not very pratial.
When nodal variables are inluded in the problem, the optimum topologies beome
kinematially stable, but are not equal for the two types of bukling onstraints. The
optimum topologies for Euler bukling and Euroode 3 bukling onstraints are shown
in Fig. 5.7a and Fig. 5.7b, respetively. The reason for the dierene in optimum
topologies is that for Euroode 3 bukling onstraints, more eonomial ross-setions
are available for the bukling lengths L/4 and 3L/4 than for L/2. On the other hand,
members 1, 9, and 49 have dierent setions, whih makes the fabriation of the joint
onneting them more diult than the joint onneting members 3, 90, and 20 in
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Figure 5.6: Minimum weight topology of the 4-by-4 ground struture with hains,
and without nodal variables.
Table 5.7: Optimal solutions of the 4-by-4 ground struture with hains.
Member A [mm2℄ Strength [%℄ Euler [%℄ Euroode [%℄
Euler bukling, W ∗ = 14.5554 kg.
1, 45, 88, 122 241 98.79 65.55 151.29
37, 127 359 93.79  
41, 54, 118 209 0  
Euroode bukling, W ∗ = 16.4080 kg.
1, 45, 88, 122 359 66.32 14.67 77.17
37, 127 359 93.79  
41, 54, 118 209 0  
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3
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Figure 5.7: Minimum weight topology of the 4-by-4 ground struture with hains,
nodal variables, and (a) with Euler bukling; (b) with Euroode buk-
ling.
Figure 5.8: Optimal solutions of the 4-by-4 ground struture with hains and
nodal variables.
Member A [mm2℄ Strength [%℄ Euler [%℄ Euroode [%℄
Euler bukling, W ∗ = 15.9275 kg.
3, 90 359 66.32 58.70 115.34
39 359 93.79  
20 209 0  
Euroode bukling, W ∗ = 16.9104 kg.
1 359 66.32 14.67 77.17
9 209 0  
39 359 93.79  
49 541 44.01 55.76 93.48
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Fig. 5.7a. The optimum member setions and utilization ratios are given in Table 5.8
along with the minimum weight.
As the problem sizes are now substantially larger than for the 2-by-2 ground struture,
the omputational aspets of the solution proess are more interesting. All problems
were solved by Gurobi 5.0 on a omputer with Intel Core 2 Quad (four threads) Q9400
proessor, running at 2.66GHz lok frequeny with 3.25GB RAM. In Table 5.8, some
data of the omputations are presented. First, the objetive funtion values at the
solution of the rst relaxation, fR, and at the rst feasible solution, f1, are given.
Then, to measure the quality of the relaxation, the so-alled relative initial optimality
gap is omputed. It is dened as
Gap =
f∗ − fR
fR
· 100% (5.6)
where f∗ is the minimum value of the objetive funtion. From Table 5.8 it an be
seen that this gap is about 27% to 40%. The omputation time, Tg, for nding the
global optimum, as well as the total running time of the algorithm, T , are also given.
The problem size poses no diulties for the solver, as all instanes are solved in less
than 30 seonds. The global optimum is found relatively early ompared with the total
running time. Interestingly, less time is required to terminate the algorithm, when the
nodal variables are inluded. The onstraints related to the nodal variables seem to
make the feasible set tighter.
Finally, the number of explored nodes of the searh tree is given in Table 5.8. This value
is a more objetive measure for the omputational eort, sine the omputation time
is very muh omputer-depended and is likely to derease as more powerful omputers
beome available.
Table 5.8: Results of the omputations for the 4-by-4 ground struture. The
olumns are: fR = weight of the rst relaxation, f1 = the weight of
the rst feasible solution, Gap = the initial optimality gap, Tg = the
elapsed time, when the global optimum was found, T = the elapsed
time at termination, Nodes = explored nodes of the searh tree, f∗ =
the minimum weight.
Problem fR [kg℄ f1 [kg℄ Gap [%℄ Tg [s℄ T [s℄ Nodes f
∗
[kg℄
PEUC 11.2979 16.4646 28.8 4 19.66 4513 14.5540
PECC 16.4646 30.8234 40.3 3 27.42 8730 16.4080
PEUN 12.1775 20.5056 30.8 4 9.17 691 15.9275
PECN 13.2888 31.8309 27.3 7 9.70 401 16.9104
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5.3 L-Shaped Truss
Consider the design domain shown in Fig. 5.9a. The struture is supported from the
top side and the load is in the middle of the rightmost vertial side. The ground
struture, shown in Fig. 5.9b, has 21 nodes, and 36 degrees of freedom. Without
hains, the number of members is 54. If hains are inluded, the number of members
inreases to 108. The nodal oordinates and element onnetivity tables an be found
in Appendix B.2.
In the following, two ases of this L-shaped truss, with dierent input data, are
solved. First, the instane desribed by Rasmussen & Stolpe (2008) is onsidered. In
this ase, the members are made of aluminium, and the material volume is minimized
instead of the weight. The number of prole alternatives is limited to two, and member
bukling is not onsidered. As this problem has already been solved in the literature, it
serves as a benhmark for verifying the formulations of this thesis. Also, the matter of
kinematially stable optimum solutions is addressed in onjuntion with this problem.
In the seond ase, the material of the members is hanged to steel suh that the on-
straints of Euroode 3 an be applied. The number of prole alternatives is inreased
and the atalogue of a Finnish steel manufaturer is used for the prole data. The
purpose of this ase is to study the omputational aspets and the optimum topologies
of the dierent formulations for an inreased problem size.
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Figure 5.9: The design domain and the ground struture of the L-shaped truss.
5.3.1 Aluminium Members
Rasmussen & Stolpe (2008) onsidered the L-shaped truss with aluminium members.
This problem is treated in the following using the original data. The Young's modulus
is E = 70GPa. The magnitude of the point load is F = 450 kN. The dimensions of
the design domain, shown in Fig. 5.9a, are L = 2000mm, and h = 1000mm. The
allowable stress in tension and in ompression for the members is σ = 170MPa. The
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ross-setional areas of the members an be either 5000mm2 or 10000mm2. The
bounds of the nodal displaements are u = −u = 2000mm.
Three problems are onsidered using formulation 1 (Setion 3.5.2). First, the material
volume minimization with strength onstraints is solved. This problem is stated as
min
x∈Ω1
V (x) (PV )
The seond problem inludes hains and nodal variables and it is formulated as
min
x∈Ω1∩ΩC∩ΩN
V (x) (PV N )
Finally, the loading ondition for kinemati stability is introdued, whih leads to the
following problem:
min
x∈Ω1∩ΩC∩ΩN∩ΩST
V (x) (PV S)
As no information about the shape of the ross-setions is given, bukling onstraints
are not onsidered.
Rasmussen & Stolpe (2008) solved problem PV and obtained the minimum material
volume V ∗ = 0.0466m3 = 46.6·106mm3. The optimum topology is shown in Fig. 5.10.
The resulting struture is learly kinematially unstable.
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Figure 5.10: The optimum topology for the stress-onstrained minimum weight
problem with aluminium members obtained by Rasmussen & Stolpe
(2008). The minimum material volume is V ∗ = 0.0466m3 =
46.6 · 106 mm3. Members 40 and 43 have the ross-setional area
10000mm
2
, whereas the area of all other members is 5000mm
2
.
The struture is kinematially unstable.
Problem PV was solved by Gurobi 5.0 on a omputer with Intel Core 2 Quad (four
threads) Q9400 proessor, running at 2.66GHz lok frequeny with 3.25GB RAM.
Rasmussen & Stolpe (2008) reported a total solution time of 508 seonds on a single
thread. The speed up with 4 threads is 3.94, whih means that for four threads, the
solution was found in 129 s. Gurobi nds the optimum in 17.42 s, about 7.5 times faster
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than Rasmussen & Stolpe (2008). Comparing a ommerial state-of-the-art software
with a researh ode is not straightforward. Nevertheless, it an be onluded that
ontemporary desktop omputers are apable of solving truss topology optimization
by mixed variable formulations using modern software muh faster than what has been
reported in the reent literature. This gives hope that the mixed variable approah
need not be limited to small-sale ground strutures with few prole alternatives.
In order to obtain a kinematially stable solution, nodal variables and hains were
added to the problem. Consequently, the number of ontinuous and binary variables
inreased by 93% and 119%, respetively, and the number of inequality onstraints
inreased by 237%. However, the optimum is now found in only 10.41 s. Thus, the
larger problem was solved about 1.67 faster than the smaller one. The minimum
material volume is V ∗ = 54.142 · 106mm2, whih is 16.2% greater than for problem
PV , where the neessary ondition for kinemati stability was not inluded. The
optimum topology is shown in Fig. 5.11a. Even though a onstraint enforing the
neessary ondition for kinemati stability was inluded in the problem, the obtained
topology is unstable. The part of the truss dened by members 60, 62, and 90 annot
support a horizontal load, and the rest of the struture does not provide this support
either. This demonstrates that the additional loading ondition with small auxiliary
loads at the nodes is required to guarantee kinemati stability.
When onstraints ΩST were added to the problem for kinemati stability, the optimum
solution was found in 29.25 s. The minimum material volume is V ∗ = 57.25 ·106mm3.
The optimum topology is depited in Fig. 5.11b. The same solution was obtained by
Rasmussen & Stolpe (2008), who inluded in the problem a loading ondition where a
small horizontal load is applied to the node 20. This is the node that is also loaded in
the original setting. In the present instane, this approah is suient for kinemati
stability. However, the solution time reported by Rasmussen & Stolpe (2008) is 85667 s
(with 8 threads), whih is several orders of magnitude greater than the solution time
for problem PV S .
The optimum member areas and strength utilization ratios are given in Table 5.10,
where NC and NB are the number of ontinuous and binary variables, respetively.
The problem sizes and solution times of the three problem instanes are summarized
in Table 5.9.
Table 5.9: Problem sizes and solution times for the L-shaped truss with alu-
minium members. NC = number of ontinuous variables, NB = num-
ber of binary variables, T = solution time, Nodes = number of explored
nodes of the searh tree, V ∗ = minimum material volume.
Problem NC NB ≤ = T [s℄ Nodes V
∗
[106mm3℄
PV 144 108 486 36 17.42 121172 46.6421
PV N 252 237 1638 36 10.41 5257 54.1421
PV S 360 237 1854 72 29.25 19430 57.2487
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Figure 5.11: Minimum weight topology of the L-shaped ground struture: (a)
without stabilizing loads; (b) with stabilizing loads.
Table 5.10: Optimum solution of the L-shaped ground struture with aluminium
members.
No stabilizing loads With stabilizing loads
V ∗ = 54.14 · 106mm3 V ∗ = 57.25 · 106mm3
Member A [mm2℄ Stress [%℄ Member A [mm2℄ Stress [%℄
51, 55 5000 58.82 22, 27 5000 52.94
56 5000 83.19 26, 91, 99 5000 74.87
60, 92 10000 52.94 39, 79 5000 0.0
61 5000 66.55 75, 78 5000 52.94
62 5000 47.06 90 10000 52.94
82 5000 100.00 96, 102 5000 52.94
87, 104 5000 74.87
88 5000 52.94
90 10000 79.41
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5.3.2 Steel Members
In order to study the L-shaped ground struture under bukling onstraints and with
more prole alternatives, the material is altered to steel and proles from a Finnish
steel manufaturer (Ruukki 2011) are used (Table 5.11). To make bukling onstraints
relevant, the dimensions of the ground struture are doubled, that is L = 4000mm
and h = 2000mm. The load F = 200 kN. The Young's modulus, density and yield
strength for steel are E = 210GPa, ρ = 7850 kg/m3, and f
y
= 420MPa, respetively.
The bounds on the nodal displaements are set to u = −u = 50mm.
Table 5.11: Seletion of proles for the L-shaped ground struture with steel
members.
Prole H [mm℄ t [mm℄ A [102mm2℄ I [104mm4℄
1 40 4.0 5.35 11.07
2 50 2.0 3.74 14.15
3 50 3.0 5.41 19.47
4 50 4.0 6.95 23.74
5 50 5.0 8.36 27.04
6 60 2.0 4.54 25.14
7 60 3.0 6.61 35.13
8 60 4.0 8.55 43.55
9 60 5.0 10.36 50.49
10 70 3.0 7.81 57.53
11 70 4.0 10.15 72.12
12 70 5.0 12.36 84.63
13 80 3.0 9.01 87.84
14 80 4.0 11.75 111.04
15 80 5.0 14.36 131.44
16 80 6.0 16.83 149.18
17 90 3.0 10.21 127.28
18 90 4.0 13.35 161.92
19 90 5.0 16.36 192.93
As it has beome lear from the previous problems, both nodal variables and the
stabilizing loading ondition are required to guarantee a kinematially stable optimum
struture. Therefore, for the present ase, these features are inluded in all problem
formulations. In order to further study the inuene of the bukling onstraints,
the minimum weight problem is solved both with Euler and Euroode 3 bukling
onstraints. The two problems are stated as
min
x∈ΩEU
W (x) (PWEU )
where
ΩEU = Ω1 ∩ ΩC ∩ ΩN ∩ ΩST ∩ Ω
EU
B (5.7)
for Euler bukling onstraints, and
min
x∈ΩEC
W (x) (PWEC)
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Table 5.12: Problem sizes for the L-shaped truss with steel members. NC =
number of ontinuous variables, NB = number of binary variables.
Formulation Proles NC NB ≤ =
1 17 1980 1857 8334 72
1 19 2196 2073 9198 72
2 17 3921 21 8226 180
2 19 4356 21 9090 180
3 17 1980 1965 8718 180
3 19 2196 2181 9582 180
where
ΩEC = Ω1 ∩ ΩC ∩ ΩN ∩ ΩST ∩ Ω
EC
B (5.8)
for Euroode 3 bukling onstraints.
Both problems PWEU and PWEC are solved with all three formulations presented
in Setion 3.5. Reall that the the three formulations dier in the binary variables
used for prole seletion. In formulation 1, the binary variables are related only to
the seletion of member proles, and a unique prole is enfored by the inequality
Eq. (3.7). In formulation 2, the variables yi0 are inorporated and the inequality
Eq. (3.7) is replaed by the equality onstraint Eq. (3.8). This approah allows to
treat the prole seletion onstraint as a type I Speial Ordered Set (SOS) (Beale
& Tomlin 1970, Beale & Forrest 1976) and speial branhing rules an be applied.
Furthermore, the prole seletion variables need not be delared as binary variables,
whih redues the number of integer variables in the problem onsiderably. Finally,
formulation 3 inludes the binary variables yi for expliitly stating the existene of a
member. In this formulation, Eq. (3.7) ontrols the unique seletion of the prole, and
the equality onstraint Eq. (3.12) relates the member variables to the prole variables.
The problem sizes of the formulations dier from eah other. However, by the na-
ture of MILP problems, it is not lear, whih formulation proves to be the easiest to
solve. Therefore, the L-shaped truss is solved with eah of the three formulations.
Furthermore, to study the sensitivity of the solution algorithm to the number of avail-
able proles, two separate ases are onsidered. In the rst ase, proles 2 and 6
are removed from the list in Table 5.11. These proles are hosen, sine they have
a wall thikness of 2.0mm, whih does not omply with the Euroode 3 design rules
for welded joints, requiring a minimum wall thikness of 2.5mm (EN 199318 2005,
Clause 7.1.1(5)). Consequently, 17 proles are available in the rst ase, and 19 in the
seond ase. The problem sizes are given in Table 5.12.
All instanes were solved by Gurobi 5.0 on a omputer with Intel Core i7-3770 pro-
essor (8 threads), running at 3.40GHz lok frequeny with 32.0GB RAM. After
some initial diulties with the numerial solution, the feasibility tolerane was set to
1 · 10−9 and the termination tolerane to 1 · 10−3.
Consider rst the ase of 17 prole alternatives. The data of the solution proess is
shown in Table 5.13. Again, the objetive funtion values of the rst relaxation and
the obtained minimum weight are given. The initial optimality gap, the elapsed time
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Table 5.13: Results of the omputations for the L-shaped truss with steel mem-
bers and 17 prole alternatives. The olumns are: fR = weight of the
rst relaxation, Gap = the initial optimality gap, Tg = the elapsed
time, when the global optimum was found, T = the elapsed time at
termination, Nodes = explored nodes of the searh tree, f∗ = the min-
imum weight, GapF = the gap between the lower and upper bounds
at termination.
Problem fR [kg℄ f
∗
[kg℄ Gap [%℄ Tg [s℄ T [s℄ Nodes GapF [%℄
Formulation 1
PWEU 86.4986 108.9215 20.6 10 233.13 138895 0.10
PWEC 94.2706 120.7334 21.9 52 1328 750096 4.10
Formulation 2
PWEU 83.6111 108.9215 30.3 41 97.42 9487 0.0
PWEC 92.5686 120.7334 23.3 124 139.73 36023 0.09
Formulation 3
PWEU 86.4986 108.9215 20.6 11 55.94 4568 0.0
PWEC 94.2707 120.7334 28.1 64 77.03 13348 0.04
to global optimum, the total running time, the number of nodes and the nal gap
between the lower and upper bounds are also reported.
For all problem formulations, the time limit for the algorithm was set to 2 hours,
whih equals 7200 s. Also, a limit on the number of nodes in the searh tree was set
to 750000. From Table 5.13, it an be seen that formulation 3 learly outperforms the
other two formulations. In most ases, the global optimum is found quikly, and most
of the running time is spent on verifying the optimality, i.e. in inreasing the lower
bound. Formulation 1 is unable to verify the optimality for problem PWEC within the
node limit. At termination, the gap between the lower and upper bounds is 4.10%.
The optimum topologies of problems PWEU and PWEC are shown in Fig. 5.12a and
Fig. 5.12b, respetively. In the gures, the line width of the members indiates the size
of the ross-setion. The optimum ross-setions and the utilization ratios are given in
Table 5.14. The optimum topologies are nearly idential for the two bukling onstraint
types. For Euroode 3 bukling onstraints, member 82 is added to redue the bukling
length of the ompression member 57 in Fig. 5.12a. Consequently member 57 is
replaed by shorter members 55 and 86, for whih a very eient prole with bukling
onstraint utilization ratio 93.88% is found. Modifying the design from Euler bukling
to Euroode 3 bukling onstraints inreases the minimum weight from 108.92 kg to
120.73 kg, i.e by 10.8%.
When the problems with 19 prole alternatives were solved, the dierenes between
the three formulations beame very lear, as an be seen in Table 5.15. Formulation 1
failed to nd the optimum solution within the node limit and terminated with 7.57%
and 11.4% gaps. Formulation 2 found the optimum solution in both ases, but ould
not verify the optimality of the solution in problem PWEC before the node limit was
reahed. At termination, the gap was 4.53%. Formulation 3 was able to nd the
optimum solutions of both problems. Also for this formulation, the omputational
eort required to verify optimality was muh greater than in the ase of 17 prole
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Figure 5.12: Minimum weight topology of the L-shaped ground struture with 17
available steel proles: (a) with Euler bukling; (b) with Euroode
3 bukling.
Table 5.14: Optimum design of the L-shaped truss with 17 steel prole alterna-
tives.
Member A [mm2℄ Strength [%℄ Euler [%℄ Euroode [%℄
Euler bukling, W ∗ = 108.9215 kg.
22 781 60.97 67.09 119.07
23 781 86.23 47.44 123.41
27, 92 535 89.01  
39 535 0  
56, 91, 104 695 96.90  
57 1021 93.28 60.45 141.73
90 1015 93.83  
100, 102 535 89.01 87.17 163.02
Euroode bukling, W ∗ = 120.7334 kg.
22 901 52.85 43.94 89.19
23 901 74.74 31.07 98.53
27, 92 535 89.01  
39, 82 535 0  
55, 86 1175 81.05 17.38 93.88
56, 91, 104 695 96.90  
90 1015 93.83  
100, 102 661 72.04 27.47 92.96
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Table 5.15: Results of the omputations for the L-shaped truss with steel mem-
bers and 19 prole alternatives. The olumns are: fR = weight of the
rst relaxation, f∗ = the minimum weight, Gap = the initial optimal-
ity gap, Tg = the elapsed time, when the global optimum was found,
T = the elapsed time at termination, Nodes = explored nodes of the
searh tree, GapF = the gap between the lower and upper bounds at
termination.
Problem fR [kg℄ f
∗
[kg℄ Gap [%℄ Tg [s℄ T [s℄ Nodes GapF [%℄
Formulation 1
PWEU 80.4805 102.8258 21.7  1599.79 750057 7.57
PWEC 88.1858 116.9331 23.2  1626.33 750051 11.4
Formulation 2
PWEU 79.3080 101.8995 22.2 218 1239.05 316270 0.09
PWEC 87.4642 113.9675 23.3 83 2263.14 750083 4.53
Formulation 3
PWEU 80.4805 101.8995 21.0 108 391.23 116436 0.09
PWEC 88.1994 113.9675 22.6 331 1843.78 674398 0.1
alternatives. This indiates that the solution method an be very sensitive to the
number of prole alternatives.
The initial optimality gap in all ases was around 22%. The most time-onsuming
task of the algorithm is to redue this gap, i.e. to inrease the lower bound lose to
the upper bound. For example, it took the algorithm 331 seonds to nd the optimum
solution, and another 1512 seonds to verify optimality. By the time of nding the
optimum, the gap between the lower and upper bounds was 6.07%.
The optimum topologies of the problems PWEU and PWEC are shown in Fig. 5.13, and
the optimum proles and utilizations are given in Table 5.16. The optimum topologies
dier from eah other learly, and they also dier substantially from the optimum
topologies of the previous ase, where 17 proles were available (see Fig. 5.12a). The
optimum topology for Euroode bukling is more eonomial from the manufaturing
perspetive, sine it ontains fewer members and nodes. In both ases, the utilization
is high, whih indiates that the proles were seleted eonomially, from the point of
view of the weight.
5.4 Disussion
The benhmark problems solved in this hapter lead to the following observations.
Formulations The problems verify that the mixed variable formulations produe
reasonable solutions. The antilever truss shows that hains and nodal variables are
essential in order to remove unstable nodes and to guarantee kinemati stability. They
are also needed for bukling onstraints. On the other hand, the L-shaped truss
demonstrates that the onstraint of the neessary ondition for kinemati stability
does not sue, and the auxiliary loading ondition is required.
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Figure 5.13: Minimum weight topology of the L-shaped ground struture with 19
available steel proles: (a) with Euler bukling; (b) with Euroode
3 bukling.
Table 5.16: Optimum design of the L-shaped truss with 19 steel prole alterna-
tives.
Member A [mm2℄ Strength [%℄ Euler [%℄ Euroode [%℄
Euler bukling, W ∗ = 101.8995 kg.
21, 31, 55 535 89.01 87.17 163.02
23 781 86.23 47.44 123.41
24, 62, 82, 92 535 89.01  
32, 34, 51 374 0  
54, 87, 99 374 90.03 96.44 173.17
56, 91, 104 374 90.03  
74, 96 374 63.66  
78, 86 374 63.66 34.10 90.32
90 1015 93.83  
Euroode bukling, W ∗ = 113.9676 kg.
21, 31, 78 661 72.04 27.47 92.96
23, 54, 99 901 74.74 31.07 98.53
24, 62, 75, 92, 102 535 89.01  
32, 34, 51, 56, 79 374 0  
90 1015 93.83  
91 695 96.90  
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The jump in the bukling length issue is resolved by hains. The onstraints related
to hains lead to appliable solutions, and it an be onluded, that they ontrol the
behaviour of the hain members orretly.
Both the antilever truss and the L-shaped truss showed that the optimum topology
depends on the bukling onstraints used. If the struture was optimized for Euler
bukling, the solution was shown to be unsafe with respet to the bukling rule of
Euroode 3.
The L-shaped truss with steel members also displayed that the optimum topology
depends on the seletion of prole alternatives. Adding only two proles to the set of
alternatives hanged the optimum topology ompletely.
From the most diult problem solved (the L-shape with 17 and 19 prole alterna-
tives), it an be seen that, of the three formulations presented in Setion 3.5, formu-
lation 3 was learly the most eient. An evident reason for this is not easy to nd.
It might be that branhing with respet to the member variables tighten the feasible
set of the hild nodes quikly. For example, setting yi = 0 fores yij = 0 for all j ∈ N.
As formulation 3 outperforms the other formulations, it is hosen as the main formu-
lation for the remainder of the thesis. However, it is not lear that this formulation is
truly better than the others. Sine the problems are solved with a ommerial software
with limited aess to the details of the branh-and-ut algorithm, it is diult to say,
whether the properties of the formulations are fully exploited or not. For instane, it
is unlear how Gurobi handles SOS branhing.
Computational experiene Generally, the benhmark problems indiate that mod-
ern algorithms and omputers are able to solve moderate-sized truss topology opti-
mization problems formulated as mixed variable problems. On the other hand, the
L-shaped truss shows that the omputation time an be sensitive to the problem size.
Inreasing the number of prole alternatives from 17 to 19 led to onsiderable inrease
in the omputation time, even for the best formulation. When Euler bukling was used,
this inrease was of a fator of 7.0 and when Euroode 3 bukling was onsidered, the
fator was 24.
The L-shaped truss with 19 steel prole alternatives is a lear indiation that the prob-
lem size is still limited. As the problem size depends strongly on both the number of
members and the number of proles, it is diult to pin-point the limits. Furthermore,
as the omputing apaity inreases onstantly, the problem size limit is onstantly
pushed forward.
Most of the omputing time is spent on inreasing the lower bound. Gurobi nds
feasible solutions without problems and often the optimum solution is found rather
quikly. The initial gap between the lower bound and the optimum is about 20%
for the L-shaped truss with steel members. In order to hasten the omputations,
a speial-purpose modiation of the branh-and-ut algorithm should be developed,
with emphasis on the seletion of utting planes and branhing strategies. Suh further
studies might prove to be neesessary in order to apply the mixed variable formulations
to more omplex situations.
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CHAPTER 6
Multiriterion Formulations
A mind is like a parahute.
It doesn't work if it is not open.
Frank Zappa
6.1 Introdution
So far, the optimization problems solved have ontained a single objetive (weight),
and a single optimum design, where this objetive funtion is minimized, is obtained
as a solution. In many engineering design tasks, it is ommon that several oniting
and nonommensurable riteria should be minimized or maximized in order to ahieve
the most suitable design. The theory of multiriterion (or multiobjetive) optimization
provides the neessary tools for treating suh design situations. In this hapter, mul-
tiriterion truss topology optimization problems are formulated and their properties
are studied.
The standard form for multiriterion problems is
min
x∈Ω
f(x) = {f1(x) f2(x) . . . fk(x)} (PMO)
The objetive funtion f is now vetor-valued, with k omponent funtions, fi, that
are alled the riteria. The feasible set Ω ⊆ Rn is as in Eq. (3.3). The spae Rn is
alled the design spae and the spae R
k
is alled the riterion spae. The image of
the feasible set in the riterion spae is alled the attainable set and it is dened by
Λ = {z ∈ Rk | z = f(x), x ∈ Ω} (6.1)
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As there are now several funtions to be optimized, the onept of optimality has to be
extended from the onventional ordering of real numbers. The most fruitful approah
has been proposed by Pareto (1896), stating that a design is optimal, if none of the
riteria an be improved without deteriorating at least one other riterion. Formally,
this an be stated as follows:
Denition 1 (Pareto optimality). Consider problem PMO. A design x
∗ ∈ Ω is Pareto
optimal, if there does not exist another point xˆ ∈ Ω suh that fi(xˆ) ≤ fi(x
∗) for all
i = 1, 2, . . . , k and fj(xˆ) < fj(x
∗) for at least one j = 1, 2, . . . , k.
Often in the literature, both the optimal solutions in the design spae and the orre-
sponding points in the riterion spae are alled Pareto optimal. However, as these
two spaes have ompletely dierent dimensions and units, it is advisable the make
the distintion in terminology on whether a referene is made to optimal solutions in
the design spae or in the riterion spae. The point z∗ = f(x∗) of the riterion spae
orresponding to the Pareto optimal solution x∗ is alled a minimal point. The set of
minimal points is sometimes alled the Pareto front.
Some solution methods, while searhing for Pareto optimal solutions, end up in points,
where not all riteria annot be improved simultaneously. These points are alled
weakly Pareto optimal, and they are formally dened as follows:
Denition 2 (Weak Pareto optimality). A design x∗ ∈ Ω is weakly Pareto optimal
for problem PMO, if there does not exist another point xˆ ∈ Ω suh that fi(xˆ) < fi(x∗)
for all i = 1, 2, . . . , k.
It is lear that every Pareto optimum is also a weak Pareto optimum, but the onverse
is not true. Usually the designer is not interested in those weak Pareto optima that are
not Pareto optimal. In this thesis, suh points are alled stritly weak Pareto optima.
The above denitions are illustrated in Fig. 6.1, where the attainable set of a biriterion
disrete problem is depited. The attainable set onsists of separate points. The blak
dots are the minimal points, whereas the white dots are dominated. Points B and D
are stritly weak minima, being dominated by A and C, respetively.
In this thesis, the aim is to nd eonomial designs. To ahieve this, the riteria
presented in Setion 3.4 are employed in formulating multiriterion problems. Firstly,
a four-ritera problem is proposed, where the weight is minimized simultaneously with
the number of members, nodes and proles. These ost fators have been identied
by Sarma & Adeli (2000b) and they an be onveniently expressed without any ost
data. The Pareto optimal solutions of this problem an be assessed for their eonomy
and the most favourable design an be hosen for further onsiderations.
On the other hand, the ost of the truss an be minimized diretly, if an appro-
priate ost funtion is available and if the parameters related to the details of the
manufaturing proess an be determined reliably. In this ase, minimizing the ost
simulatenously with weight as a biriterion optimization problem oers quantitative in-
formation about the onit of ost and mass. In this thesis, the ost funtion adopted
from (Haapio 2012) as presented in Setion 3.4 is employed for ost optimization.
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D f1
f2
A
B
C
Figure 6.1: Attainable set of a biriterion disrete problem. Minimal points are
denoted by dots. White dots are dominated. Points B and D are
stritly weak minima.
6.2 Problem Statements
The rst approah for nding eonomial solutions is to minimize the weight, the
number onnetions, members and proles simultaneously. The rationale is that, as
these four quantities aet the fabriation osts, eonomial designs an be found
among the Pareto optima of the problem. The four-riteria problem is stated as
min
x∈Ω
f(x) = {W (x) Ny(x) Nc(x) Np(x)} (PW3)
Reall the expressions of the weight, the number of members and the number of nodes
from Chapter 3:
W (x) =
nE∑
i=1
nS∑
j=1
ρiLiAˆjyij (6.2)
Ny(x) =
nE∑
i=1
yi =
nE∑
i=1
nS∑
j=1
yij (6.3)
Nc(x) =
nN∑
i=1
zi (6.4)
The number of proles, Np, is expressed in the auxiliary binary variables αj as
Np =
nS∑
j=1
αj (6.5)
with the onstraints in Eq. (3.90) relating αj with yij .
The seond problem onsidered is a biriterion ase, where the ost and weight are
minimized simultaneously:
min
x∈Ω
f(x) = {C(x) W (x)} (PCW )
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This problem is disussed in Chapter 7 in onjution with the design of a roof truss.
6.3 Conit of Criteria
In multiriterion problems, the oniting nature of the riteria is essential. In for-
mulating a multiriterion problem, only oniting quantities should be treated as
separate riteria. If pair of quantities turn out to be not in onit with eah other,
a single design optimizes both of them. From the omputational point of view, the
number of riteria should be kept as small as possible.
Koski (1994) has disussed the nature of onit among riteria. He makes the distin-
tion between loal and global onit. The loal onit is determined by the gradients
of the riteria. Two riteria fi and fj have no onit at a point x, if there exists c > 0
suh that ∇fi(x) = c∇fj(x). Otherwise, the riteria are loally oniting at x. This
means that the riteria are not loally oniting, if their maximum improvements are
ahieved in the same diretion.
For the global onit, the onstraints of the problem play a role. Koski (1994) pro-
poses a denition, where two riteria are said to be globally oniting in the feasible
set, if they are minimized by dierent designs. This denition does not inlude the
ase, where the minimizer of a riterion is not unique. Thus, the denition of global
onit is generalized here as follows:
Denition 3. Two riteria fi and fj are globally oniting in the feasible set Ω, if
there does not exist a point x∗ ∈ Ω suh that fi(x∗) = minx∈Ω fi(x) and fj(x∗) =
minx∈Ω fj(x). Otherwise the riteria are alled globally onforming.
By this denition, two globally onforming riteria an have several dierent minimiz-
ers, as long as there exist a ommon minimizer as well.
From the expressions of the riteria hosen above, it an be learly seen that the riteria
are loally oniting everywhere as none of the pairs of gradients of the riteria are
parallel. This is immediately apparent, if the formulation 3 (with member variables)
is used, sine then all the riteria depend on dierent variables, resulting in orthogonal
gradients.
The global onit of the riteria is not apparent from the problem formulation, but
it an be onveniently explored by the priniples of mehanis.
The weight of the struture an be lowered by reduing the size of the member proles,
the length and the number of members. As smaller members are able to arry less
load, the normal fores should also be kept relatively small. This an be ahieved by
adding more members to the truss. For bukling onstraints, smaller proles an be
hosen for the truss, if the members in ompression are kept short. Thus, it an be
onluded that weight and the number of members an be globally oniting. On
the other hand, it is also possible that the minimum weight design is obtained by the
minimum number of members.
Similar reasoning holds for the global onit of the weight and the number of nodes.
In general, fewer nodes imply fewer and longer members, whih leads to larger proles,
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espeially for long members in ompression. Thus, the weight and the number of nodes
are globally oniting in general, but there an also be ases, where the minimum
weight design is obtained by the minimum number of nodes.
The number of proles an be expeted to be globally oniting with the weight in
most ases, whih an be explained as follows. The number of proles is minimized by
seleting a single prole for all truss members. The hoie of this prole is determined
by the member under the most severe loading. As not all members are likely to be
equally loaded, seleting the same prole for all members is likely to result in an
unneessarily heavy struture.
On the other hand, the number of proles is not globally oniting with the number of
members and nodes, provided that appropriate proles are available. For any number
of members and nodes, the number of proles an be set to 1 by hoosing the prole
of the most severely loaded member to all members. If the topology is statially
indeterminate, inreasing the member areas might lead to inreased normal fores in
some members. However, if large enough proles are available, it should be expeted
that the largest prole is feasible for any topology.
As the number of proles is globally onforming with the number of members and
nodes, the following simplifying modiation is made to problem PW3. The number of
proles is not onsidered as a separate riterion, but it is ombined with the number of
members and nodes. Thus the number of riteria is redued to three, and the modied
problem is
min
x∈Ω
f(x) = {W (x) Ny(x) +Np(x) Nc(x) +Np(x)}
= {f1(x) f2(x) f3(x)}
(PW2)
An important feature of this problem is that all of its Pareto optimal solutions are
also Pareto optimal for problem PW3, whih an be shown by the more general result:
Lemma 1. Consider problem PMO and the modied problem
min
x∈Ω
f ′(x) = {f1(x) f2(x) + fr(x) . . . fr−1(x) + fr(x)
fr+1(x) + fr(x) . . . fk(x) + fr(x)} (P ′MO)
where riterion fr is added to all riteria exept f1, and removed from the objetive
funtion. Then if x∗ is a Pareto optimal solution of problem P ′MO, it is also Pareto
optimal for problem PMO.
Proof. Suppose x∗ is not Pareto optimal for problem PMO. Then there exists a point
xˆ ∈ Ω, xˆ 6= x∗ suh that fi(xˆ) ≤ fi(x∗) for all i = 1, 2, . . . , k and fj(xˆ) < fj(x∗)
for some j. Without loss of generality, suppose that j = 1. Then, for all i 6= j the
following is true:
fi(xˆ) ≤ fi(x
∗)
⇒ fi(xˆ) + fr(x
∗) ≤ fi(x
∗) + fr(x
∗)
Sine fr(xˆ) ≤ fr(x∗), it follows that
fi(xˆ) + fr(xˆ) ≤ fi(x
∗) + fr(x
∗)
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This, together with f1(xˆ) < f1(x
∗) ontradits the assumption that x∗ is Pareto
optimal for problem P ′MO. Thus, the assumption that x
∗
is not Pareto optimal for
problem PMO is false, and the proof is omplete.
Note that the onverse of Lemma 1 is not true, that is, not all Pareto optimal solutions
of problem PMO are Pareto optimal for problem P
′
MO .
Koski & Silvennoinen (1987) have presented a result similar to Lemma 1. However, in
their work, the ombining of the riteria is arried out dierently than here.
In the following, the modied problem PW2 is onsidered instead of problem PW3. By
reduing the number of riteria to three, the omputational omplexity of the problem
is onsiderably redued as well. Note that the number of proles is still inluded in
the riteria.
6.4 Generating Pareto Optimal Solutions
It follows from the denition of Pareto optimality that multiriterion problems have
many optimal solutions. Continuous multiriterion problems have typially innitely
many Pareto optima, whereas the Pareto optimal set of a disrete problem onsists of
a nite number of solutions. Nevertheless, obtaining the entire Pareto optimal set of
a disrete problem an be omputationally prohibitive and instead, only a subset of
Pareto optimal solutions an be generated within the available time limit.
Two philosophially dierent approahes are mainly used for solving multiriterion
problems. In interative methods, a human ator, alled the deision maker (DM),
is involved. A single Pareto optimum is omputed, and the DM either aepts the
solution or guides the optimization proess based on her preferenes and using the
information inluded in the solution at hand. Thus, an iterative loop is reated,
where new Pareto optima are generated, until the DM is satised with the results. An
interative approah might be preferable if an ative DM is available, and if generating
Pareto optima is omputationally demanding. Interative methods are disussed in
detail in (Miettinen 1999). A survey of interative methods for multiriterion MILP
problems an be found in (Alves & Clímao 2007).
The seond approah for solving multiriterion problems is to automatially ompute
a representative subset of Pareto optimal points. Suh methods are alled in this
thesis generating methods. The goal is to obtain a wide range of Pareto optima, and
in the disrete ase, possibly the entire Pareto optimal set. The lassial approah
is to salarize the multiriterion problem by transforming the vetor-valued objetive
funtion into a salar-valued funtion whih an be optimized by onventional solu-
tion algorithms. The salarization is performed suh that the solution of the salarized
problem is Pareto optimal. In most methods, the salarization inludes a set of pa-
rameters, whih an be altered in order to obtain dierent Pareto optimal solutions.
In a fully automated generating method, the varying of the salarization parameters is
done by some predened rules. Generating methods an be omputationally very ex-
pensive, sine for eah Pareto optimum, a single-riterion optimization problem must
be solved. Thorough disussion on generating methods an be found in (Eshenauer,
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Koski & Osyzka 1990) and in (Miettinen 1999), and a more reent review in (Marler
& Arora 2004).
Reently, geneti algorithms and other population-based methods have beome popu-
lar for generating Pareto optimal solutions (Osyzka 2002, Deb 2002). These methods
seem to be well-suited for multiriterion problems, sine they operate on a set of de-
signs simultaneously, and they provide a set of solutions in a single run. On the other
hand, population-based methods do not take full advantage of the mathematial stru-
ture of the optimization problem. Therefore, they are more appropriate for NAND
formulations, where analytial expressions of the onstraints and riteria are not avail-
able, and the number of variables and onstraints is muh smaller than in the SAND
formulation that is employed in this thesis.
In this thesis, the aim is to generate all Pareto optimal solutions of the problems on-
sidered. For problem PW2, this an be ahieved by a proedure based on the onstraint
method. In the onstraint method, the multiriterion problem is salarized suh that
one riterion is minimized and the others are onstrained by hosen parameters. In
the general ase of k riteria, the salarized problem of the onstraint method is
min
x∈Ω
fi(x)
subjet to fj(x) ≤ ǫj ∀ j 6= i
(PCM )
A solution, x∗, of problem PCM is weakly Pareto optimal. It is also Pareto optimal,
if it is the unique solution of problem PCM , with ǫj = fj(x
∗) for all j 6= i. Another
ondition for Pareto optimality is that x∗ is a solution of problem PCM for all i =
1, 2, . . . , k, with ǫj = fj(x
∗), for all j 6= i. (Miettinen 1999, pp. 8586)
The proposed approah for generating the Pareto optimal solutions of problem PW2 is
as follows. First, all three riteria are minimized separately. This yields the solutions
x∗i , and f
∗
i = f(x
∗
i ), i = 1, 2, 3. From these solutions, the lower and upper bounds are
obtained for riteria f2 and f3 as f j = fj(x
∗
j ), and f j = max
i=1,2,3
{f∗ij}, j = 2, 3, where
f∗ij is the value of riterion j at the optimum of riterion i.
Next, the following problem is solved:
min
x∈Ω
f1(x)
subjet to f2(x) = f2 + ǫ2
f3(x) = f3 + ǫ3
(6.6)
for every ǫj = 0, 1, . . . , f j − f j , j = 2, 3. Obviously, the solution of problem Eq. (6.6)
is not neessarily Pareto optimal. However, every Pareto optimal solution xˆ with
fj(xˆ) ≤ f j , j = 2, 3, is the solution of Eq. (6.6) for ǫ2 = f2(xˆ)−f 2 and ǫ3 = f3(xˆ)−f 3.
The proposed approah is not omputationally appealing in general, but it is aept-
able for the L-shaped truss onsidered in the following.
6.5 Multiriterion Optimization of L-Shaped Truss
The proedure desribed above is applied to nd the Pareto optimal solutions of prob-
lem PW2 written for the L-shaped truss presented in Setion 5.3. The ground struture
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(b) f13 = (279.043, 11, 8)
Figure 6.2: Pareto optima minimizing (a) the weight; (b) riteria f2 and f3. The
numbers by the members indiate the ross-setional area. The values
of the riteria are given in parenthesis.
is suh that the sawing angles of the members annot be determined a priori. Sim-
ilarly, it is very diult to determine, whih members are to be welded. Therefore,
diret ost optimization of the L-shaped truss is not treated.
The instane with steel members and 19 available proles with Euroode 3 bukling
is onsidered. With the prole ounting variables αj , j = 1, 2, . . . , 19, inluded, the
problem has 4396 variables of whih 2200 are binary. The number of inequality and
equality onstraints are 11653 and 180, respetively.
The minimum weight design and the design minimizing riteria f2 and f3 (see the
formulation of problem PW2) are shown in Fig. 6.2. A dierent solution was found in
minimizing f2, but this solution was dominated by the design shown in Fig. 6.2b, with
both solutions having f2 = 11. Thus, in this ase, the number of members and nodes
are globally onforming.
The minimal points orresponding to the Pareto optima are shown in Fig. 6.3, where
the three-dimensional riterion spae is projeted to three two-dimensional spaes.
The three projetions reveal the oniting nature of the riteria, and they provide an
illustrative means to ompare the solutions with one another.
First, it an be learly seen that the design minimizing riteria f2 and f3 (number
13) is muh heavier than the other Pareto optima. From this solution, the weight an
be dereased by 62% by introduing a seond prole. Thus, solution 13 is not a very
favourable ompromise.
A seond observation from the graphial presentation of the minimal points is that
there are no Pareto optimal solutions having either f2 ∈ {21, 22, 23} or f3 ∈ {16, 17}.
There is no evident reason for this that ould be dedued from the ground struture
or the seletion of proles. It is simply a result of the omputations, that the solution
2 dominates the designs having the mentioned values for f2 or f3.
The Pareto optimal designs are shown in Fig. 6.4 and Fig. 6.5. From the gures, it
an be seen that there are 7 Pareto optimal topologies.
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Figure 6.3: Minimal solutions of the L-shaped truss.
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Figure 6.4: Pareto optimal designs of the L-shaped truss.
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(e) Solution 12:
f12 = (172.042, 12, 9)
Figure 6.5: Pareto optimal designs of the L-shaped truss.
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As the standard problem in truss optimization is weight minimization, it is espeially
interesting to study how the weight varies among the Pareto optimal solutions. While
Fig. 6.3 provides a graphial insight, it is also beneial to have quantitative infor-
mation about the solutions. First, the relative inrease of weight from the minimum
value is alulated as
ri =
f i1 − f
∗
1
f∗1
· 100% (6.7)
The following values are obtained: r2 = 0.73%, r3 = 2.38%, r4 = 3.33%, r5 = 4.39%,
r6 = 6.46%, r7 = 9.77%, r8 = 13.78%, r9 = 27.25%, r10 = 38.74%, r11 = 43.22%,
r12 = 50.96%, r13 = 144.84%. The solutions 2 to 7 are within 10% of the minimum
weight. The orresponding Pareto optimal trusses are depited in Fig. 6.4. From
the manufaturing point view, solution 2 seems espeially appealing ompared with
the minimum weight design. This solution has 3 nodes and 4 members less than the
minimum weight truss, but the dierene in weight is only 0.73%. Solution 3 diers
from the solution 2 in number of proles, whih is one less in solution 3. The inrease
in weight is 1.88 kg, whih orresponds to 1.64%.
Moving from solution 3 to 4 and from 4 to 5 inreases the weight by about 1.0% in both
steps. The topology of solution 4 diers substantially from the topologies of 3 and
5, having two members and one node less, but more proles. This topology appears
also in solutions 6 and 7 with fewer proles, but the dierene in weight ompared to
solutions 1 and 2 is inreased more learly.
Having the Pareto optimal solutions at hand provides the designer more exibility
in nding a struture that is also favourable to the manufaturer. If only the mini-
mum weight problem would have been solved, the designer would have only a single
solution to proeed with. Instead, there are now 13 dierent designs that are proven
ompromise solutions with respet to the three riteria, and among these designs,
very dierent topologies are represented. This is a great advantage of multiriterion
optimization over the onventional single-riterion ase.
6.6 Disussion
Many engineering design tasks are intrinsially multiriterion problems. Depending on
the appliation, dierent design aspets are better suited as riteria than others. In this
thesis, the main emphasis is on the eonomy of the solution. Two problem formulations
aiming for eonomial designs were given. In both formulations, the weight of the
truss was inluded as a riterion. Weight is an important quantity to minimize also
for other reasons besides the eonomy of the struture. For example, assessing the
environmental impat of the design, as performed aording to the standard EN 15978
(2011), is strongly related to the amount of material used. In fat, if the truss is made
of a single material, the environmental impat is proportional to the weight of the
struture.
The greatest benet of multiriterion optimization is arguably that the designer does
not have to settle for one solution, but is provided with a set of ompromise designs,
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where the riteria are dierently emphasized. By aknowledging the multiriterion na-
ture of a design task, the ompeting riteria an be onsidered simultaneously without
having to manipulate them in order to reate a single-riterion problem.
Whenever a multiriterion problem is formulated, it is important to examine the on-
it of the riteria before atually solving the problem. Criteria that are not severely
in onit an be ombined to redue the omputational eort. This was done in the
present study to transform four riteria into three.
As the main emphasis of this thesis is on the formulations and their mathematial
properties, the methods for nding Pareto optimal solutions were not disussed. This
is an interesting topi, that requires more involved researh. Classial methods an be
used to nd individual Pareto optimal solutions of mixed variable problems as well,
but generating the omplete Pareto optimal set is generally very diult, espeially
for problems with more than two or three riteria. The approah for nding the Pareto
optimal solutions used in this thesis represents a brute fore tehnique, where exessive
omputation is involved. Obviously, the goal of a solution method is to determine the
Pareto optimal points with the least amount of omputation.
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CHAPTER 7
Case Study: Design of Roof Truss
Sometimes you get what you want
sometimes you get what you need
sometimes you get what you get
sometimes you get nothing.
Eero Murtomäki
7.1 Introdution
In this hapter, the mixed variable formulation presented in Chapter 3 is applied to
nd the optimum topologies of a roof truss. The purpose is to examine, how the mixed
variable formulations work in situations that are loser to atual design. This means
that the number of available proles is inreased and denser ground strutures are
employed. Consequently, it is to be expeted that the branh-and-ut algorithm is not
able to verify the global optimum within a reasonable time.
The solution proess is as follows. First, the optimum topology is solved for a relatively
oarse ground struture and few available proles. Then, both the number of proles
and the number of members in the ground struture are inreased. New proles are
added suh that for eah ground struture, the solution of the previous problem with
fewer proles is feasible for the problem with added proles. Thus, the solution of the
previous ase an be used as an initial solution for the next problem. However, the
denser ground strutures do not in general inlude the sparser ones.
The proposed approah ould also be used in pratie, sine due to the exponential
inrease in problem size and solution time, starting the optimization with the max-
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Figure 7.1: Main girder design domain.
imum number of proles and the densest ground struture might lead to extremely
slow progress in the omputations.
The proles are square hollow setions taken from the atalogue of a Finnish steel
manufaturer (Ruukki 2011). Only proles belonging to lasses 1 and 2 of Euroode 3
are inluded (see Setion 2.3), and the reommended series is used. With these limi-
tations, there are 53 available proles. Furthermore, the largest proles are eliminated
by engineering judgment. Consequently, the greatest number of proles is 40.
7.2 Problem Desription
Consider the design domain of the main girder of a hall building show in Fig. 7.1. The
boundary of the domain is xed, and the goal is to determine the optimum layout of
the braing members, plaed between the hords. The span of the truss L = 24000mm,
and the height from the lower hord to the supports is h = 2000mm. The inlination
of the upper hord is 1:20, whih means a 2.86◦ angle with the x-axis. The angle of line
segment AB with the y-axis is α = 30◦. The line load q = 25.1 kN/m. This inludes
the snow load typial for southern Finland, and the weight of the roong. These two
loads are ombined aording to the Euroode. The steel grade S355 is used, that is
f
y
= 355MPa, E = 210GPa, and ρ = 7850 kg/m3.
The ground struture is reated as follows. The designer hooses the number of nodes
on the half of the lower hord (line segment BC in Fig. 7.1). These nodes are plaed
equidistantly. The same number of nodes is plaed on the upper hord, with x o-
ordinates orresponding to the nodes of the lower hord. Then, a member is reated
between a pair of nodes, if the angle between the member and both hords is at
least 30◦. This restrition is to guarantee favourable welding onditions as stated in
(EN 199318 2005).
Chains are reated at the hords. A maximum hain member length, Lmax = 6000mm
is presribed in order to redue the number of members. The purpose is to eliminate
unrealistially long hord members by engineering judgment.
Symmetry of the ground struture with respet to the line dened by points C and
D is enfored to keep the number of variables as small as possible. Note, however,
that the true optimum struture might not be symmetri. The symmetry ondition
is inluded in the problem by relating the existene and prole variables of a member
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with its symmetri ounterpart. Similar proedure is applied for the nodal variables.
In order to allow the node loated at point C to vanish, members overlapping this
node are reated on the lower hord.
Six ground strutures are onsidered. In the oarsest ground struture, 5 nodes are
plaed on the half of the lower hord. This number is then inreased up to 10. The
nodal oordinates and element onnetivity tables an be found in Appendix B.3. For
eah ground struture, the number of prole alternatives is varied from 15 to 30 in
steps of 5. In the last ase, 40 proles are available. The prole data an be found in
Appendix A. The proles of the dierent ases are as follows (see Table A.1): i) 16 to
30 (15 alternatives); ii) 11 to 30 (20 alternatives); iii) 11 to 35 (25 alternatives); iv) 6
to 35 (30 alternatives); v) all 40 proles.
When the ground struture is xed and only the number of prole alternatives is
inreased, the minimum weight solution of the previous problem an be used as a
starting point for the next problem with more proles.
For eah ground struture, the minimum weight and minimum ost problems are
solved. Member bukling is aording to Euroode 3, and a stabilizing loading ondi-
tion is inluded to guarantee kinemati stability. Formulation 3 is employed, that is,
member existene variables, nodal variables and prole variables are all inluded in
the problem.
The ost funtion presented in Chapter 3 is employed and modied. For braes,
the ost funtion omponents are easy to determine, sine eah braing member is
onneted to both hords in onstant angles dened by the ground struture.
The hords are manufatured as uniform long members to whih the braes are welded.
If the members of the strutural model (pin-jointed truss) were used to determine the
ost of the hords, unneessarily many sawing and welding would be inluded in the
ost objetive funtion. Therefore, the ost omponents of the hords have to be
treated separately.
The upper hord is made of two parts that are welded together using a butt weld. A
similar weld is employed at the supports to take into aount the ost of attahing
the truss to the olumns of the building. Thus, altogether four ends are sawn and
three ends are welded. As the hord members are grouped to have the same prole,
the grouping variables wj an be employed to ompute the sawing and welding osts
of the entire upper hord. Denote by CWj and CSj the welding and sawing osts of
prole j of the upper hord, respetively. The ost of the upper hord is then
CupSW (x) =
nS∑
j=1
(2CSj + 3CWj)wj (7.1)
Note that CSj inludes the sawing of both ends of one half of the hord. The om-
ponents CSj and CWj an be determined as desribed in Chapter 3. For the welding,
only the dimensions and the angles of the prole are needed. However, the length of
the member is needed for the sawing ost. The length of one half of the upper hord
is
Lup =
24000mm
2 cos (2.86◦)
= 12015.0mm (7.2)
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This value is used for omputing the CSj .
For the lower hord, only the sawing omponents must be determined. All the welding
related to the lower hord is inluded in the ost omponents of the braes. During
optimization, the length of the lower hord an vary. This possibility is negleted in
the ost omputation, and the length of the lower hord is determined from the ground
struture:
Llow = 24000mm− 2 · (2000mm) · tan (30
◦) = 21691.6mm (7.3)
The lower hord sawing ost is then
ClowS (x) =
nS∑
j=1
CSjwj (7.4)
The material, blasting, and painting osts of the hords an be inluded in the ost
funtion for the hord members with respet to the variables yij .
The values for parameters of the ost funtion that depend on the size of the truss
are as follows. For both painting and assembly by welding ost enters, the area of
the working spae is (24 + 2) × (2.6 + 2)m2 = 119.6m2. Using Eq. (2) from Haapio
(2012), the values cReA = cReP = 0.0487e/min and cSeA = cSeP = 0.0712e/min are
obtained.
7.3 Results
Eah problem instane is solved by Gurobi 5.0 on a omputer with Intel Core i7-3770
proessor (8 threads), running at 3.40GHz lok frequeny with 32.0GB RAM. The
time limit is set to 21600 s, whih equals 6 hours. As desribed above, for eah ground
struture, the solution of the previous problem with fewer available proles is used as
a starting point for the next problem. The feasibility tolerane was set to 1 · 10−9 and
the termination tolerane to 1 · 10−3.
Problem sizes and minimum weights are listed in Table 7.1. Note that due to symme-
try, there are less member and nodal variables than ground struture members and
nodes. These numbers an be found in Figs. 7.37.8, where NY is the number of
member variables yi and Nz is the number of nodal variables zj . In Table 7.1, the
omputational times are also reported, and if the algorithm was not able to verify op-
timality of the solution in the given time limit, the gap between the lower and upper
bounds is given. In the following, the ground strutures and the problem instanes are
denoted by GSi and GSi,j , respetively, where i is the number of nodes on the upper
hord between points A and D and and j is the number of prole alternatives.
The rst observation is that, the omputational time grows steeply as the ground
struture is made denser and as the number of proles is inreased. For the instanes
GS8,30, GS8,40, GS9,30, GS9,40, GS10,25, GS10,30, andGS10,40 the optimizer was unable
to verify the global optimality of the solution in the given time limit. The gap between
the lower and upper bounds at termination grows learly, when the number of proles
is inreased.
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The minimum weight solution is found by the instaneGS5,40. However, as this ground
struture is inluded in ground struture GS10, the minimum weight design should also
be feasible for GS10. The minimum weight found in six hours is 1045 kg. However,
there is a 22.62% gap between the lower bound and this solution. It was then deided
to run the optimization again for GS10 using the minimum weight solution of GS5,40
as an initial feasible point. The time limit was inreased to 8 hours. In this time, the
gap between the lower bound and this solution was dereased to 19.4%, and better
feasible solutions ould not be found. This indiates that the problem size is now
too large for the omputing apaity available to verify the optimality of the solution
in an overnight omputation. This suggests to favour a solution approah, where the
optimization is rst performed on a oarser ground struture, and the ground struture
is made denser suh that denser ground strutures inlude the oarser as well.
In the minimum weight design, the upper hord orresponds to 48% of the total weight,
and the lower hord 27%. Thus, the braes onstitute 25% of the weight.
The results of ost minimization are displayed in Table 7.2. The problem sizes oinide
with the minimum weight problems. Based on the experienes of the weight minimiza-
tion, the time limit was set to 8 hours for the instane GS10,40. This instane produes
the minimum ost solution, even though there is a 9.93% gap when the time limit is
reahed. However, the best solution was found in 555 seonds, whih orresponds to
about 9 minutes. Thus, most of the omputing time is spent on inreasing the lower
bound, whih is indeed a very slow proess.
It is remarkable that the omputation times for ost minimization are substantially
smaller than for weight minimization. Nevertheless, as the ground struture is made
denser and more proles are added, the progress of the algorithm saturates.
In Table 7.2, the weights of the minimum ost strutures are also given. Comparing
the minimum weight design with the weight of the minimum ost design indiates
that the two are nearly idential. There is only a 12 kg dierene in the weight, whih
orresponds to 1.2%. Similarly, the dierene in ost is 25.6e, whih means 2.1%. On
the other hand, the two designs are ompletely dierent, as an be seen from Fig. 7.8.
Sine the dierene in the performane of the two solutions with respet both ost and
weight is marginal, the multiriterion problem PCW is not treated any further.
The prole seletion and utilization ratios of the minimum weight and minimum ost
designs of the dierent ground strutures are given in Tables 7.37.8. In both ases,
high degree of utility is obtained for both hords and most of the braes. On the other
hand, both designs inlude braes that are not lose to being fully utilized. Their
purpose is mainly to redue the bukling length of the upper hord members. At the
same time they arry part of the load themselves.
In some instanes, the side length of the largest braes are greater than the side
length of the lower hord. For example, for GS6 (Table 7.4), the largest side length of
the braes is 100mm, whereas the side length of the lower hord is 90mm. Beause
of welding onditions, suh dimensions are disadvantageous. Additional onstraints
should be inluded in the problem to enfore the side length of the braes to be
suiently small ompared with the dimensions of the hords.
The distribution of the ost fators of the minimum ost design is shown in Fig. 7.2.
The material ost orresponds to 70% of the total ost. Therefore, it is understand-
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Table 7.1: Minimum weight solutions of the main girder. nx = number of lower
hord half divisions; Nx = number of variables;W
∗
=minimumweight;
T = running time of the solver; Gap = dierene between the lower
bound and the inumbent at termination.
nx nS Nx NB ≤ = W ∗ [kg℄ T [s℄ Gap [%℄
5 15 1976 683 5946 169 1192.19 10.03 0
5 20 2576 893 7731 169 1141.87 11.25 0
5 25 3176 1103 9516 169 1141.87 24.91 0
5 30 3776 1313 11301 169 1078.84 52.92 0
5 40 4976 1733 14871 169 1034.89 218.7 0
6 15 3042 1037 9370 229 1236.27 40.15 0
6 20 3972 1357 12155 229 1172.07 135.1 0
6 25 4902 1677 14940 229 1172.07 633.25 0
6 30 5832 1997 17725 229 1100.76 544.18 0
6 40 7692 2637 23295 229 1047.12 8264.79 0
7 15 3772 1279 11660 275 1234.34 145.77 0
7 20 4927 1674 15115 275 1148.01 123.19 0
7 25 6082 2069 18570 275 1148.01 978.98 0
7 30 7237 2464 22025 275 1071.11 1366.74 0
7 40 9547 3254 28935 275 1037.68 14710.9 0
8 15 4870 1649 15504 336 1215.08 280.36 0
8 20 6365 2159 20024 336 1149.12 1375.27 0
8 25 7860 2669 24544 336 1149.12 5184.3 0
8 30 9355 3179 29064 336 1098.10 21600.1 3.91
8 40 12345 4199 38104 336 1061.15 21600.1 14.66
9 15 6032 2035 19274 400 1220.65 1028.89 0
9 20 7887 2665 24844 400 1163.21 4594.21 0
9 25 9742 3295 30414 400 1163.21 11563 0
9 30 11597 3925 35984 400 1103.03 21600.1 6.16
9 40 15307 5185 47124 400 1053.83 21600.2 10.09
10 15 7530 2533 24818 478 1187.57 2601.23 0
10 20 9850 3318 31828 478 1125.78 9701.83 0
10 25 12170 4103 38838 478 1125.78 21600.1 1.77
10 30 14490 4888 45848 478 1078.50 21600.1 10.34
10 40 19130 6458 59868 478 1045.00 21600.1 22.62
10 40 19130 6458 59868 478 1034.89 28800.1 19.41
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Table 7.2: Minimum ost solutions of the main girder.
nx nS C
∗
[e℄ T [s℄ Gap [%℄ W (x∗c)
5 15 1405.23 6.01 0 1192.19
5 20 1342.4 9.24 0 1141.87
5 25 1342.4 22.03 0 1141.87
5 30 1268.62 47.46 0 1078.84
5 40 1225.23 57.99 0 1041.8
6 15 1477.62 31.84 0 1236.27
6 20 1397.46 59 0 1172.07
6 25 1369.05 361.27 0 1172.97
6 30 1294.12 219.4 0 1148.39
6 40 1245.74 1720.42 0 1065.61
7 15 1424.83 49.89 0 1221.63
7 20 1344.97 177.19 0 1148.01
7 25 1344.97 509.16 0 1148.01
7 30 1287.97 710.11 0 1098.78
7 40 1248.82 7528.77 0 1064.35
8 15 1418.72 237.54 0 1209.37
8 20 1345.5 1610.63 0 1149.12
8 25 1345.5 1246.57 0 1149.12
8 30 1286.43 3415.79 0 1098.1
8 40 1243.13 21600.1 7.59 1061.15
9 15 1440.51 227.01 0 1228.18
9 20 1367.68 756.66 0 1169.35
9 25 1367.68 1890.62 0 1169.35
9 30 1299.48 7977.88 0 1110.88
9 40 1261.84 21600.2 2.32 1078.44
10 15 1398.45 3011.41 0 1188.33
10 20 1324.43 7244.59 0 1125.78
10 25 1324.43 582.53 0 1125.78
10 30 1253.53 21431.28 0 1091.08
10 40 1202.29 28800.2 9.93 1046.82
Material: 70%
Blasting: 2%
Painting: 10%
Welding: 6%
Sawing: 12%
Figure 7.2: Distribution of ost omponents of the minimum ost design.
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able that the ost of the minimum weight design is not signiantly greater than the
minimum ost obtained. The welding ost onstitutes a relatively low portion of the
total ost, whih is a surprising result, sine typially welding is a signiant work
phase.
The optimum designs of the dierent ground strutures are depited in Figs. 7.3
7.8. It an be seen that in many ases the minimum weight topology diers from
the minimum ost topology. When the two topologies oinide, the designs are also
nearly idential. For example, for the 6-by-1 ground struture, shown in Fig. 7.4, the
two optima dier only in the upper hord. The minimum ost truss is obtained by
hoosing a prole whih has a larger ross-setional area but smaller outer dimensions,
whih leads to savings in painting, welding and sawing.
7.4 Disussion
The roof truss design problem demonstrates that the mixed variable approah an be
applied to pratial design situations. On the other hand, the limits of the formula-
tions in terms of problem size and omputational time start to emerge. It is lear that
the hoie of ground strutures and proles should be made with areful engineering
disretion. For example, based on the loads and design domain dimensions, unnees-
sarily large or small proles an be disarded and exessively long members an be
disallowed from the ground struture.
Based on the omputational experiene on the ground strutures GS5 and GS10, it
an be reommended that the oarser ground strutures should be inluded in the
denser ground strutures suh that the optimum solutions of the oarser ases are
feasible for the denser strutures. Similarly, if the number of proles is inreased, the
new proles should be added to the existing alternatives in order to benet from the
earlier omputations.
For the roof truss onsidered, the minimum ost and minimum weight designs obtained
were substantially dierent. On the other hand, they were nearly equally good in both
riteria. As ost and weight were only mildly oniting, it was deided not to treat
the multiriterion problem PCW further.
Beause the optimality of the minimum ost and minimum weight solutions was not
veried, general onlusions about the onit of the riteria annot be drawn. The
ost funtion used gave welding a rather small portion of the total ost. The ost
funtion does not inlude the jig where the truss members are plaed before welding.
Also, tak welding time of the members might be inaurate. Modifying the ost
funtion regarding these aspets might lead to optimum solutions, where the material
ost has a smaller share of the total ost, whih might be reeted in the onit of
ost and weight.
Nevertheless, as the minimum ost design diers from the minimum weight design,
it is advisable to develop and employ in optimization ost funtions that take into
aount the various ost fators.
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(a) Ground struture. nE = 78, nN = 24, NY = 40, Nz = 13.
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(b) Minimum weight design, W ∗ = 1034.89 kg. (Cost: C = 1227.92e)
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() Minimum ost design, C∗ = 1225.23e. (Weight: W = 1041.8 kg)
Figure 7.3: Ground struture with 5 nodes between the support and the top node,
and the orresponding minimum weight and minimum ost designs,
where 40 proles are available.
Table 7.3: Minimum weight and minimum ost design utilization ratios.
Member Prole A [mm2℄ Strength [%℄ Bukling [%℄
Minimum weight design
Upper hord 140× 5 2636 75.07 99.60
Lower hord 110× 5 2036 96.17 
3, 75 80× 4 1175 99.71 
15, 63 110× 4 1655 50.43 89.20
24, 58 40× 3 421 95.36 
27, 54 70× 3 781 37.20 81.10
31, 51 30× 3 301 58.95 
34, 47 60× 3 661 23.20 67.46
36, 45 30× 3 301 9.58 
Minimum ost design
Upper hord 140× 5 2636 74.37 99.60
Lower hord 110× 5 2036 97.07 
3, 75 80× 4 1175 99.71 
15, 63 110× 4 1655 50.43 89.20
24, 58 40× 3 421 95.36 
27, 54 60× 3 661 23.20 63.18
29, 49 70× 3 781 23.29 81.37
38, 41 40× 3 421 6.68 66.27
40 30× 3 301 14.10 
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(a) Ground struture. nE = 122, nN = 28, NY = 62, Nz = 15.
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(b) Minimum weight design, W ∗ = 1047.12 kg. (Cost: C = 1253.62e)
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() Minimum ost design, C∗ = 1245.74e. (Weight: W = 1065.61 kg)
Figure 7.4: Ground struture with 6 nodes between the support and the top node,
and the orresponding minimum weight and minimum ost designs,
with 40 available proles.
Table 7.4: Minimum weight and minimum ost design utilization ratios of the
6-by-1 ground struture.
Member Prole A [mm2℄ Strength [%℄ Bukling [%℄
Minimum weight design
Upper hord 140× 5 2636 77.75 88.35
Lower hord 90× 6 1923 99.49 
3, 119 100× 3 1141 99.14 
17, 107 100× 4 1495 54.42 97.37
31, 100 40× 4 535 86.57 
36, 95 50× 3 541 23.62 83.67
38, 86 80× 3 901 32.22 79.83
54, 65 30× 3 301 53.38 
60, 63 60× 3 661 23.00 94.10
62 30× 3 301 22.59 
Minimum ost design
Upper hord 150× 5 2836 72.26 90.53
Lower hord 90× 6 1923 99.49 
3, 119 100× 3 1141 99.14 
17, 107 100× 4 1495 54.42 97.37
31, 100 40× 3 421 91.26 
38, 86 90× 3 1021 36.54 77.09
54, 65 30× 3 301 53.38 
60, 63 60× 3 661 23.00 94.10
62 30× 3 301 22.59 
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7.4. DISCUSSION
(a) Ground struture. nE = 152, nN = 32, NY = 77, Nz = 17.
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(b) Minimum weight design, W ∗ = 1037.68 kg. (Cost: C = 1281.16e)
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() Minimum ost design, C∗ = 1248.82e. (Weight: W = 1064.35 kg)
Figure 7.5: Ground struture with 7 nodes between the support and the top node,
and the orresponding minimum weight and minimum ost designs,
with 40 proles available.
Table 7.5: Minimum weight and minimum ost design utilization ratios of the
7-by-1 ground struture.
Member Prole A [mm2℄ Strength [%℄ Bukling [%℄
Minimum weight design
Upper hord 120× 5 2236 87.67 99.83
Lower hord 110× 5 2036 97.47 
3, 149 100× 3 1141 96.37 
20, 135 100× 4 1495 53.39 89.80
37, 118 50× 4 695 98.54 
46, 116 60× 3 661 19.35 66.06
51, 110 50× 3 541 20.25 73.63
53, 101 60× 3 661 20.26 74.40
55, 92 70× 3 781 14.07 67.26
75, 78 40× 3 421 12.02 97.66
77 30× 3 301 28.66 
Minimum ost design
Upper hord 140× 5 2636 74.37 99.32
Lower hord 110× 5 2036 97.47 
3, 149 100× 3 1141 96.37 
20, 135 100× 4 1495 53.39 89.80
37, 118 60× 3 661 90.28 
51, 110 60× 3 661 33.14 89.41
55, 92 80× 3 901 22.45 85.02
75, 78 40× 3 421 12.02 97.66
77 30× 3 301 28.66 
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7.4. DISCUSSION
(a) Ground struture. nE = 197, nN = 36, NY = 100, Nz = 19.
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(b) Minimum weight design, W ∗ = 1061.15 kg. (Cost: C = 1243.13e)
Figure 7.6: Ground struture with 8 nodes between the support and the top node,
and the orresponding minimum weight and minimum ost design,
with 40 proles available. Note that a single truss optimizes both the
weight and ost.
Table 7.6: Minimum weight and minimum ost design utilization ratios of the
8-by-1 ground struture.
Member Prole A [mm2℄ Strength [%℄ Bukling [%℄
Upper hord 140× 5 2636 74.37 98.36
Lower hord 110× 5 2036 96.28 
3, 194 100× 3 1141 94.20 
22, 180 100× 4 1495 52.67 84.93
42, 162 60× 3 661 94.36 0.00
59, 153 60× 3 661 29.00 76.40
63, 131 90× 3 1021 29.21 79.98
92, 103 30× 3 301 1.01 22.20
100 30× 3 301 1.36 
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7.4. DISCUSSION
(a) Ground struture. nE = 245, nN = 40, NY = 124, Nz = 21.
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(b) Minimum weight design, W ∗ = 1053.83 kg. (Cost: C = 1247.45e)
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() Minimum ost design, C∗ = 1261.84e. (Weight: W ∗ = 1078.44 kg)
Figure 7.7: Ground struture with 9 nodes between the support and the top node,
and the orresponding minimum weight and minimum ost designs,
with 40 proles available.
Table 7.7: Minimum weight and minimum ost design utilization ratios of the
9-by-1 ground struture.
Member Prole A [mm2℄ Strength [%℄ Bukling [%℄
Minimum weight design
Upper hord 140× 5 2636 74.83 98.50
Lower hord 110× 5 2036 96.17 
3, 242 100× 3 1141 92.47 
23, 228 100× 4 1495 52.15 81.64
45, 209 60× 3 661 87.55 
67, 186 90× 3 1021 42.68 77.52
90, 164 30× 3 301 74.61 
108, 154 60× 3 661 25.78 74.42
112, 135 30× 3 301 6.03 
Minimum ost design
Upper hord 140× 5 2636 74.37 93.07
Lower hord 110× 5 2036 96.77 
3, 242 70× 4 1015 97.82 
25, 218 120× 4 1815 51.97 87.94
60, 194 40× 4 535 92.15 
80, 184 60× 3 661 25.78 69.17
84, 158 80× 3 901 25.56 77.09
116, 127 40× 3 421 4.21 45.36
124 30× 3 301 8.44 
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7.4. DISCUSSION
(a) Ground struture. nE = 307, nN = 44, NY = 155, Nz = 23.
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(b) Minimum weight design, W ∗ = 1034.89 kg. (Cost: C = 1227.92e)
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() Minimum ost design, C∗ = 1202.29e. (Weight: W ∗ = 1046.82 kg)
Figure 7.8: Ground struture with 10 nodes between the support and the top
node, and the orresponding minimum weight and minimum ost de-
signs, with 40 proles available.
Table 7.8: Minimum weight and minimum ost design utilization ratios of the
10-by-1 ground struture.
Member Prole A [mm2℄ Strength [%℄ Bukling [%℄
Minimum weight design
Upper hord 140× 5 2636 75.07 99.60
Lower hord 110× 5 2036 96.17 
5, 297 80× 4 1175 99.71 
47, 261 110× 4 1655 50.43 89.20
88, 234 40× 3 421 95.36 
111, 223 70× 3 781 37.20 81.10
121, 200 30× 3 301 58.95 
139, 189 60× 3 661 23.20 67.46
143, 167 30× 3 301 9.58 
Minimum ost design
Upper hord 150× 5 2836 69.13 97.43
Lower hord 110× 5 2036 95.04 
5, 297 80× 4 1175 99.71 
47, 261 110× 4 1655 50.43 89.20
88, 234 40× 3 421 83.35 
113, 208 70× 3 781 35.59 90.19
137, 160 30× 3 301 9.49 
155 40× 3 421 8.13 52.39
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CHAPTER 8
Summary and Conlusions
Following our will and wind
we may just go where no one's been
we ride the spiral to the end
and may just go where no one's been
Maynard James Keenan
The primary purpose of this thesis was to devise new formulations for truss topology
optimization that would lead to appliable designs, whose global optimality ould be
guaranteed. The mixed variable approah was hosen as the basis for developing more
advaned formulations. The main advantage of this approah is that it avoids all the
diulties related to vanishing members that haunt truss topology optimization the-
ory. Furthermore, as all the funtions of the optimization problems are expliitly writ-
ten in terms of the optimization variables, the mathematial struture of the problem
an be fully exploited in the solution. Finally, the formulations studied in this thesis
lead to linear mixed-integer optimization problems, for whih powerful algorithms are
available.
The mixed variable approah was suessfully employed in addressing the issues of
member bukling and kinemati stability of the optimum struture. For member
bukling, hains of members were introdued in order to avoid the jump in the bukling
length problem. This issue had not been fully resolved in the literature. Chains also
proved to be helpful in ensuring the kinemati stability of the optimum solution. By
an auxiliary loading ondition, where every node of the ground struture present in
the urrent topology is loaded by small fores, strutures that are mehanisms but still
satisfy the equilibrium equations with respet to the original loads ould be avoided.
The mixed variable formulations and espeially hains allowed to inorporate line
loading properly in truss topology optimization. In truss analysis, line loads are trans-
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formed to equivalent point loads at the nodes. As all loaded nodes must be present in
the optimum struture, making the ground struture denser leads to solutions where
unneessarily many nodes are present. The proposed approah for this issue allows
nodes under line loading to vanish, and it was suessfully demonstrated on the roof
truss design problem.
The above extensions to the mixed variable formulations found in the literature bring
truss topology optimization loser to the strutural designer. The ultimate goal of
strutural optimization is to provide pratiing engineers tools that lead to improved
designs in given time. Therefore, it is important to formulate the optimization problem
in a manner that is relevant for the designer. This means that not only must the
objetive funtion reet the goal of the designer, but also the onstraints must ensure
that as many design aspets as possible are taken into aount.
In this thesis, the design of tubular trusses aording to Euroode 3 was hosen for
a speial ase for developing designer-oriented formulations. First, the objetive was
to nd the most eonomial struture. This was realized by minimizing the weight
together with the number of members, nodes and proles in a multiriterion setting.
Additionally, a detailed ost funtion was devised based on earlier researh found in
the literature. The design onstraints were adopted from Euroode 3. The most
important onstraint type presented in this thesis was member bukling aording
to the design rules of Euroode 3. A remarkable outome of the study is that the
Euroode 3 bukling onstraints an also be formulated as linear onstraints, when
the member proles are to be hosen from a predened list of alternatives.
In addition to problem formulations, the numerial solution of the mixed variable
problems was a major topi of the thesis. A state-of-the-art ommerial software
was used to solve the optimization problems. In reent years, the apabilities of the
branh-and-ut algorithms have inreased remarkably, and this development ould be
seen in the optimization problems solved in the thesis.
Even though the algorithm performed well, the limits in problem size beame apparent
espeially in solving the roof truss design problem. Finding feasible designs did not
pose a problem, but improving the lower bound proved to be a very slow proess. This
suggests that speial utting planes or other tehniques must be employed to improve
the onvergene of the algorithm.
Further Researh Avenues
The mixed variable formulations transform the theoretial diulties of truss topology
optimization into omputational matters. For further developments there are two lear
paths.
For appliations related to strutural design, it would be important to extend the for-
mulations to inlude more of the design rules of the Euroodes. For example, the joint
strength, and re design are important aspets that the designer needs to onsider.
Also, bending, shear and torsion eets should be inorporated in the optimization
problem, when they are present. This would mean an extension of the formulations
from trusses to frames. Suh an extension is not straightforward. Even if the equa-
tions of frame analysis ould be inluded as linear onstraints, the linearity of strength
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and stability onstraints is not apparent. Any nonlinearities in the formulation will
introdue severe diulties in the numerial solution.
The seond future researh path is related to the solution methods for the mixed
variable formulations. It is lear that if the optimality of the solution needs to be
veried in an overnight omputation, the problem size is rather limited. One possibility
to enhane the solution proess is to employ parallel omputation. However, this might
be a ostly eort when ompared with the gain in solution quality or time. On the other
hand, there are numerous examples in the literature, where speial-purpose methods
have dereased the solution time by orders of magnitude from general algorithms.
In the branh-and-ut algorithm, the hoie of branhing strategy and the type of
utting planes used are the two main ingredients for improving the performane. For
branhing, prioritizing the binary variables should be onsidered. Also, the speial-
ordered-set-nature of the prole variables ould be exploited in the branhing. Gurobi
has this apability but it is not lear how the SOS-branhing is arried out.
The present study shows that even though truss topology optimization is a mature
topi, there are still researh avenues that an provide both the aademi ommunity
and the pratiing engineers valuable information and tools.
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APPENDIXA
Seletion of Proles
Properites of the square hollow setion proles used in Chapter 7 for the members of
the roof truss are listed in Table A.1. In the table, H is the side length, t is the wall
thikness, A ross-setional area, I moment of inertia, and Au external sufrae are per
unit length.
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Table A.1: Prole data for square hollow setions, taken from (Ruukki 2011).
H [mm℄ t[mm℄ A [102mm2℄ I [104mm4℄ Au [10
2
mm
2/mm℄
1 30 3 3.01 3.50 1.10
2 40 3 4.21 9.32 1.50
3 40 4 5.35 11.07 1.46
4 50 3 5.41 19.47 1.90
5 60 3 6.61 35.13 2.30
6 50 4 6.95 23.74 1.86
7 70 3 7.81 57.53 2.70
8 50 5 8.36 27.04 1.83
9 60 4 8.55 43.55 2.26
10 80 3 9.01 87.84 3.10
11 70 4 10.15 72.12 2.66
12 90 3 10.21 127.28 3.50
13 60 5 10.36 50.49 2.23
14 100 3 11.41 177.05 3.90
15 80 4 11.75 111.04 3.06
16 70 5 12.36 84.63 2.63
17 90 4 13.35 161.92 3.46
18 80 5 14.36 131.44 3.03
19 100 4 14.95 226.35 3.86
20 90 5 16.36 192.93 3.43
21 110 4 16.55 305.94 4.26
22 80 6 16.83 149.18 2.99
23 120 4 18.15 402.28 4.66
24 100 5 18.36 271.10 3.83
25 90 6 19.23 220.48 3.39
26 110 5 20.36 367.95 4.23
27 100 6 21.63 311.47 3.79
28 120 5 22.36 485.47 4.63
29 110 6 24.03 424.57 4.19
30 140 5 26.36 790.56 5.43
31 120 6 26.43 562.16 4.59
32 100 8 27.24 365.94 3.66
33 150 5 28.36 982.12 5.83
34 140 6 31.23 920.43 5.39
35 150 6 33.63 1145.91 5.79
36 120 8 33.64 676.88 4.46
37 140 8 40.04 1126.77 5.26
38 120 10 40.57 776.81 4.37
39 150 8 43.24 1411.83 5.66
40 160 8 46.44 1741.23 6.06
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APPENDIXB
Ground Strutures
Below, the nodal oordinates and element onnetivity tables of all the problems on-
sidered in this thesis are given. The nodal oordinates are given in metres.
B.1 Cantilever Truss
Table B.1: Nodal oordinates [m℄ of the 2-by-2 ground struture
i x y i x y i x y
1 0.0 0.0 4 1.0 0.0 7 2.0 0.0
2 0.0 1.0 5 1.0 1.0 8 2.0 1.0
3 0.0 2.0 6 1.0 2.0 9 2.0 2.0
Table B.2: Element onnetiv-
ity table of the 2-by-2 ground
struture, no hains.
e 1 2 e 1 2 e 1 2
1 1 4 7 3 6 13 5 8
2 1 5 8 4 5 14 5 9
3 2 4 9 4 7 15 6 8
4 2 5 10 4 8 16 6 9
5 2 6 11 5 6 17 7 8
6 3 5 12 5 7 18 8 9
Table B.3: Element onnetiv-
ity table of the 2-by-2 ground
struture, with hains.
e 1 2 e 1 2 e 1 2
1 1 4 10 3 6 19 5 8
2 1 5 11 3 7 20 5 9
3 1 7 12 3 9 21 6 8
4 1 9 13 4 5 22 6 9
5 2 4 14 4 6 23 7 8
6 2 5 15 4 7 24 7 9
7 2 6 16 4 8 25 8 9
8 2 8 17 5 6
9 3 5 18 5 7
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B.1. CANTILEVER TRUSS
Table B.4: Nodal oordinates [m℄ of the 4-by-4 ground struture.
i x y i x y i x y i x y i x y
1 0.0 0.0 6 0.5 0.0 11 1.0 0.0 16 1.5 0.0 21 2.0 0.0
2 0.0 0.5 7 0.5 0.5 12 1.0 0.5 17 1.5 0.5 22 2.0 0.5
3 0.0 1.0 8 0.5 1.0 13 1.0 1.0 18 1.5 1.0 23 2.0 1.0
4 0.0 1.5 9 0.5 1.5 14 1.0 1.5 19 1.5 1.5 24 2.0 1.5
5 0.0 2.0 10 0.5 2.0 15 1.0 2.0 20 1.5 2.0 25 2.0 2.0
Table B.5: Element onnetivity table of the 4-by-4 ground struture, with hains.
e 1 2 e 1 2 e 1 2 e 1 2 e 1 2
1 1 6 31 4 19 61 8 9 91 11 23 121 16 20
2 1 7 32 4 24 62 8 10 92 12 13 122 16 21
3 1 11 33 5 9 63 8 12 93 12 14 123 16 22
4 1 13 34 5 10 64 8 13 94 12 15 124 17 18
5 1 16 35 5 13 65 8 14 95 12 16 125 17 19
6 1 19 36 5 15 66 8 16 96 12 17 126 17 20
7 1 21 37 5 17 67 8 18 97 12 18 127 17 21
8 1 25 38 5 20 68 8 20 98 12 22 128 17 22
9 2 6 39 5 21 69 8 23 99 12 24 129 17 23
10 2 7 40 5 25 70 9 10 100 13 14 130 18 19
11 2 8 41 6 7 71 9 13 101 13 15 131 18 20
12 2 12 42 6 8 72 9 14 102 13 17 132 18 22
13 2 14 43 6 9 73 9 15 103 13 18 133 18 23
14 2 17 44 6 10 74 9 17 104 13 19 134 18 24
15 2 20 45 6 11 75 9 19 105 13 21 135 19 20
16 2 22 46 6 12 76 9 21 106 13 23 136 19 23
17 3 7 47 6 16 77 9 24 107 13 25 137 19 24
18 3 8 48 6 18 78 10 14 108 14 15 138 19 25
19 3 9 49 6 21 79 10 15 109 14 18 139 20 24
20 3 11 50 6 24 80 10 18 110 14 19 140 20 25
21 3 13 51 7 8 81 10 20 111 14 20 141 21 22
22 3 15 52 7 9 82 10 22 112 14 22 142 21 23
23 3 18 53 7 10 83 10 25 113 14 24 143 21 24
24 3 23 54 7 11 84 11 12 114 15 19 144 21 25
25 4 8 55 7 12 85 11 13 115 15 20 145 22 23
26 4 9 56 7 13 86 11 14 116 15 23 146 22 24
27 4 10 57 7 17 87 11 15 117 15 25 147 22 25
28 4 12 58 7 19 88 11 16 118 16 17 148 23 24
29 4 14 59 7 22 89 11 17 119 16 18 149 23 25
30 4 16 60 7 25 90 11 21 120 16 19 150 24 25
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B.2. L-SHAPED TRUSS
B.2 L-Shaped Truss
Table B.6: Nodal oordinates [m℄ of the L-shaped truss ground struture.
i x y i x y i x y
1 0.0 0.0 8 1.0 2.0 15 2.0 4.0
2 0.0 1.0 9 1.0 3.0 16 3.0 0.0
3 0.0 2.0 10 1.0 4.0 17 3.0 1.0
4 0.0 3.0 11 2.0 0.0 18 3.0 2.0
5 0.0 4.0 12 2.0 1.0 19 4.0 0.0
6 1.0 0.0 13 2.0 2.0 20 4.0 1.0
7 1.0 1.0 14 2.0 3.0 21 4.0 2.0
Table B.7: Element onnetivity table of the L-shaped truss ground struture.
e 1 2 e 1 2 e 1 2 e 1 2 e 1 2
1 1 2 23 3 7 45 6 10 67 9 10 89 13 14
2 1 3 24 3 8 46 6 11 68 9 13 90 13 15
3 1 4 25 3 9 47 6 12 69 9 14 91 13 17
4 1 5 26 3 11 48 6 16 70 9 15 92 13 18
5 1 6 27 3 13 49 6 18 71 9 17 93 13 19
6 1 7 28 3 15 50 6 19 72 9 19 94 13 21
7 1 11 29 3 18 51 7 8 73 10 14 95 14 15
8 1 13 30 3 21 52 7 9 74 11 12 96 16 17
9 1 16 31 4 5 53 7 10 75 11 13 97 16 18
10 1 19 32 4 8 54 7 11 76 11 14 98 16 19
11 2 3 33 4 9 55 7 12 77 11 15 99 16 20
12 2 4 34 4 10 56 7 13 78 11 16 100 17 18
13 2 5 35 4 12 57 7 17 79 11 17 101 17 19
14 2 6 36 4 14 58 7 20 80 11 19 102 17 20
15 2 7 37 4 16 59 8 9 81 11 21 103 17 21
16 2 8 38 5 9 60 8 10 82 12 13 104 18 20
17 2 12 39 5 13 61 8 12 83 12 14 105 18 21
18 2 14 40 5 17 62 8 13 84 12 15 106 19 20
19 2 17 41 5 19 63 8 14 85 12 16 107 19 21
20 2 20 42 6 7 64 8 16 86 12 17 108 20 21
21 3 4 43 6 8 65 8 18 87 12 18
22 3 5 44 6 9 66 8 21 88 12 20
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B.3. ROOF TRUSS
B.3 Roof Truss
B.3.1 Ground Struture 1
Table B.8: Nodal oordinates [m℄ of the ground struture GS5.
i x y i x y i x y
1 0.000 0.000 9 7.662 0.383 17 16.338 -2.000
2 1.155 -2.000 10 9.831 -2.000 18 18.507 0.275
3 1.155 0.058 11 9.831 0.492 19 18.507 -2.000
4 3.324 -2.000 12 12.000 -2.000 20 20.676 0.166
5 3.324 0.166 13 12.000 0.600 21 20.676 -2.000
6 5.493 -2.000 14 14.169 0.492 22 22.845 0.058
7 5.493 0.275 15 14.169 -2.000 23 22.845 -2.000
8 7.662 -2.000 16 16.338 0.383 24 24.000 0.000
Table B.9: Element onnetivity table of the ground struture GS5.
e 1 2 e 1 2 e 1 2 e 1 2 e 1 2
1 1 2 17 5 6 33 9 13 49 14 17 65 18 24
2 1 3 18 5 7 34 10 11 50 14 18 66 19 20
3 1 4 19 5 9 35 10 12 51 15 16 67 19 21
4 1 5 20 6 7 36 10 13 52 15 17 68 19 23
5 1 7 21 6 8 37 10 15 53 15 19 69 20 21
6 2 3 22 6 9 38 11 12 54 16 17 70 20 22
7 2 4 23 6 10 39 11 13 55 16 18 71 20 23
8 2 5 24 7 8 40 12 13 56 16 19 72 20 24
9 2 6 25 7 9 41 12 14 57 16 20 73 21 22
10 3 4 26 7 11 42 12 15 58 17 18 74 21 23
11 3 5 27 8 9 43 12 17 59 17 19 75 21 24
12 3 7 28 8 10 44 13 14 60 17 21 76 22 23
13 4 5 29 8 11 45 13 15 61 18 19 77 22 24
14 4 6 30 8 12 46 13 16 62 18 20 78 23 24
15 4 7 31 9 10 47 14 15 63 18 21
16 4 8 32 9 11 48 14 16 64 18 22
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B.3. ROOF TRUSS
B.3.2 Ground Struture 2
Table B.10: Nodal oordinates [m℄ of the ground struture GS6.
i x y i x y i x y i x y
1 0.000 0.000 8 6.577 -2.000 15 12.000 0.600 22 19.230 0.238
2 1.155 -2.000 9 6.577 0.329 16 13.808 0.510 23 19.230 -2.000
3 1.155 0.058 10 8.385 -2.000 17 13.808 -2.000 24 21.038 0.148
4 2.962 -2.000 11 8.385 0.419 18 15.615 0.419 25 21.038 -2.000
5 2.962 0.148 12 10.192 -2.000 19 15.615 -2.000 26 22.845 0.058
6 4.770 -2.000 13 10.192 0.510 20 17.423 0.329 27 22.845 -2.000
7 4.770 0.238 14 12.000 -2.000 21 17.423 -2.000 28 24.000 0.000
Table B.11: Element onnetivity table of the ground struture GS6.
e 1 2 e 1 2 e 1 2 e 1 2 e 1 2
1 1 2 26 6 8 51 10 15 76 16 20 101 21 23
2 1 3 27 6 9 52 11 12 77 16 21 102 21 24
3 1 4 28 6 10 53 11 13 78 16 22 103 21 25
4 1 5 29 6 11 54 11 14 79 17 18 104 21 27
5 1 7 30 6 12 55 11 15 80 17 19 105 22 23
6 2 3 31 7 8 56 12 13 81 17 20 106 22 24
7 2 4 32 7 9 57 12 14 82 17 21 107 22 25
8 2 5 33 7 10 58 12 15 83 17 23 108 22 26
9 2 6 34 7 11 59 12 17 84 18 19 109 22 28
10 2 8 35 7 13 60 13 14 85 18 20 110 23 24
11 3 4 36 8 9 61 13 15 86 18 21 111 23 25
12 3 5 37 8 10 62 14 15 87 18 22 112 23 27
13 3 7 38 8 11 63 14 16 88 18 23 113 24 25
14 3 9 39 8 12 64 14 17 89 18 24 114 24 26
15 4 5 40 8 13 65 14 18 90 19 20 115 24 27
16 4 6 41 8 14 66 14 19 91 19 21 116 24 28
17 4 7 42 9 10 67 14 21 92 19 22 117 25 26
18 4 8 43 9 11 68 15 16 93 19 23 118 25 27
19 4 10 44 9 12 69 15 17 94 19 25 119 25 28
20 5 6 45 9 13 70 15 18 95 20 21 120 26 27
21 5 7 46 9 15 71 15 19 96 20 22 121 26 28
22 5 8 47 10 11 72 15 20 97 20 23 122 27 28
23 5 9 48 10 12 73 16 17 98 20 24
24 5 11 49 10 13 74 16 18 99 20 26
25 6 7 50 10 14 75 16 19 100 21 22
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B.3. ROOF TRUSS
B.3.3 Ground Struture 3
Table B.12: Nodal oordinates [m℄ of the ground struture GS7.
i x y i x y i x y i x y
1 0.000 0.000 9 5.803 0.290 17 12.000 0.600 25 18.197 -2.000
2 1.155 -2.000 10 7.352 -2.000 18 13.549 0.523 26 19.747 0.213
3 1.155 0.058 11 7.352 0.368 19 13.549 -2.000 27 19.747 -2.000
4 2.704 -2.000 12 8.901 -2.000 20 15.099 0.445 28 21.296 0.135
5 2.704 0.135 13 8.901 0.445 21 15.099 -2.000 29 21.296 -2.000
6 4.253 -2.000 14 10.451 -2.000 22 16.648 0.368 30 22.845 0.058
7 4.253 0.213 15 10.451 0.523 23 16.648 -2.000 31 22.845 -2.000
8 5.803 -2.000 16 12.000 -2.000 24 18.197 0.290 32 24.000 0.000
Table B.13: Element onnetivity table of the ground struture GS7.
e 1 2 e 1 2 e 1 2 e 1 2 e 1 2
1 1 2 32 6 10 63 12 14 94 19 20 125 24 29
2 1 3 33 6 11 64 12 15 95 19 21 126 24 30
3 1 4 34 6 12 65 12 16 96 19 22 127 24 32
4 1 5 35 7 8 66 12 17 97 19 23 128 25 26
5 1 7 36 7 9 67 13 14 98 19 25 129 25 27
6 1 9 37 7 10 68 13 15 99 20 21 130 25 28
7 2 3 38 7 11 69 13 16 100 20 22 131 25 29
8 2 4 39 7 13 70 13 17 101 20 23 132 25 31
9 2 5 40 8 9 71 14 15 102 20 24 133 26 27
10 2 6 41 8 10 72 14 16 103 20 25 134 26 28
11 2 7 42 8 11 73 14 17 104 20 26 135 26 29
12 2 8 43 8 12 74 14 19 105 21 22 136 26 30
13 3 4 44 8 13 75 15 16 106 21 23 137 26 31
14 3 5 45 8 14 76 15 17 107 21 24 138 26 32
15 3 6 46 9 10 77 16 17 108 21 25 139 27 28
16 3 7 47 9 11 78 16 18 109 21 27 140 27 29
17 3 9 48 9 12 79 16 19 110 22 23 141 27 30
18 4 5 49 9 13 80 16 20 111 22 24 142 27 31
19 4 6 50 9 15 81 16 21 112 22 25 143 28 29
20 4 7 51 10 11 82 16 23 113 22 26 144 28 30
21 4 8 52 10 12 83 17 18 114 22 27 145 28 31
22 4 9 53 10 13 84 17 19 115 22 28 146 28 32
23 4 10 54 10 14 85 17 20 116 23 24 147 29 30
24 5 6 55 10 15 86 17 21 117 23 25 148 29 31
25 5 7 56 10 16 87 17 22 118 23 26 149 29 32
26 5 8 57 11 12 88 18 19 119 23 27 150 30 31
27 5 9 58 11 13 89 18 20 120 23 29 151 30 32
28 5 11 59 11 14 90 18 21 121 24 25 152 31 32
29 6 7 60 11 15 91 18 22 122 24 26
30 6 8 61 11 17 92 18 23 123 24 27
31 6 9 62 12 13 93 18 24 124 24 28
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B.3.4 Ground Struture 4
Table B.14: Nodal oordinates [m℄ of the ground struture GS8.
i x y i x y i x y i x y
1 0.000 0.000 10 6.577 -2.000 19 12.000 0.600 28 18.778 0.261
2 1.155 -2.000 11 6.577 0.329 20 13.356 0.532 29 18.778 -2.000
3 1.155 0.058 12 7.933 -2.000 21 13.356 -2.000 30 20.134 0.193
4 2.510 -2.000 13 7.933 0.397 22 14.711 0.464 31 20.134 -2.000
5 2.510 0.126 14 9.289 -2.000 23 14.711 -2.000 32 21.490 0.126
6 3.866 -2.000 15 9.289 0.464 24 16.067 0.397 33 21.490 -2.000
7 3.866 0.193 16 10.644 -2.000 25 16.067 -2.000 34 22.845 0.058
8 5.222 -2.000 17 10.644 0.532 26 17.423 0.329 35 22.845 -2.000
9 5.222 0.261 18 12.000 -2.000 27 17.423 -2.000 36 24.000 0.000
Table B.15: Element onnetivity table of the ground struture GS8.
e 1 2 e 1 2 e 1 2 e 1 2 e 1 2 e 1 2
1 1 2 34 6 8 67 11 13 100 18 19 133 22 30 166 28 29
2 1 3 35 6 9 68 11 14 101 18 20 134 23 24 167 28 30
3 1 4 36 6 10 69 11 15 102 18 21 135 23 25 168 28 31
4 1 5 37 6 11 70 11 17 103 18 22 136 23 26 169 28 32
5 1 7 38 6 12 71 11 19 104 18 23 137 23 27 170 28 33
6 1 9 39 6 14 72 12 13 105 18 24 138 23 29 171 28 34
7 2 3 40 7 8 73 12 14 106 18 25 139 23 31 172 28 36
8 2 4 41 7 9 74 12 15 107 18 27 140 24 25 173 29 30
9 2 5 42 7 10 75 12 16 108 19 20 141 24 26 174 29 31
10 2 6 43 7 11 76 12 17 109 19 21 142 24 27 175 29 32
11 2 7 44 7 13 77 12 18 110 19 22 143 24 28 176 29 33
12 2 8 45 7 15 78 13 14 111 19 23 144 24 29 177 29 35
13 2 10 46 8 9 79 13 15 112 19 24 145 24 30 178 30 31
14 3 4 47 8 10 80 13 16 113 19 26 146 24 32 179 30 32
15 3 5 48 8 11 81 13 17 114 20 21 147 25 26 180 30 33
16 3 6 49 8 12 82 13 18 115 20 22 148 25 27 181 30 34
17 3 7 50 8 13 83 13 19 116 20 23 149 25 28 182 30 35
18 3 9 51 8 14 84 14 15 117 20 24 150 25 29 183 30 36
19 3 11 52 8 16 85 14 16 118 20 25 151 25 31 184 31 32
20 4 5 53 9 10 86 14 17 119 20 26 152 25 33 185 31 33
21 4 6 54 9 11 87 14 18 120 20 28 153 26 27 186 31 34
22 4 7 55 9 12 88 14 19 121 21 22 154 26 28 187 31 35
23 4 8 56 9 13 89 14 23 122 21 23 155 26 29 188 32 33
24 4 9 57 9 15 90 15 16 123 21 24 156 26 30 189 32 34
25 4 10 58 9 17 91 15 17 124 21 25 157 26 31 190 32 35
26 4 12 59 10 11 92 15 18 125 21 27 158 26 32 191 32 36
27 5 6 60 10 12 93 15 19 126 21 29 159 26 34 192 33 34
28 5 7 61 10 13 94 16 17 127 22 23 160 27 28 193 33 35
29 5 8 62 10 14 95 16 18 128 22 24 161 27 29 194 33 36
30 5 9 63 10 15 96 16 19 129 22 25 162 27 30 195 34 35
31 5 11 64 10 16 97 16 21 130 22 26 163 27 31 196 34 36
32 5 13 65 10 18 98 17 18 131 22 27 164 27 33 197 35 36
33 6 7 66 11 12 99 17 19 132 22 28 165 27 35
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B.3.5 Ground Struture 5
Table B.16: Nodal oordinates [m℄ of the ground struture GS9.
i x y
1 0.000 0.000
2 1.155 -2.000
3 1.155 0.058
4 2.360 -2.000
5 2.360 0.118
6 3.565 -2.000
7 3.565 0.178
8 4.770 -2.000
9 4.770 0.238
10 5.975 -2.000
11 5.975 0.299
12 7.180 -2.000
13 7.180 0.359
14 8.385 -2.000
15 8.385 0.419
16 9.590 -2.000
17 9.590 0.479
18 10.795 -2.000
19 10.795 0.540
20 12.000 -2.000
21 12.000 0.600
22 13.205 0.540
23 13.205 -2.000
24 14.410 0.479
25 14.410 -2.000
26 15.615 0.419
27 15.615 -2.000
28 16.820 0.359
29 16.820 -2.000
30 18.025 0.299
31 18.025 -2.000
32 19.230 0.238
33 19.230 -2.000
34 20.435 0.178
35 20.435 -2.000
36 21.640 0.118
37 21.640 -2.000
38 22.845 0.058
39 22.845 -2.000
40 24.000 0.000
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Table B.17: Element onnetivity table of the ground struture GS9.
e 1 2 e 1 2 e 1 2 e 1 2 e 1 2 e 1 2
1 1 2 42 6 14 83 12 16 124 20 21 165 25 29 206 30 40
2 1 3 43 7 8 84 12 17 125 20 22 166 25 30 207 31 32
3 1 4 44 7 9 85 12 18 126 20 23 167 25 31 208 31 33
4 1 5 45 7 10 86 12 19 127 20 24 168 25 33 209 31 34
5 1 7 46 7 11 87 12 20 128 20 25 169 26 27 210 31 35
6 1 9 47 7 12 88 13 14 129 20 26 170 26 28 211 31 36
7 1 11 48 7 13 89 13 15 130 20 27 171 26 29 212 31 37
8 2 3 49 7 15 90 13 16 131 20 29 172 26 30 213 31 39
9 2 4 50 8 9 91 13 17 132 21 22 173 26 31 214 32 33
10 2 5 51 8 10 92 13 18 133 21 23 174 26 32 215 32 34
11 2 6 52 8 11 93 13 19 134 21 24 175 26 33 216 32 35
12 2 7 53 8 12 94 13 21 135 21 25 176 26 34 217 32 36
13 2 8 54 8 13 95 14 15 136 21 26 177 27 28 218 32 37
14 2 10 55 8 14 96 14 16 137 21 27 178 27 29 219 32 38
15 3 4 56 8 15 97 14 17 138 21 28 179 27 30 220 32 40
16 3 5 57 8 16 98 14 18 139 22 23 180 27 31 221 33 34
17 3 6 58 9 10 99 14 19 140 22 24 181 27 32 222 33 35
18 3 7 59 9 11 100 14 20 141 22 25 182 27 33 223 33 36
19 3 9 60 9 12 101 14 21 142 22 26 183 27 35 224 33 37
20 3 11 61 9 13 102 15 16 143 22 27 184 28 29 225 33 39
21 4 5 62 9 14 103 15 17 144 22 28 185 28 30 226 34 35
22 4 6 63 9 15 104 15 18 145 22 29 186 28 31 227 34 36
23 4 7 64 9 17 105 15 19 146 22 30 187 28 32 228 34 37
24 4 8 65 10 11 106 15 20 147 23 24 188 28 33 229 34 38
25 4 9 66 10 12 107 15 21 148 23 25 189 28 34 230 34 39
26 4 10 67 10 13 108 16 17 149 23 26 190 28 35 231 34 40
27 4 12 68 10 14 109 16 18 150 23 27 191 28 36 232 35 36
28 5 6 69 10 15 110 16 19 151 23 28 192 29 30 233 35 37
29 5 7 70 10 16 111 16 20 152 23 29 193 29 31 234 35 38
30 5 8 71 10 17 112 16 21 153 23 31 194 29 32 235 35 39
31 5 9 72 10 18 113 16 25 154 24 25 195 29 33 236 36 37
32 5 10 73 11 12 114 17 18 155 24 26 196 29 34 237 36 38
33 5 11 74 11 13 115 17 19 156 24 27 197 29 35 238 36 39
34 5 13 75 11 14 116 17 20 157 24 28 198 29 37 239 36 40
35 6 7 76 11 15 117 17 21 158 24 29 199 30 31 240 37 38
36 6 8 77 11 16 118 18 19 159 24 30 200 30 32 241 37 39
37 6 9 78 11 17 119 18 20 160 24 31 201 30 33 242 37 40
38 6 10 79 11 19 120 18 21 161 24 32 202 30 34 243 38 39
39 6 11 80 12 13 121 18 23 162 25 26 203 30 35 244 38 40
40 6 12 81 12 14 122 19 20 163 25 27 204 30 36 245 39 40
41 6 13 82 12 15 123 19 21 164 25 28 205 30 38
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B.3.6 Ground Struture 6
Table B.18: Nodal oordinates [m℄ of the ground struture GS10.
i x y i x y
1 0.000 0.000 23 12.000 0.600
2 1.155 -2.000 24 13.085 0.546
3 1.155 0.058 25 13.085 -2.000
4 2.239 -2.000 26 14.169 0.492
5 2.239 0.112 27 14.169 -2.000
6 3.324 -2.000 28 15.254 0.437
7 3.324 0.166 29 15.254 -2.000
8 4.408 -2.000 30 16.338 0.383
9 4.408 0.220 31 16.338 -2.000
10 5.493 -2.000 32 17.423 0.329
11 5.493 0.275 33 17.423 -2.000
12 6.577 -2.000 34 18.507 0.275
13 6.577 0.329 35 18.507 -2.000
14 7.662 -2.000 36 19.592 0.220
15 7.662 0.383 37 19.592 -2.000
16 8.746 -2.000 38 20.676 0.166
17 8.746 0.437 39 20.676 -2.000
18 9.831 -2.000 40 21.761 0.112
19 9.831 0.492 41 21.761 -2.000
20 10.915 -2.000 42 22.845 0.058
21 10.915 0.546 43 22.845 -2.000
22 12.000 -2.000 44 24.000 0.000
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Table B.19: Element onnetivity table of the ground struture GS10.
e 1 2 e 1 2 e 1 2 e 1 2 e 1 2 e 1 2
1 1 2 53 7 9 105 13 16 157 22 25 209 28 32 261 34 39
2 1 3 54 7 10 106 13 17 158 22 26 210 28 33 262 34 40
3 1 4 55 7 11 107 13 18 159 22 27 211 28 34 263 34 41
4 1 5 56 7 12 108 13 19 160 22 28 212 28 35 264 34 42
5 1 6 57 7 13 109 13 21 161 22 29 213 28 36 265 34 44
6 1 7 58 7 15 110 13 23 162 22 31 214 28 38 266 35 36
7 1 9 59 7 17 111 14 15 163 22 33 215 29 30 267 35 37
8 1 11 60 8 9 112 14 16 164 23 24 216 29 31 268 35 38
9 2 3 61 8 10 113 14 17 165 23 25 217 29 32 269 35 39
10 2 4 62 8 11 114 14 18 166 23 26 218 29 33 270 35 40
11 2 5 63 8 12 115 14 19 167 23 27 219 29 34 271 35 41
12 2 6 64 8 13 116 14 20 168 23 28 220 29 35 272 35 43
13 2 7 65 8 14 117 14 21 169 23 29 221 29 37 273 36 37
14 2 8 66 8 15 118 14 22 170 23 30 222 29 39 274 36 38
15 2 9 67 8 16 119 15 16 171 23 32 223 30 31 275 36 39
16 2 10 68 8 18 120 15 17 172 24 25 224 30 32 276 36 40
17 2 12 69 9 10 121 15 18 173 24 26 225 30 33 277 36 41
18 3 4 70 9 11 122 15 19 174 24 27 226 30 34 278 36 42
19 3 5 71 9 12 123 15 20 175 24 28 227 30 35 279 36 43
20 3 6 72 9 13 124 15 21 176 24 29 228 30 36 280 36 44
21 3 7 73 9 14 125 15 23 177 24 30 229 30 37 281 37 38
22 3 8 74 9 15 126 16 17 178 24 31 230 30 38 282 37 39
23 3 9 75 9 17 127 16 18 179 24 32 231 30 40 283 37 40
24 3 11 76 9 19 128 16 19 180 24 34 232 31 32 284 37 41
25 3 13 77 10 11 129 16 20 181 25 26 233 31 33 285 37 42
26 4 5 78 10 12 130 16 21 182 25 27 234 31 34 286 37 43
27 4 6 79 10 13 131 16 22 183 25 28 235 31 35 287 38 39
28 4 7 80 10 14 132 16 23 184 25 29 236 31 36 288 38 40
29 4 8 81 10 15 133 17 18 185 25 30 237 31 37 289 38 41
30 4 9 82 10 16 134 17 19 186 25 31 238 31 39 290 38 42
31 4 10 83 10 17 135 17 20 187 25 33 239 31 41 291 38 43
32 4 11 84 10 18 136 17 21 188 25 35 240 32 33 292 38 44
33 4 12 85 10 20 137 17 22 189 26 27 241 32 34 293 39 40
34 4 14 86 11 12 138 17 23 190 26 28 242 32 35 294 39 41
35 5 6 87 11 13 139 18 19 191 26 29 243 32 36 295 39 42
36 5 7 88 11 14 140 18 20 192 26 30 244 32 37 296 39 43
37 5 8 89 11 15 141 18 21 193 26 31 245 32 38 297 39 44
38 5 9 90 11 16 142 18 22 194 26 32 246 32 39 298 40 41
39 5 10 91 11 17 143 18 23 195 26 33 247 32 40 299 40 42
40 5 11 92 11 19 144 18 27 196 26 34 248 32 42 300 40 43
41 5 13 93 11 21 145 19 20 197 26 36 249 33 34 301 40 44
42 5 15 94 12 13 146 19 21 198 27 28 250 33 35 302 41 42
43 6 7 95 12 14 147 19 22 199 27 29 251 33 36 303 41 43
44 6 8 96 12 15 148 19 23 200 27 30 252 33 37 304 41 44
45 6 9 97 12 16 149 20 21 201 27 31 253 33 38 305 42 43
46 6 10 98 12 17 150 20 22 202 27 32 254 33 39 306 42 44
47 6 11 99 12 18 151 20 23 203 27 33 255 33 41 307 43 44
48 6 12 100 12 19 152 20 25 204 27 35 256 33 43
49 6 13 101 12 20 153 21 22 205 27 37 257 34 35
50 6 14 102 12 22 154 21 23 206 28 29 258 34 36
51 6 16 103 13 14 155 22 23 207 28 30 259 34 37
52 7 8 104 13 15 156 22 24 208 28 31 260 34 38
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